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power consumption and latency. Recall technique to restore the desired Pro -
gram Data stored in the broken GBL/LBL capacitors is used for Multiple-
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gram current for highest program yield superior P/E cycles.
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NAND ARRAY HIARCHICAL BL STRUCTURES FOR MULTIPLE-WL
AND ALL-BL SIMULTANEOUS ERASE, ERASE-VERIFY, PROGRAM,

PROGRAM-VERIFY, AND READ OPERATIONS

1. CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/858,61 1,

filed July 25, 2013, commonly assigned and incorporated by reference herein for all

purposes.

[0002] Additionally, this application is related to U.S. Patent Application No. 14/3 16,936,

filed June 27, 2014, and U.S. Patent Application No. 14/283,209, filed May 20, 2014,

commonly assigned and incorporated by references herein for all purposes.

[0003] This application is also related to U.S. Patent Application No. 2012/0051 137 Al,

U.S. Patent No.8,189,391, No. 8,169, 826, No.8,194,453, No.8,203,882, No.8,334,551,

No.8,148,763, No.8,335,1 11, No. 8,437,192, and No. 8,461,000, and No.8,488,382 on 3D

NAND array architecture and operation.

2 . BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention generally relates to advanced NAND memory technology.

More specifically, the invention provides a repeatedly electrically erasable and programmable

2D or 3D NAND memory array comprising a unified multi-level hierarchical broken Bit Line

(BL) structure that enables superfast and low-power Multiple Word Line (WL) and All-BL

Simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify, Program, Program-Verify and Read operations.

[0005] Conventionally, a 2D NAND flash includes several 2-dimentional (2D) planes on

a common Triple P-well within a deep N-well on top of a common silicon P-substrate. When

2D NAND flash technology is scaled down below 2xnm for increasing NAND memory size,

it hits the wall to meet the Moore's scaling law, good data reliability and short latency. The

reliability issues include short data retention life cycle, high power-consumption and low

Program, Erase and Read cycles. The slow latency issues include slow page-Read, page-

Program, page-Program-verification, block-Erase and page-Erase-verification, etc.

[0006] The WL page size can be defined either in a large physical page size such as

whole WL or a smaller logic size such as ½ or ¼ of a whole physical WL. The NAND's data

storage types can be SLC, MLC, TLC, XLC or even an analog one that stores more than 16

states per one physical NAND cell, regardless of 2D or 3D NAND memory.



[0007] Recently, many new 3D NAND flash memory cells and array architectures have

been proposed by using 3D transistors and Strings with a cylindrical column type structures

such as a multiple-layer stacked vertical-channel (VChl) 3D NAND technology from

Toshiba, SanDisk and Samsung, or a vertical-gate (Vgat) NAND String technology from

Samsung, and Macronix (Taiwan) and other 3D NAND flash technologies from Hynix, and

Micron.

[0008] Although a 3D NAND flash memory has many advantages to use the less

advanced technology nodes to increase NAND density over 1Tb with a smaller silicon area

than 2D NAND, it encounters new process disadvantages such as high aspect ratio, stair-case

etching etc, more WL disturbance and new challenges to use the new scheme of gate-

induced-drain-leakage (GIDL) current to erase the 3D NAND flash cells, etc.

[0009] Irrespective of 2D or 3D NAND flash pros and cons under development, there are

many common long-held old and new problems not being completely solved and instead

being mitigated when further scaling below 2xnm. For example, the conventional 20-year

good SBPI (Self-Boosting-Program-Inhibit) scheme has been found un-reliable in Program

and Program-Inhibit operations due to larger proximity coupling effects such as the charging

and discharging of adjacent BL-BL coupling noises.

[0010] In other words, the conventional SBPI operations are strongly affected by the

stored Vts of two surrounding NAND cells dispersed in the adjacent left and right BLs.

These coupling noise effects greatly degrade the NAND data reliability and integrity, thus

more errors and less P/E/R cycles are produced. As a result, more sophisticated ECC

algorithms are required to use those NAND memories made of more advanced nodes below

3xnm.

[0011] As NAND density will be quickly exceeding 1Tb with the circuit layout scaled

down to lOnm or below, more power consumptions and latencies in Read, Program, and

Erase operations are commonly found in product specs. It is desirable to improve NAND

memory technology to solve the above problems. The present invention provides a superfast,

superior, and unified broken-BL hierarchical NAND array structure plus DRAM-like BL

Charge-sharing and Sensing plus a novel Recall circuit aimed for implementing Multiple-WL

and All-BL simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify, Program, Program-Verify, and Read

operations on today's 2D and 3D NAND flash designs without cell and process changes, as

described throughout the specification and all figures.



3. BRIEF SUMMARY O F THE INVENTION

[0012] This invention relates to advanced NAND memory technology. More specifically,

the invention provides a 2D or 3D HiNAND memory array including a unified multi-level

hierarchical broken- Bit-Line (BL) structure configured to be repeatedly electrically erasable

and programmable for enabling superfast and low-power Multiple Word Line (WL) and All-

BL Simultaneous Erase, Erase-verify, Program, Program-verify, and Read operations. Due to

very broad aspects of the combinational architectures of HiNAND arrays of the present

invention, the following summary cannot include all key features of the inventions. Thus the

summary below should not be treated as a limitation of the present invention. One of skilled

in the field should recognize many variations and alternatives within the scope of claims

herein.

[0013] When HiNAND array uses only one preferred tight 2λ vertical metall for a 1-level

BL array scheme, then it is referred as HiNANDl . When HiNAND array uses two preferred

vertical tight 2λ metall and 2λ or 4λ metal2 lines if odd/even GBL scheme is used for a 2-

level BL architecture, then it is referred as HiNAND2. Accordingly, when HiNAND array

uses one vertical tight 2λ metall, but less tight metal2 and metal3 for a 3-level BL

architecture, then it is referred as HiNAND3. All above HiNAND2 or HiNANDl arrays use

a horizontal metalO for connecting the common source nodes of a plurality of NAND Strings

and V i ibit power supply lines. HiNAND3 has been filed by the same inventors of this

application, thus the details are skipped here.

[0014] For description simplicity, the term of "Multiple- WL and All-GBL simultaneous

Operations" is simply used to represent "Multiple- WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase,

Erase-Verify, Program, Program-verify and Read Operations" for the subsequent description

below.

[0015] The first objective of the present invention is to propose a 1-level broken metall

global bit line (GBL) hierarchical structure for a HiNANDl array to perform the preferred

Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous operations. The HiNANDl array includes J NAND

Groups with J-l Group-divided transistors MGBL extending from array top to bottom in

GBL or Y-direction, connected by one broken-GBL metall line associated with a broken

parasitic capacitor C GBL- Each HiNANDl Group is further divided by L Segments in series

with L-l Segment-divided NMOS transistors of MDBLp and each Segment is comprised of

K identical NAND Blocks, with layout extending in Y-direction. Lastly, each NAND Block

is further comprised of N identical NAND Strings cascaded in WL or X-direction. J, L, K,



and N are integers. Each NAND-String includes M 2D NMOS NAND cells in series with

one top String-select transistor MS and one bottom String-select transistor MG. The value of

M can be 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 or any arbitrary integer number. In this application, one String

includes 64 WLs or NAND cells as an example. Each physical NAND cell can store 2-state

SLC, 4-state MLC, 8-state TLC or 16-state XLC or even 256-state analog values.

[0016] In an embodiment, the length of each metal 1 GBL line extending one HiNANDl

Group is the longest metal 1 line unit for charge-sharing simultaneous Multiple-WL Read

operation of the HiNANDl array. Thereby, this metal 1 line is preferably referred as a broken

Group metal 1 line. Additionally, each broken Group metal 1 line per Group can be further

divided into L smaller broken Segment metal 1 lines by L-l Segment-divided NMOS

transistors of MDBLp. Thus, the length of broken Segment metall line associated with one

Segment is 1/L of each broken Group metall line. The broken Segment metall line is

located at a same level topologically as the broken Group metall line.

[0017] In another embodiment, the length of each broken Segment metall line extending

one HiNANDl Segment is the shortest metall line unit for simultaneous Multiple-WL

Program operation of HiNANDl array.

[0018] The second objective of the present invention is to propose a 2-level broken

GBL/LBL hierarchical structure for a HiNAND2 array to perform preferred Multiple-WL

and All-GBL simultaneous operations. Like HiNANDl array, the HiNAND2 array includes

of similar J NAND Groups in series, extending from array top to bottom in BL or Y-

direction, connected by one broken Group metal2 GBL line associated with a parasitic

capacitor C GBL- Note, the length of each broken Group metal2 GBL line extending one

HiNAND2 Group without being further broken like the HiNANDl Group mentioned before

is the longest metal2 line for charge-sharing simultaneous Multiple-WL Read operation of

HiNAND2 array. But each broken Group metal2 GBL line at top level is further connected

in parallel to L metall LBL lines located at bottom level. Each metall LBL line is associated

with one Segment in one Group of the HiNAND2 array. Each Group includes L Segments.

Thus, the length of each metall LBL line is about 1/L of each broken Group metal2 GBL

line. Alternatively, each metall LBL line can be further divided to n metall broken-LBL

lines, each of them can be the shortest metall line for simultaneous Multiple-WL Program

operation of the HiNAND2 array. In other words, each Segment is divided into n sub-

Segments and each sub-Segment includes K identical NAND Blocks extended in Y-direction.

Each Block is further comprised of N identical NAND Strings cascaded in WL or X-



direction. Each NAND String includes M NMOS NAND cells in series with one top String-

select transistor MS and one bottom String-select transistor MG. J, L, n, K, M, and N are

integers. Preferably, J=8 or 16, L=4, n>4, K depends on memory density, M=64, and

N=65,536 for 8KB page. Again, each physical NAND cell, a 2D cell in this embodiment, can

also similarly store 2-state SLC, 4-state MLC, 8-state TLC or 16-state XLC or even 256-state

analog values.

[0019] The third objective is to propose a NMOS 1-poly MHV transistor MGBL, same

type as typical NAND String-select transistors MS and MG, for dividing a large metal 1 GBL

line for the HiNANDl array to J broken Group metal 1 lines and similarly a NMOS 1-poly

MHV transistor MDBLp for further dividing each broken Group metal 1 lines to L smaller

broken Segment metal 1 lines. Alternatively, for the HiNAND2 array with 2-level BL

hierarchical structure, it is to propose a similar MGBL transistor for dividing a large metal2

GBL line to J metal2 broken-GBL lines (capacitors) respectively associated to J Groups.

Each metal2 broken-GBL line in a Group located at a top level is connected via L MLBLp

transistors respectively to L smaller metal 1 LBL lines located at bottom level and

respectively extended over one of L Segments within the Group. It is proposed to have n-1

MDBLp transistors, similar to those used in HiNANDl array, for dividing each smaller

metall LBL line (or capacitor) of a Segment to n broken-LBL metall lines respectively

associated with n sub-Segments Blocks. Each sub-Segment contains K Blocks, where J, L, K,

n can be any integer number and J is preferred to be 8 and 16. As a result, this preferred 2-

level broken-BL HiNAND2 array, regardless of 2D or 3D configuration, is comprised of J

Groups with JxL Segments and J L n K Blocks in Y-direction. Again, each Block is

further comprised of N identical NAND Strings cascaded in WL or X-direction. Additionally,

one or more metalO power lines GBLps and Vss lines CSL are laid out in X-direction for the

HiNANDl array and several power lines LBLps and Vss lines CSL are also laid out in X-

direction for the HiNAND2 array.

[0020] The fourth objective of present invention is to propose that one end of each metall

broken GBL line (capacitor) of HiNANDl array is preferably connected to one

corresponding horizontal metalO power line, GBLps, through a 1-poly NMOS MLBLs

transistor (same type of transistor like MS and MG transistors). In other words, one metalO

GBLps line is associated with one Segment per each Group in the HiNANDl array. Each

common metalO GBLps line has two purposes. The first purpose is used as a power supply

line for the HiNANDl array in initial precharge operation on all selected broken

Group/Segment metall lines to charge the corresponding broken GBL capacitors up to Vi ibit



voltage during Multiple-WL and All-BL operations. In contrast, the second purpose is used

as a Vss line to discharge each selected Segment and Group lines or capacitors.

[0021] The fifth objective of present invention is to propose that one end of each bottom-

level metal 1 LBL line (or capacitor) of a Segment in the HiNAND2 array is preferably

connected to one corresponding common metalO power line, LBLps, per Segment through a

NMOS 1-poly transistor MLBLs (like String-select transistors MS and MG). The other end

of each bottom-level metal 1 LBL line of the Segment is preferably connected to one top-level

metal2 broken GBL line through a MHV NMOS transistor MLBLp. All the smaller metal 1

LBL lines associated with L Segments in the Group are connected in parallel to each

corresponding larger metal2 broken GBL line (or capacitor). The metal 1 LBL line of the

Segment can be further divided into n broken-LBL metal 1 lines by n-1 transistors MDBLp,

each metal 1 broken-LBL line belonging to a sub-Segment associated with a broken-LBL

capacitor. One metalO line LBLps connects commonly to each broken-LBL metal 1 line

respectively via a transistor MLBLs in the HiNAND2 array. Firstly, the LBLps line is used

as a power supply line for the HiNAND2 array in initial precharge operation to charge all

selected metal 1 broken-LBL lines up to V ibit voltage at the LBL capacitors during the

Multiple-WL and All-BL operations. Secondly, the LBLps line is used as the Vss line to

discharge each selected broken Segment and Group lines (or capacitors).

[0022] The sixth objective of present invention is to propose that each top-level metal2

broken-GBL line in HiNAND2 or broken Group metal 1 line in HiNANDl array is a N-bit

BL flexibly connected to either 1-sided N-bit Page Buffer (PB) circuit or 2-sided N-bit PB

circuit for an evenly power-saving distribution and faster speed performance for the preferred

Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous operations.

[0023] In an embodiment, the bit number of the PB can be made same as N-bit GBLs in

one physical WL. In this scheme, the one physical N-bit page data trapped in the

corresponding broken Group N-bit GBL capacitor or broken Segment N-bit LBL capacitor

from a N-bit PB just needs 1-cycle of 1-page loading either from the top-side PB or the

bottom-side PB of the HiNAND array.

[0024] In another embodiment, the bit number of either 2-sided or 1-sided PB can be

made of N/2-bits, which is only one-half of N-bit of GBLs in one physical WL. In this

scheme, the whole one physical N-bit WL's data trapped in the corresponding broken Group

N-bit GBL capacitors from a N/2-bit PB needs 2-cycle of half-page data loadings so that

whole Multiple Full-WL, All-BL Program and Erase can still be performed either from the



top-side PB or the bottom-side PB.

[0025] The seventh objective of present invention is to propose that each top-level metal2

N-bit broken-GBL lines (capacitors) in a HiNAND2 array and the metal 1 broken-GBL lines

(capacitors) in a HiNANDl array is preferably divided into two equal halves with a N-bit PB

preferably being placed in the middle of either the HiNAND2 or the HiNANDl array with

two sets of N-bit outputs. The first set of N-bit outputs connect upward to the first N-bit

GBL of top half of the HiNAND2 array and the second set of N-bit outputs connect

downward to the second N-Bit GBL of bottom half of the HiNAND2 array. In this scheme

both top and bottom half of HiNAND2 arrays can be performed the Multiple Whole-WL and

All-BL Program, Program-Verify, and Read operation simultaneously in 1-cycle.

[0026] The eighth objective of the present invention is to propose a preferred method to

determine an optimal number J of all broken GBL lines or capacitors per column of a

HiNANDl array. The optimal number of J is mainly determined by the latency and reliable

charge-sharing operations of Read and Program-Verify operations rather than by Program

operation.

[0027] For a Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read and Program-Verify operations, the

number of broken GBLs is determined by a preferred ratio R(HiNAND) of the farthest,

relative to a 1-sided N-bit PB, Jth broken GBL capacitance to the sum of total J GBL

capacitances when all the J-l divided transistors MGBLs are turned on the same time to

allow the N-bit sensed All-GBL data voltages to pass from the Jth GBL capacitor to the N-bit

PB through J-l GBL capacitors for N-bit data simultaneous evaluation. The preferred ratio

R(HiNAND) equals to 1 CGBL J CGBL=1/J, where 10 <J <20. The value of J below 10 is

better for charge-sharing DRAM-like SA but at the expense of larger overhead with

increasing number of MGBL transistors. Note, R(HiNAND) = R(DRAM), which is defined

as a ratio of each DRAM cell capacitance to each DRAM BL capacitance and typically less

than 1/20. Regardless of the HiNAND2 and HiNANDl arrays, the preferred values of J are

J=8 or 16.

[0028] The ninth objective of the present invention is to propose a preferred method to

determine an optimal number L of all metal 1 LBL lines (or capacitors) per HiNAND2 Group.

The optimal number L is determined by the power-consumption of the preferred Program-

Inhibit scheme by precharging a V i ibit voltage on the selected N-bit metal 1 LBL capacitors

within the selected Segments of a Group in the HiNAND2 array for less power consumption

in Read and Program-Verify operations. In a specific embodiment, the preferred value of L



is determined by an equation J/L=4 per four Segments for each metal2 broken-GBL line or

capacitor for a preferred Multiple Whole-WL and All-GBL Read and Verify operations. In

other words, each top level metal2 broken-GBL line of a Group is connected in parallel to

four bottom-level metall LBL lines associated with 4 Segments. Each metall LBL line of a

Segment is preferably divided into n>4 metall broken LBL lines respectively associated with

n sets of K Blocks for precharging to V i ibit voltage on the selected smaller N-bit metall

broken-LBL capacitors within the selected Segments of a Group in the HiNAND2 array for

less Program power consumption. Each Block includes N identical NAND Strings cascaded

in WL or X-direction. The preferred length of each metall broken LBL line is the length of K

2D HiNAND cell Strings in Y-direction (where n typically is 4 and K is any integer depended

on area density of the flash memory chip).

[0029] The 10th objective of the present invention is to propose a preferred n bottom-

level broken-LBL metall lines per each NAND Segment, each broken-LBL metall line being

associated with a parasitic line capacitor, CLBL - There are two preferred ways to form this

broken-LBL metall line. In a first embodiment, each Group associated with a broken-GBL

metal2 line overlaps with L Segments and each Segment includes L smaller LBL metall lines

in the HiNAND2 array. Each Segment is divided into n sub-Segment. In other words, the

total number, m, of broken-LBL metall lines per GBL column (Y-direction) per Group is

m=Lxn, where each sub-Segment has a broken-LBL metall line. Each broken-LBL metall

line connects in parallel to K HiNAND Strings in Y-direction. Note, the HiNAND String is

the same as conventional NAND String in terms of String length in this application. But only

one top CLBL capacitor of the n broken-LBL metall lines or capacitors per Segment is

preferably connected to the top-level metal2 broken-GBL line through a MHV 1-poly NMOS

transistor MLBLp with its gate being tied to a control signal, such as SEG l [1], . . ., or

SEG l [L], in each selected Group J, respectively. In addition, only one bottom CLBL

capacitor of the n broken-LBL metall lines per Segment is preferably connected to a bottom

metalO line LBLps_l[L] laid in X-direction through a MHV 1-poly NMOS transistor MLBLs

with its gate being tied to one signal, such as PRE_l_n[l], . . ., or PRE_l_n[l :L], in each

selected Group J, respectively. In an alternative embodiment, the number of LBLps lines can

be increased n times to have one LBLps line per K Blocks.

[0030] The 11th objective is to use a NMOS MHV voltage device as the one used as

String-select transistor MS (or MG) in conventional NAND for each of MDBLp and MLBLs

transistors for forming broken GBLs or broken LBLs in the preferred HiNAND 1 and

HiNAND2 arrays of the present invention. Other HV device meeting BVDS spec higher than



MHV MS and MG can also be used.

[0031] The 12th objective is to have a flexibility to divide each broken-GBL or broken-

LBL lines in equal and unequal lengths and capacitances in all 2D and 3D HiNAND arrays.

In an embodiment, the length of those farthest GBL or LBL lines (or capacitors) relative to a

page buffer (PB) at one end of the HiNAND array are preferably made much larger than

those in a Group nearest to the PB for a less dilution of charge-sharing voltages for superior

DRAM-like sensing scheme used in the HiNAND array. For example, the length of farthest

Segment or Group BL line can be made 4X longer than the nearest Segment BL line in each

Group or nearest Group BL line relative to the PB.

[0032] The 13th objective of the present invention is to differentiate J Groups with

different Read latencies and power-consumption in an one-sided N-bit or N/2-bit PB of the

HiNAND2 and HiNAND 1 array. Because the Group 1 is the nearest Group to the top-sided

PB, it is a HiNAND Group with the fastest operation and the least power-consumption. The

Group J is farthest Group from the top-sided PB, thus it is termed as a HiNAND Group with

the slowest operation and the highest power-consumption. For example, for reading

Operation System code programs, it requires least Read latency upon power-up cycle so that

its data are preferred to be stored in the Group 1.

[0033] The 14th objective of the present invention is to differentiate J Groups with

different Read latencies and power-consumption in a 2-sided N-bit or N/2-bit PB HiNAND2

and HiNAND 1 array. The Group 1 and Group J are nearest to the top PB and bottom PB

respectively, thus both Group 1 and Group J are termed as the fastest NAND Group with the

least power-consumption. The middle Group(s), Group J/2 and Group J/2+1, are the farthest

Groups from both top and bottom PBs, thus they are termed as the slowest NAND Groups

with the highest power-consumption. For example, for reading Operation System code

programs, it requires least Read latency upon power-up cycle so that its data are preferred to

be stored in the Group 1 and Group J .

[0034] The 15th objective of the present invention is to precharge and discharge each

selected metal2 broken-GBL line and each corresponding metal 1 broken-LBL line through

the one pair of transistors MLBLp and MLBLs so that no extra power-line like LBLps J is

required for each metal2 broken GBL capacitor in HiNAND2 array to save layout area. For

fully passing the V ibit voltage from a selected metalO line LBLps to each metal 1 LBL

capacitor, the gate voltages of MLBLs transistors, PRE l l [1]= . . . = PRE_l_l~n[L], are

applied with Vi ibit+Vt+Vmargi , where Vmargi >0.5V and control signal SEG_1[1] is applied



with Vss to disconnect each metal2 broken GBL line from the corresponding metal 1 broken

LBL line.

[0035] The 16th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred Read,

Program, and Program-Inhibit schemes for HiNAND array to save power consumption and to

perform faster Multiple-WL and All-BL simultaneous Program operation. This simultaneous

Multiple-WL and All-BL Program operation can be successfully implemented by precharging

all selected N-bit metal 1 broken LBL lines first with a V i ibit voltage (up to about 7V) from

only one selected metalO LBLps line and then discharging part of the N-bit metal 1 broken

LBL lines selectively based on the data "zero" sent by the PB from selected metal2 broken

GBL lines through the corresponding MLBLp transistors. The precharged V i ibit voltage

would be retained in the remaining part of the N-bit LBL lines if the corresponding data from

the PB are "one."

[0036] After the completion of discharge/non-discharge operation of first N-bit metal 1

LBL capacitors of a first page data, the Program and Program-Inhibit page data is then locked

therein. The Multiple-WL Program and Program-Inhibit data would be repeatedly locked in

or trapped in the remaining selected N-bit metal 1 LBL capacitors. Once all the selected WL

Program and Program-Inhibit data being successfully stored in the corresponding pages of N-

bit metal 1 BL capacitors, then a set of Vpgm (15V to 25V) and Vpass (10V) for one selected

and 63 non-selected WLs per String would be applied to all selected Blocks for simultaneous

Multiple-WL Program (assuming each Block comprising of 64 NAND cells connected in

series with two String-select transistors of MS and MG).

[0037] The 17th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred Multiple

Whole-WL and All-BL simultaneous Read operation. This simultaneous Read operation can

be successfully implemented by precharging all the selected N-bit metal 1 LBL capacitors in

HiNAND2 array first with a V i ibit voltage of Vdd reversely from only one selected LBLps

line through a MLBLs transistor to each selected N-bit LBL line, and then through the

divided transistor MDBLp (turned on) along the path of metal 1 LBL line to reach the broken

LBL capacitor and then through the corresponding NMOS MHV MLBLp transistor to the

selected metal2 broken-GBL capacitor. Thus the conventional N-bit all-GBL precharged

Vdd voltages are not from the N-bit PB through the long and heavy unbroken metal2 GBL

line. Instead, the Read precharged voltage is directly coupled from only one selected metalO

power line LBLps in X-direction to the N-bit smaller metal 1 LBL lines (capacitors) for

achieving dramatic power reduction.



[0038] Afterwards, the precharged V i ibit =Vdd on the N-bit metal 1 LBL capacitors will

be selectively discharged to 0V by the stored "1" data in the multiple selected WLs in the

multiple selected Blocks in the multiple selected Segments of one or more selected Groups.

[0039] This simultaneous Multiple whole-WL and All-GBL Read operation can be

started after the completion of trappings of V i ibit voltage on all multiple selected metal 1

LBL lines (capacitors). The final non-discharged Vinhibit voltage in all N-bit LBL capacitors

in multiple Blocks would be dumped to the corresponding broken GBL capacitors in a

predefined order for a DRAM-like charge-sharing Read scheme. A preferred charge-sharing

Sense Amplifier (SA) operation can be done with an analog voltage reduced from the Vinhibit

voltage which is then amplified by a Multiplier and sent to DRAM latch-type SA for final N-

bit data simultaneous evaluation. The preferred order of charge-sharing operation and SA

data evaluation for each broken GBL capacitor is started from the top Group 1 which is the

nearest to the PB. After the Group 1 is read into the PB, the broken-GBL capacitor voltage in

Group 1 has to be reset to Vss and ready for the next GBL charges from Group 2 with the

voltage diluted by half before being fed to the Multiplier. Accordingly, the Jth GBL

capacitor's Vinhibit voltage would be dumped into the longest GBL line with 1/16 Vinhibit

dilution before fed to the Multiplier and then SA for final data evaluation.

[0040] The 18th objective of the present invention is to disclose two preferred sets of the

64- WL biased Program and Program-Inhibit (PI) voltages along with the preferred Vinhibit

voltages on each LBL capacitor for a HiNAND array that is comprised of a plurality of 64-

cell NAND Strings in each NAND Block. These two preferred PI schemes includes a) using

SBPI scheme with for the HiNAND Program operation, and b)

using non-SBPI scheme with V i hibit>Vdd and Vprogram=Vss for the HiNAND Program

operation. Note: SBPI stands for Self-Boosting-Program-Inhibit.

[0041] The 19th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred Dispersed

Block architecture for the 2D HiNAND array as oppose to the conventional Consolidated

Block scheme for 2D NAND. In this preferred Dispersed 2D HiNAND Block, one or more

dispersed WLs of K WLs can be flexibly selected for simultaneous Erase operation with the

same Erase conditions such as TPW=20V, with the selected V L=0V and VSSL=VGSL at

floating to reduce the selected cells' Vt =Vte < -0.7V. A preferred set of Erase biased

conditions for this HiNAND array such as SSL and GSL lines and SEG lines, PRE lines, DI

lines and DIV_EN lines will be shown. The values of K=16, 32, 64, 128 or any integer

number. In an embodiment, the Erase operation of the 2D HiNAND flash cell uses a FN-



channel tunneling scheme.

[0042] The 20th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred Dispersed

Block architecture for a 3D HiNAND array as oppose to the conventional Consolidated

Block scheme for 3D NAND. In this preferred Dispersed 3D HiNAND Block, similarly, one

or more dispersed WLs of K WLs can be flexibly selected for simultaneous Erase operation

with the same Erase conditions to reduce the selected cells' Vt =Vte < -0.7V. The values of

K=16, 32, 64 or any integer number. But the Erase operation of the 3D HiNAND flash cell

uses preferred GIDL hot-hole injection scheme to raise the 3D flash cell channel's

polysilicon bulk potential against 0V WL voltage to tunnel the stored electrons in a 3D flash

cell charge-trapping layer for its Vt reduction.

[0043] The 21th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred set of biased

voltage conditions for multiple selected WLs, the multiple remaining unselected WLs, and

the multiple selected and unselected SSL and GSL lines and SEG lines, PRE lines, DI lines

and DIV EN lines for this Multiple Whole-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase-Verify

operation of the preferred HiNAND array.

[0044] The 22th objective of the present invention is to disclose two preferred Erase

schemes that will be used in 3D HiNAND array. The first Erase scheme is like the traditional

2D NAND that applies 20V in NAND's bulk TPW to perform reverse FN-channel Erase to

remove the electrons in the floating-gate to reduce the NAND's Vt. The second Erase

scheme is to use either top or bottom or both 3D select transistors in a 3D HiNAND String in

the 3D HiNAND array to generate a high GILD hole current to increase the selected flash

bulk voltage to a level such as Verase =20V to remove electrons in the charge-trapping layer.

[0045] The 23th objective of the present invention is to disclose both above preferred

Erase schemes plus the preferred decoding circuits, one WL or more than one WL or whole

WLs Erase and Erase-Verify operations can be flexibly and simultaneously performed in both

Consolidated and Dispersed Blocks of 2D and 3D HiNAND arrays.

[0046] The 24th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred new Block

decoder with an additional Latch circuit to have the flexible Set and Reset functions to allow

independently and randomly selecting one or more Block decoders for the preferred Multiple-

WL and All-GBL simultaneous operations for both 2D and 3D HiNAND arrays.

[0047] The 25th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred new circuit of

Broken GBL and LBL decoders to allow independently and randomly selecting one or more

rows of the broken-GBL transistor MGBL and the broken-LBL transistor MDBLp. In order



to have a full passage of voltages up to 7V in GBL and LBL, the GBL and LBL drives need

to output a HV on the control signals of DIV-EN and DI l .

[0048] The 26th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred new circuit of

LBLps line to supply the following voltages to metal 1 LBL capacitor: a) for

LBL's Program-Inhibit voltage, where Vdd<Vi ibit≤7V ; b) LBLps=V i ibi for LBL's Read,

Erase-Verify, and Program-Verify precharged voltage, where V i ibit =Vdd; c) LBLps=Vss

for discharging the LBL capacitors or the corresponding GBL capacitors.

[0049] The 27th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred set of

voltages for one selected WL and multiple unselected WLs along with a preferred set of Vss

and V i ibit for all BLs in the selected Blocks so that a random multiple-WL and All-BL

simultaneous Program and Program-Verify operations can be achieved for both HiNANDl

and HiNAND2 arrays.

[0050] The 28th objective of the present invention is to disclose a flow scheme and

circuit for performing a preferred Multiple Whole-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read

operation. The operation requires only one N-bit Cache PB for a N-bit SLC Read, two N-bit

Cache PB for a 2xN-bit MLC Read, three N-bit Cache PB for a 3xN-bit TLC Read, and four

N-bit Cache PB for a 4xN-bit XLC Read by using a new scheme of "Recall" along with the

one or more levels broken-BL hierarchical structure that inherently has many existing pages

of available N-bit LBL capacitors to temporarily store KxN-bit page-data (regardless of SLC,

MLC, TLC and XLC) of multiple selected WLs without overheads of the extra data registers.

[0051] The 29th objective of the present invention is to disclose a technique to use

existing free multiple N-bit pages of Sample-and-Hold (S&H) LBL capacitors as Dynamic

Cache to temporarily store the multiple-WL page data (in Segments of a Group) near the N-

bit PB, rather than to store in multiple pages of real Cache Registers as used in conventional

NAND, to save silicon area. The total numbers of rows or pages of N-bit S&H circuit

depend on types of storages data. Typically one row of N-bit S&H LBL capacitors for N-bit

SLC storage data, while two rows of N-bit S&H circuit for N-bit MLC storage data, three

rows of N-bit S&H circuit for N-bit TLC storage data and lastly four rows of N-bit S&H

circuit is for N-bit XLC storage data.

[0052] The 30th objective of the present invention is to disclose a preferred Rotation

capacitor assignment with n rotation Dynamic Cache Registers and one Dynamic PB per

multiple-state storage data in the HiNAND array. The value of n is subject to the NAND

storage type. For example, for SLC, n=l, MLC, n=2, TLC, n=3 and XLC n=4. One N-bit



Dynamic Cache Register is to store N-bit one-WL Program pattern, while one N-bit Dynamic

PB is to store one-WL N-bit Program and Program-Inhibit pattern. The Rotation capacitor

assignment is based on one Group size of n+1 N-bit LBL capacitors or n+1 WLs for one

Dynamic PB and n Dynamic Cache Registers in the HiNAND array. During the progression

of Multiple-WL Program, the selected WL is shifted or rotated from first WL to the final WL.

Thus the only one Dynamic PB for each selected WL has to be shifted inside n+1 WLs. The

details will be explained in accordance with Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B of this application.

[0053] The 31th objective of the present invention is to disclose a novel Recall function,

which is defined as a DRAM-like page-based Read operation to allow the sensing of 1-page

program voltage data stored in one designated page of Dynamic Cache Register by a PB

located at top or bottom of the HiNAND array during this preferred Program- Verify

operation. The Recall operation is performed directly to read the N stored voltages in

accordance with the program page data loaded from I/O, as oppose to the program-verify that

reads cell's stored analog Vt from the selected WLs. The required number of Dynamic

Cache Registers for this broken-BL hierarchical HiNAND array is determined by the storage

types. For SLC, only 1 Dynamic Cache Register is required, while for MLC, 2 Dynamic

Cache Registers are required, TLC needs 3 Dynamic Cache Registers and TLC needs 4

Dynamic Cache Registers.

[0054] This preferred Recall operation is performed through using a first step of a

DRAM-like Charge-sharing (CS) Read between one accessed CSEG with up to J CGBL

(assuming the array is divided into J broken Groups), then performing a second step of a

Multiplier's analog voltage amplification and lastly a third step of a Latch-type SA's full

digital amplification to recall the previously stored 1-page program data back to Static-PB in

one read cycle of the present invention.

[0055] For a proper Read of two distinct diluted voltage data pattern such as, Vdd/J vs 0V

or Vi ibit vs. 0V after CS, the ratio of 1/J value is preferred set to be not smaller 1/16 as

adopted by a DRAM Read.

[0056] The 32th objective of the present invention is to disclose several preferred PI

(Program-Inhibit) schemes for this HiNAND array, regardless of 2D or 3D technologies. The

key difference between HiNAND Program and NAND Program is that each N-bit Page data

of Vi ibit and Vss of each WL data are not directly controlled remotely by the N-bit PB

through each long GBL as in conventional NAND dealing with one WL Program only,

instead, in the HiNAND with Multiple whole- WL and All-GBL Program scheme, the



multiple page data in V i bi V ss patterns of the selected multiple WLs are allowed to be

latched or stored in multiple steps in selected metal 1 LBL capacitors in the selected Segments

and Groups. Thus the simultaneous multiple whole-WL and All-BL Program operation

becomes feasible without causing any data contention in the shared N-bit PB.

[0057] The 33th objective of the present invention is to disclose several preferred PI

(Program-Inhibit) schemes for this HiNAND array, regardless of 2D or 3D technologies. The

key differences between HiNAND Program and NAND Program are summarized below:

a) i ibit voltage >7V is a much higher initial voltage in selected HiNAND cell's

channel voltage V c i than Vdd used in the conventional NAND cell supplied from a

N-bit PB.

b) Vpass=10V to obtain the highest V c i before Program is initiated.

c) Multiple randomly WLs are selected for concurrent Program from multiple

dispersed Blocks on a basis of one-WL per one Block, each of the multiple dispersed

Blocks belonging to different sub-Segment associated with a broken-LBL capacitor,

each sub-Segment being selected randomly to same or different Segments of the same

or different Groups.

This is termed as Multiple random-WL Program in the Dispersed NAND Blocks. A higher

Pi's V i ibit voltage is used by HiNAND array in the beginning of the page Program.

[0058] The 34th objective of the present invention discloses that all the above mentioned

objectives, techniques, broken-BL hierarchical structures in 2D HiNAND flash array can be

similarly applied in various 3D NAND arrays and technologies for the preferred Multiple-

WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program, Read, Erase-Verify, and Program-Verify

operations. The conventional 3D NAND technologies include 1) The vertical-channel 3D

NAND technologies from Toshiba's BiCS and PiCS Vertical-channel NAND, Samsung's

TCAT, and Hynix's DC-SF; 2) The vertical-gate 3D NAND technology from Samsung,

Macronix, etc. In 2D HiNAND architecture, the optimal length of capacitance of each

broken metal 1 LBL line is optimally set around four 2D HiNAND Strings for the tradeoff

between the overhead of added MLBLps MHV devices and PI precharge-current. But in 3D

HiNAND flash architecture, the length of each LBL line of four or more 3D NAND Strings

takes less area, thus less capacitance. As a result, it should be increased to more than 8

Strings to increase corresponding 3D broken LBL capacitance. Similarly, each broken GBL

capacitance is reduced due to the 3D HiNAND Strings takes less area.

[0059] The 35th objective of the present invention is to disclose all above proposed 2-



level broken BL HiNAND2 array can be reduced to 1-level broken BL HiNANDl array only

with metal 1 broken GBL lines for different and high-density memories such as NOR array,

SARAM array, DRAM array, PLD array, CAM array, and ROM array. This 1-level divided

GBL architecture with segmented DGBL capacitance would result in faster read speed. For

those cells read from the selected divided GBL capacitance near SA would have the highest

read speed. For those cells located in the other end of column farthest away from SA would

have the slowest read speed. The MGBL device used for dividing each long GBL line can be

made of LV NMOS device in DRAM, SARAM and CAM and PLD designs with a larger

channel width to reduce the pass resistance for not affecting the read BL delay.

4 . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0060] Figure 1A is a cross-sectional view of a 2D NAND memory cell with channel

biased condition at for Program-Inhibit (PI) according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0061] Figure IB is a cross-sectional view of a 2D NAND memory cell with channel

biased condition at Vss=0V for Program according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[0062] Figure 1C is a diagram of 3-bit 8-Vt distribution of TLC-type storage for NAND

memory cell according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0063] Figure ID is a cross-sectional view of a memory unit device configuration of a

conventional U-shape vertical-channel 3D memory String that comprises eight 3D NAND

cells.

[0064] Figure IE shows respective side cross-sectional view and top cross-sectional view

of two optional device configurations of an alternative conventional vertical-channel 3D

NAND memory String.

[0065] Figure 2A is a circuit diagram of a 2D HiNANDl array including 1-level

hierarchical broken-GBL structure for multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-

verify, Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations according to a specific embodiment of

the present invention.

[0066] Figure 2B is a circuit diagram of a 2D HiNAND2 array including 2-level broken-

BL hierarchical structure for multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify,

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations according to another specific embodiment of



the present invention.

[0067] Figure 3 is a block diagram of a Page Buffer circuit for both the HiNAND2 and

HiNANDl arrays according to embodiments of the present invention.

[0068] Figure 4A is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

a specific embodiment of the present invention. The HiNAND array has been divided into 8

Groups. Each Group large metal2 GBL capacitor (or GBL line) is divided into 8 Clusters of

4-Segment metall capacitors through 8 divided GBL transistor of MLBLp. Each Group-

broken metal2 line has eight 4-Segment metall capacitors connected in parallel. Each 4-

Segment cluster includes one Segment being assigned to be one Dynamic Page Buffer (PB)

and three Segments being assigned to be Dynamic Cache Registers. The assignments are

preferably rotated among these 4 Segments. Fig. 4A shows that the first Segment of Cluster

1 in the dispersed eight Groups is assigned to be one Dynamic PB but the next three

Segments are assigned to be three corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing one

corresponding 3-bit TLC data.

[0069] Figure 4B is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. The assignment of 4-Segment metall

capacitors are rotated with the last Segment of Cluster 8 in the dispersed eight Groups being

assigned to one Dynamic PB and the first three Segments being assigned to be three

corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one corresponding 3-TLC data.

[0070] Figure 4C is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. The assignment of 4-Segment metall

capacitors are rotated with the first Segment of all eight Clusters in Group 1 being assigned to

one Dynamic PB and the next three Segments in each Cluster being assigned to be three

corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one corresponding 3-TLC data.

[0071] Figure 4D is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. The assignment of 4-Segment metall

capacitors are rotated with the first Segment of all eight Clusters in Group 8 being assigned to

one Dynamic PB and the next three Segments in each Cluster being assigned to be three

corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one corresponding 3-TLC data.



[0072] Figure 5A is a circuit diagram of 1-bit static PB circuit that comprises one

Multiplier circuit, one 1-bit Sense Amplifier circuit and one 1-bit SLC Data Register, along

with one Y-pass circuit, One Cache Register, one I/O Control and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins for

Multiple-WL and AU-GBL Simultaneous SLC operations for both HiNANDl and HiNAND2

arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0073] Figure 5B is a circuit diagram of multi-bit static PB circuit for HiNAND array that

allows to store e-bit NAND multiple-state page data for Multiple-WL and All-BL

Simultaneous (MLC, TLC, XLC, . . .) operations according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[0074] Figure 6A is a diagram showing a set of SLC Read timing waveforms for

Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation with a preferred set of initial biased

conditions in accordance with the 1-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A of both HiNANDl

and HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0075] Figure 6B is a diagram showing a set of Sample/Hold Multiple-WL SLC PGM

patterns timing waveforms in accordance with the 1-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A of

both HiNANDl and HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0076] Figure 6C is a diagram showing a set of set biased conditions of Multiple-WL and

All-GBL SLC simultaneous PGM timing waveforms in accordance with the 1-bit static PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5A.

[0077] Figure 6D is a flow chart showing a method for the preferred Multiple-WL and

All-GBL SLC simultaneous Program operation in accordance with the preferred PB circuit

shown in Fig. 5A.

[0078] Figure 7A is a diagram showing a set of MLC Read timing waveforms for

performing the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL MLC simultaneous Read operation in

accordance with the multi-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5B of both HiNANDl and

HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0079] Figure 7B is a diagram showing a set of Sample/Hold Multiple-WL PGM patterns

timing waveforms for the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL MLC simultaneous Program

Patterns operation in accordance with the multi-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5B.

[0080] Figure 7C is a diagram showing a set of biased conditions of Multiple-WL and

All-GBL MLC simultaneous PGM timing waveforms in accordance with the preferred PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5B.



[0081] Figure 7D is a flow chart showing a method for the preferred Multiple-WL and

All-GBL MLC simultaneous Program operation in accordance with the multi-bit static PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5B.

[0082] Figure 8 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of array

control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read operation based on the

HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention.

[0083] Figure 9 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of array

control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read operation based on the

HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention.

[0084] Figure 10 is a diagram showing a first preferred set of bias voltage conditions of

array control signals for Multiple -WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based on

the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention.

[0085] Figure 11 is a diagram showing a second preferred set of bias voltage conditions

of array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based

on the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention.

[0086] Figure 12 is a diagram showing a first preferred set of bias voltage conditions of

array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based on

the 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages,

according to another specific embodiment of the present invention.

[0087] Figure 13 is a diagram showing a second preferred set of bias voltage conditions

of array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL Simultaneous Program operation based

on the 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC

storages, according to yet another specific embodiment of the present invention.

[0088] Figure 14 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of 2D or

3D HiNAND2 array for a preferred Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation

using Channel-Erase scheme, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages, according to

an alternative embodiment of the present invention.

[0089] Figure 15 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of 2D or



3D HiNAND2 array for a preferred Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation

using GIDL Erase scheme, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages, according to

another alternative specific embodiment of the present invention.

[0090] Figure 16 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 2-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and U-shaped vertical-channel String according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0091] Figure 1 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 3-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and U-shaped vertical-channel String according to

another embodiment of the present invention.

[0092] Figure 18 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 1-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and with U-shaped vertical-channel String according to

yet another embodiment of the present invention.

[0093] Figure 19 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 1-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and with straight vertical-channel String according to

still another embodiment of the present invention.

[0094] Figure 20 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array

compatible with vertical-gate NAND cell string scheme according to a specific embodiment

of the present invention.

[0095] Figure 2 1 is a diagram showing six decoding logics for eight layers of the vertical

String selected-transistors of the 3D vertical-gate HiNAND2 array structure of Fig. 20

according to a specific embodiment of the present invention.

[0096] The above diagrams are merely examples, which should not unduly limit the

scope of the claims herein. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize many other

variations, modifications, and alternatives. It is also understood that the examples and

embodiments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and that various

modifications or changes in light thereof will be suggested to persons skilled in the art and

are to be included within the spirit and purview of this process and scope of the appended

claims. Note, all above 3D HiNAND2 arrays have 2-sided Sense Amplifier (SA) and

multiple-level hierarchical BL structures. All of them can be turned into 3D HINAND2

with 1-sided SA and multiple-level broken-BL hierarchical structures so that the preferred

concurrent charge-sharing, precharge, and discharge in Read and Verify operations can be

performed with faster speed and less-power consumption.



5. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0097] In the following detailed description of the present invention, reference is made

towards the accompanying drawings, flow charts, diagrams, and tables that form a part hereof

and in which is shown, by way of illustration, specific embodiments in which the invention

may be practiced. In the drawings, like numbers describe substantially similar components

throughout the several views and embodiments. These embodiments are described in

sufficient detail with a goal to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention. Other

embodiments may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention.

Additionally, the following detailed description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the

scope of the present invention is defined only by the appended claims and equivalents

thereof. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram

form, rather than in detail, in order to avoid obscuring the present invention.

[0098] Please note, if used, the labels left, right, top, bottom, middle, higher or lower

level X or Y-direction, column or row direction, horizontal or vertical direction both in

drawings or mentioned in description, have been used for convenience purposes only and are

not intended to imply any particular fixed direction. Numerical denotation using J, L, K, M,

N, m, n, is also for convenience purpose and corresponding examples of these numbers, such

as 1, 2, 3, 8, 16, 32, 64, 256, etc are not intended to limit the scope of the present invention

defined by the appended claims. Instead, they are used to reflect relative locations and/or

directions between various portions of a circuit object or schematic diagram.

[0099] Unlike prior-art 2D NAND has only one 1-level unbroken and tight 2λ metal 1

global bit line (GBL) architecture extending vertically (or in column direction, or Y-

direction) a long way from each array top to bottom with a heavy BL capacitance along with

a plurality of horizontal metalO Vss lines, in general, embodiments of the present invention

provide a HiNAND array preferably including 1-level or 2-level hierarchical structure with

broken and tight 2λ meal2/metall GBLs and tight metal 1 local bit lines (LBLs) along with a

plurality of horizontal metalO Vss and power lines. Throughout this specification, a NAND

array with 1-level broken metal 1 GBL is termed as HiNAND 1 array, while a NAND array

with 2-level broken metal2 GBL and broken metal 1 LBL is termed as HiNAND2 array

(compared with the conventional NAND array with 1-level unbroken and tight 2λ metal 1

GBL).



[00100] The length of each metal2 or same metal 1 GBL is formed to be much longer than

the length of each metal 1 LBL line in HiNAND array so that the DRAM-like Charge-sharing

sensing scheme for the preferred Multiple-WL and All-BL Simultaneous operations can be

reliably realized with low power consumption and low latency.

[00101] For the preferred Multiple -WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program operation, a

precharged V i ibit voltage on all selected, smaller, broken metal 1 LBLs in HiNAND2 array or

a broken metal 1 GBL line in HiNAND 1 array is required for power saving. The V i ibit

voltage is preferably set to be larger than Vdd for HiNAND array and is generated from a

Vinhibit pump circuit and is then coupled to the selected LBL and GBL capacitors through a

selected horizontal metalO GBLps line in HiNAND 1 or metalO horizontal LBLps line in

HiNAND2 array. The precharge current will be too high when the precharged voltage is

greater than Vdd and GBL and LBL capacitance are also too large. And that is why a broken

smaller LBL or broken GBL line is required for lowering the precharge current for charging

to Vinhibit n this preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based

on HiNAND arrays.

[00102] Conversely, for the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read and

all Verify operations such as Program-Verify or Erase-Verify, a precharged Vinhibit voltage or

Vdd voltage on all selected large broken metal 1 GBL lines in HiNAND 1 array or a large

broken metal2 GBL line in HiNAND2 array is required for a fast, reliable DRAM-like BL

Charge-sharing sensing scheme implemented in this preferred HiNAND array.

[00103] Besides multiple-level broken-BL hierarchical structures, some other novel

circuits or techniques such as Recall and Sensing, Dynamic Cache Registers and Dynamic PB

formed inside 2D HiNAND array to store the programmed data patterns will be disclosed and

explained throughout this specification. In addition, all above mentioned multiple-level

broken-BL hierarchical structures, operating schemes and biased conditions for the 2D

HiNAND array circuits can be extended into the 3D HiNAND array circuits with a super fast,

lower-power Program and Read operations.

[00104] Fig. 1A shows a cross-sectional view of one 2-poly, NMOS, 2D NAND cell

subjected to a preferred non-SBPFs program-inhibit bias condition according to an

embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the cell, referred as the 2-poly HiNAND

cell in this invention, is formed inside the TPW 27, within the DNW 28 on top of P-substrate

29, structurally the same as conventional NAND cell. In an alternative embodiment, the 2D

HiNAND cell can also be a 1-poly MONOS cell using a charge-trapping layer made from



Nitride for data storage. In another alternative embodiment, this HiNAND cell can be made

of either 2-poly floating-gate transistor with polyl layer 20 on top of ploy2 layer 22 separated

by a thin oxide layer 2 1. Poly2 layer is separated from the channel by another thin oxide

layer 23 in between. Further, the cell can also be made of a 1-poly charge-trapping layer

NMOS transistor (not shown).

[00105] Fig. 1A shows that the 2-poly HiNAND cell is subjected to a biased (charged)

voltage of MV in both drain node 26 and source node 24 for Program-Inhibit. In particular,

the gate 19 is applied with word line Vpgm voltage a while the MV at cell channel is at

program-inhibit Vinhibit voltage which is greater than Vdd, for example Vinhibit = 7V. One

advantage of adopting HiNAND broken-BL hierarchical structure is to allow the easiest setup

of a low-power, least WL-pass disturbance, using multiple schemes for Program and

Program-Inhibit operations including the enhanced SBPI (ESBPI) and direct non-SBPI as

well as the conventional SBPI scheme to achieve high-yield and superior programming of 2D

and 3D NAND flash memory.

[00106] Conventionally, more than 7V is generated in channels of the non-selected NAND

cells through the coupling effect of rising WL-gate 20V with an initial floating Vdd-Vt

voltage, which is about IV when Vdd=1.8V. But when adopting HiNAND architecture, this

7V or greater can be generated directly from a V i ibit pump circuit and then directly coupled

to the channels of unselected programmed NAND cells in multiple selected WLs and pages

simultaneously by using the preferred low-power non-SBPI scheme as disclosed in the

present invention. With V i ibit voltage being directly supplied to the channels of non-selected

NAND cells, thus this non-SBPI V i ibit method is very effective with high Program and

Program-Inhibit (PI) yield.

[00107] In an embodiment, a low-power ESBPI scheme is adopted to use a bias voltage

more than Vdd but preferably below Vinhibit of 7V. Since ESBPI uses Vinhibit higher than Vdd

as used by conventional NAND, thus, the PI yield should be much higher and more reliable.

Again using the ESBPI method, the bias voltage is also preferably generated from a pump on

chip that is not coupled from the PB on top of NAND array. Thus the HiNAND architecture

based on these HiNAND cells can still use the low-voltage PB as prior-art NAND design.

Since the charged bias voltage is less than 7V, thus coupling effect similar to SBPI is still

required.

[00108] Besides above two preferred PI methods, the third SBPI scheme using Vdd as

program-inhibit voltage like the prior-art NAND can still be used for the present 2D



HiNAND architecture for Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program operation. Note,

all above three methods, the SB effect to increase non-selected NAND cell channel voltage

from the rising WL is still valid.

[00109] For those program-inhibit HiNAND cells, the channels are coupled directly with

V i ibit from a V i ibit pump circuit through a preferred metalO LBLps in HiNAND2 array or

from a metalO GBLps line from HiNANDl array, rather from PB. The Vt of Program-Inhibit

cells would not be increased. If the Vt is E-state, then the program-inhibit cell's Vt should

remain at E-state. Similarly, when A-state, B-state and C-state cells get program-inhibited,

then they should stay at their respective initial A-state, B-state and C-state without being

increased to next higher states.

[001 10] In an embodiment, Fig. 1A shows the Non-SBPI biased conditions associated with

the HiNAND cell: gate node Vg (19) =Vpgm=15V-25V, source node Vs (24) and drain node

Vd (26) are at (Note, V i ibit is directly supplied by a selected LBLps or

GBLps lines). VTPW (27) =0V, V DN (28) =Vdd, and Vp-sub (29)=0V. In another

embodiment, Fig. 1A also shows the ESBPI biased conditions: gate node Vg (19)

=Vpgm=15V-25V, source node Vs (24) and drain node Vd (26) Vdd< V i hibit<7V

(Note, V i ibit directly supplied by a selected LBLps or GBLps lines). VTPW (27) =0V, V DN

(28) =Vdd, and Vp-sub (29)=0V.

[001 1 1 ] Fig. IB shows a preferred set of program bias conditions of 2D HiNAND cell for

one or multiple-WL Program operations in 2D NAND flash cell. Again, the cell structure

and device physics are the same for 2D HiNAND cell or 2D NAND cell and is also kept the

same for 3D cell, too, in Read, Program, Erase, Program-Inhibit conditions without any

process and design changes. After a low-power FN-channel Program operation that takes

about 250µ per SLC, 2D HiNAND cell's programmed Vts is increased from its initial

negative erased-state (E-state) of Vte (<-0.7V) to three desired positive programmed states

such as A, B, C for a MLC cell or 7 positive states for one TLC cell and 15 positive states for

one XLC cell.

[001 12] As shown in Fig. IB, the following Program bias conditions associated with the

2D HiNAND cell: gate node Vg (19) =Vpgm=15V-25V, source node Vs (24) and drain node

Vd (26) are at 0V, VTPW (27) =0V, VDNW (28) =Vdd, and Vp-sub (29) =0V. Based on the

conventional NAND cell but with new concept of broken global or local bit lines hierarchical

structure, the HiNAND array architecture is provided in the present invention for achieving

many advantages in power reduction, reduced latency, and increased speed in Program and



Read operations.

[001 13] Fig. 1C shows an exemplary eight Vt distributions of one TLC 2D or 3D

HiNAND cell with 8 binary state assignments of 111, 110, 101, 100, 0 11, 010, 001 and 000

for 3 bits of one TLC data denoted as D3, D2 and Dl . The E-state is termed as LSB state, H-

state is the MSB state, and A-state to G-state are termed as 6 CSB states of one TLC cell. The

eight states from LSB to MSB include E, A, B, C, D, F, G and H states from left to right.

Many other eight TLC state assignments can also be accepted for both 2D and 3D HiNAND

cell and array.

[001 14] As shown, there are 7 verification voltages such as VFY1 to VFY7 as a regular

2D and 3D NAND with 7 corresponding Read voltages such as Rl to R7 for one selected WL

in prior-art NAND's one-WL Program scheme but for multiple selected WLs for HiNAND 's

multiple-WL novel Program scheme. There are plenty of different VFYn and V setups for

multiple-state Vt for one 2D or 3D NAND cells of prior-art NAND. All these prior-art

single-WL VFYn and V
R

setups can be adopted by HiNAND but extended into multiple-WL

VFYns and VR S with the same biased conditions on the same row address in all selected 64

WLs either in one consolidated Block or 64 dispersed WLs in 64 dispersed Blocks of

HiNAND array. For a SLC storage, only 2 states of E-state and A-state are used with n=l, 2,

while a MLC storage, 4 states of E, A, B and C are used. Similarly, for 15 states of XLC of

larger assignments is used for both 2D and 3D HiNAND.

[001 15] In today's 2D NAND spec, a SLC program time is about 250µ8, a MLC program

time is about twice of SLC, a TLC program time is about 3X of SLC of 750µ8, and is 1.75ms

for a TLC Program, referred to N-bit cells for respective SLC, MLC, TLC, or XLC. In one-

WL page Program, the program sequence starts from the bottom N-bit 2D NAND cells of

WL[64] next to a top String-select transistor MG to the top N-bit 2D NAND cell WL[1] next

to a bottom String-select transistor of MS per WL at a time.

[001 16] More detailed six steps of one-WL Program in conventional 64-cell String of a 2D

NAND is summarized below:

[001 17] lst-step: Loading programmed-data cycle. The desired maximum program data in

unit of one single physical WL of page with N GBLs are loaded into multiple N-bit Dynamic

PBs and NX multiple Dynamic page buffers, serially or in parallel. The Program operation is

then either performed in two ways: a) 1-cycle All-BL page Program scheme; b) 2-cycle of ½-

BL Odd and Even logic pages Program scheme.



[00118] 2nd-step: All 64 WL voltages of one selected Block pre-setting cycle. All gate

lines of 64 selected WLs and two String-select transistors in one selected NAND Block are

preset to the 1st-stage of the desired biased voltage such as Vpass of 10V with

(bottom string-select transistor MS's gate) and VGSL=VSS (top String-select transistor MG's

gate) to avoid BL leakage in one selected NAND Block.

[00119] 3rd-step: GBL V ibit and Vss Precharging cycle of one selected WL. All N-bit

GBL lines are coupled to the desired V ibit and Vss in one selected WL in accordance with

the desired page data stored in each PB at top of NAND array prior to Program operation.

[00120] 4th-step: Single-WL simultaneous Program cycle. Only one selected WL in the

selected Block is then coupled to a ramping voltage of Vpgm (15V-25V) for one iterative

program pulse with a width ranging from ΙΟµβ to 20µ . The remaining 63 unselected WLs

voltage are kept unchanged at Vpass of 10V. Different PI methods such as SB, LSB and

EASB are used for Program. There are many un-selected Vpass voltages proposed by many

prior-art NANDs. These different Vpass voltages include Vpass 1, Vpaas2 to VpassJ. The

voltages of Vpass 1 to VpassJ vary from as low as Vss to Vdd to Vpass.

[00121] 5th-step: Single page or WL Program verification cycle. All N-bit GBL

capacitors are precharged to Vdd-Vt from top N-bit PB for 1-cycle All-GBL Read or 2-cycle

½-GBL Read. The precharged voltage of Vdd-Vt in each metall GBL is VGBL=Vdd-Vt=0.7V

to 1.0V. In this cycle, a slow and high pre-charged GBL current happens. A check of N-bit

or l/2N-bit data comparison is performed between the desired WL programmed data stored

in the static-PG from system with the programmed data read out from one selected WL. If

data comparison is matched, then Program is ended. If fails, then the Program and Program-

Verify iteration are continued to the preset loops.

[00122] 6th-step: Repeat single-WL Program and Program-Verify operation until the

program time spec is over. The iterative single-WL Program and Program-Verify are

performed only when the programmed data fails to meet the desired stored data in PB. The

data can be SLC, MLC, TLC, and XLC or even the analog data with more than 16 Vt states

per cell.

[00123] The present invention provides embodiments one- or multiple-WL and All-BL

simultaneous Program operations for 2D HiNAND array, where the number of steps and the

function of each step are different from above series of steps. Details will be found

throughout this specification and particularly in subsequent paragraphs in accordance with

Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B.



[00124] Figure ID is a cross-sectional view of memory unit device configuration of a

conventional U-shape vertical-channel 3D memory String that comprises eight 3D NAND

cells. As shown, one U-shape 3D NAND 8-cell String is configured with one separate drain-

string-select transistor 81 and one source-string-select transistor 82 respectively coupled at

two ends. Layer 51 is a Vss metalO line running in row direction of memory array and layer

52 is a metal 1 bit line (BL), running in column direction and perpendicular to the metalO Vss

line. This 3D NAND String is formed on U-shaped body 74 with eight cells, such as Id,

71a, etc including a gate insulation layer 73 being stacked in stacking direction.

Additionally, a back-gate transistor 6 1 with same gate material including back-gate hole 62 is

formed on the same body 74B(74) at the bottom of the stack. The blocking insulation layer

73a, charge-trapping layer 73b, and tunnel insulation layer 73c are shared by all 8 cell

transistors and the back-gate transistor 61. But the drain and source NMOS string-select

transistors 8 1 and 82 are respectively using the non-charge-trapping layers 87 and 88 with

gate insulation layer 85 and 86 in between. The drain and source side holes 83 and 84 are

formed respectively to penetrate the gates 8 1 and 82. The non-charge-trapping layer 87 of

the drain-string-select transistor 8 1 is connected to the metal 1 layer 5 1 via another metal layer

55 in the stack direction. The detailed description of the memory unit device can be referred

to a vertical-channel 3D NAND scheme shown in U.S. Patent No. 8,169,826 B2, titled with

"Nonvolatile Semiconductor memory Device", and incorporated fully for references.

[00125] Throughout the disclosure of the specification, it will be seen that a preferred

HiNAND array architecture with broken GBL or LBL scheme can be applied to convert the

above U-shape vertical-channel 3D NAND structures to a 3D HiNAND structure for many

advancements in Multiple- WL and All-BL Program, Read, and Program-Verify operations.

The number of 3D NAND cells in a String can be flexibly extended from 8 cells shown in

Fig. ID to 16, 32 or even 64 for more area reduction.

[00126] Similarly, other known vertical 3D NAND structures can also be turned into a 3D

HiNAND 1 or HiNAND2 broken-BL array structure for Multiple- WL and All-BL operations.

The same techniques disclosed here in this application can be also applied to different

configurations of alternative 3D NAND structures. For example, Fig. IE shows respective

side cross-sectional view and top cross-sectional view of two conventional device

configurations of an alternative vertical-channel 3D memory String. As shown in right side

of the figure, an option2 configuration for a conventional 3D vertical NAND string is formed

on substrate 100 with a lower electrode 102 below channel 1 and an upper electrode 202 over

the channel 1 having a pillar shape perpendicular to the substrate 100. A plurality of control



gate electrodes 3 formed over a stack of multiple device levels around the pillar shaped

channel 1. A blocking dielectric 7, having a C-shape in the side cross-sectional view, is

located adjacent to and surrounded by the control gate electrodes 3 . A plurality of discrete

charge-trapping segments 9 is respectively disposed in the opening portion of the C-shaped

blocking dielectric 7 and coupled around the channel 1 via a surrounding tunnel dielectric 11.

For the option 1 configuration shown in left side of the figure, the channel 1 is hollow inside

which is filled with an insulation fill material 2 . The top cross-sectional view reveals clearly

the relative positions of the channel 1 (as well as fill material 2), the tunnel dielectric 11, the

charge-trapped segments 9, and the blocking dielectric 7 . The upper electrode 202 is the

equivalent local metal 1 line laid out to connect each vertical-channel 3D NAND String and

the lower electrode 102 is connected to metalO CSL line. The details of the vertical-channel

3D NAND cell technology shown above can be referred to U.S. Patent No.8,461,000, titled

with "Method of Making Ultrahigh Density Vertical NAND Memory Device", incorporated

fully as references. Based on the above 3D NAND cell String configuration by introducing a

scheme with broken metal2 GBL, a broken metal 1 LBL, metalO for CSL, and metalO LBLps

line, a novel 3D HiNAND broken-BL hierarchical structure can be easily made for

performing preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify, Program,

Program-Verify, and Read operations according to embodiments of the present invention.

Details of the 2D (and 3D) HiNAND broken-BL hierarchical structure can be found

throughout the specification and particularly below.

[00127] Fig. 2A is a circuit diagram of a 2D HiNAND 1 array including 1-level broken-BL

hierarchical structure for multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-verify,

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations according to a specific embodiment of the

present invention. As shown, the 2D HiNAND 1 array has 1-level broken-BL metal 1 lines

and one 2-sided page buffer (PB). In an embodiment, the 2D HiNAND 1 array preferably

comprises J HiNAND 1 Groups, such as Group 1 to Group J, arranged in column (or Y)

direction of a 2D matrix of NAND cells. The J broken-metal 1BL lines form J capacitors

C GBL n series divided by J-l NMOS transistors, MGBL, where J is an integer selected from

8, 16, or greater. In other words, between any two adjacent C GBL capacitors of two adjacent

Groups, there exists one bridge NMOS MHV device of MGBL transistor to connect two

adjacent divided metall C GBL lines or capacitors. For total J HiNANDl Groups, there are

total J-l divided M GBL transistors but J broken-GBL divided capacitors such as C GBL ι to

C GBL J- I per one column of the 2D HiNANDl array.

[00128] Each HiNANDl Group is further divided into L Segments in Y-direction (column



direction) by L-l Segment-select transistors, MDBLp, connected by shorter metal 1 line

within. The L Segments include Segment 1 to Segment L from top to bottom connected by L

shorter broken metall lines (local capacitors such as CGBL l l to CGBL 1 L) in each

Segment. Furthermore, each HiNAND Segment is preferably divided further into K Blocks

connected by K shorter metall lines in series in column direction. Each HiNAND 1 Block

further comprises N-bit NAND Strings that are cascaded in X-direction (row direction). Each

HiNAND 1 String comprises m NAND cells in series and sandwiched by one top and one

bottom String-select transistors, MS and MG, respectively, where m=8,16, 32, 64, 128 or any

selected integer.

[00129] In addition, one end of each bit line for each Segment is connected to a

corresponding metalO power line, GBLps, along the X-direction through a corresponding

NMOS transistor, MLBLs. This GBLps line is used for either precharging the local broken

metall shorter Segment GBL line with a voltage up to V i ibit s explained above but also

used for discharging it to Vss after program.

[00130] From top static-PB (Page-Buffer) viewpoint, all J HiNAND 1 Groups with J C GBL

capacitors are connected in series from the top Group 1 capacitor C GBLI directly and then

through J-l M BL bridge transistors and J-l metall C GBL capacitors to reach the bottom and

last C GBLJ capacitor. From circuit viewpoint, the top static-PB of HiNAND 1 array would

have the smallest RC loading because only one IXCGBL capacitor but zero resistance when

reading the top Group 1 WL data without a need going through one transistor resistor MGBL

at all with all with J- l transistors MGBL being shut off in non-conduction state by setting

control signals DIV_EN[1]= . .. =DIV_EN[J-1]= Vss during the Group 1 Read and Program

operations. In contrast, in HiNAND 1 array, the largest RC loading on each broken GBL line

of each bit of static-PB when one WL is read out from Group J , which suffers the highest

capacitances of J C GBL capacitors and J-l resistances of J- l MGBL transistors by setting

control signals DIV_EN[1]= . .. =DIV_EN[J-1]> Vdd+Vt+AV marg in to fully turn on the J- l

MGBL transistors to allow full-passage of BL voltage among L Segments of J Groups.

[00131] The precharge and discharge of each C GBL capacitor can still be realized by

connecting each broken C GBL line (corresponding to each Segment) to each corresponding

metalO power line LBLps through each corresponding divided BL transistor MLBLp by

setting control signals SEG l [1]= . . . =SEG_1 [L]=Vdd or a higher Vread voltage.

[00132] In summary, HiNAND 1 array is a circuit with 1-level broken Group and Segment

GBL hierarchical structure. Although there only one metall line used to divide each long



GBL line into broken ones for Groups and Segments, the preferred multiple-WL and All-

GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify, Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations can

be performed in either Consolidated or Dispersed Blocks for SLC, MLC, TLC, and XLC

storages. More details about these operations would be explained throughout the specification

and particularly in several paragraphs below in accordance with a 2-level broken-BL

hierarchical HiNAND2 array circuit shown in Fig. 2B.

[00133] Figure 2B is a circuit diagram of a 2D HiNAND2 array including 2-level broken-

BL hierarchical structure for multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Erase, Erase-Verify,

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations according to another specific embodiment of

the present invention. This diagram is merely an example, which should not unduly limit the

scope of the claims herein. One of ordinary skill in the art would recognize many other

variations, modifications, and alternatives. As shown, Fig. 2B is a specific embodiment of

HiNAND2 array circuit with a 2-level broken-BL hierarchical structure. The HiNAND2 array

includes J Groups, such as Group 1 to Group J, of broken GBL lines associated with J broken

metal2 C GBL capacitors located at topological higher level 1 throughout each HiNAND2

column. Between any two adjacent metal2 C GBL capacitors of two adjacent Groups, there

exist one NMOS GBL-divided transistor MGBL (similar to that in HiNANDl array circuit,

see Fig. 2A). For total J HiNAND2 Groups, there are total J-l GBL-divided transistors

MGBL respectively separating total J broken metal2 capacitors, such as C GBL ι to C GBL J, per

one 2D HiNAND2 column.

[00134] Along Y-direction of the HiNAND array, each HiNAND2 Group is further

preferably divided into L similar Segments, such as Segment 1 to Segment L, equally or

unequally. Each Segment is connected by one local broken metal 1 LBL line which is located

one-level lower than the top level metal2 GBL line (or C GBL capacitor) to form a shorter local

capacitor, C SEG Furthermore, each HiNAND2 Segment (associated with each C SEG)

further divided into n sub-segments of K Blocks, such as Block 1 to Block K for sub-segment

1, Block K+l to Block 2K for sub-Segment 2, . . ., till Block Kx(n-1)+1 to Block K n for

sub-Segment n, by n-1 DBL-divided NMOS transistors, MDBLp. Correspondingly each sub-

Segment is associated with a broken-LBL metal 1 line that has a parasitic capacitor CLBL,

which is the smallest capacitance unit configured to be pre-charged up to Vi ibit voltage for

multiple-WL Program operation. Each HiNAND2 Block further includes N-bit NAND

Strings, extending from left to right across whole HiNAND2 array in X-direction. Each

HiNAND2 String includes M NAND cells connected in series and sandwiched by one top

and one bottom String-select transistors, MS and MG, respectively, where typically M=64 in



Fig. 2B but can be other integer numbers such as 16, 32 or 128. The preferred HiNAND2

String architecture and process and layout basically is identical to prior-art 64-cell NAND

String in terms of cell size and the basic Erase, Program and Read conditions.

[00135] From 1-sided top N-bit PB viewpoint, all J HiNAND2 Groups with J CGBL

capacitors are connected in series starting from the top Group 1 C GBLI capacitor directly, then

through J-l MLBLp LBL-divided transistors per GBL column to the bottom last Segment

C SEGJ capacitor through n MDBLp Segment-divided transistors per Segment.

[00136] From circuit viewpoint, the top N-bit PB of the HiNAND2 array would be

associated with the smallest RC loading because only one 1 C GBL capacitor but zero

resistance along the path when reading the top Group 1 WL data without a need going

through one transistor resistor MGBL at all with all J-l transistors M GBL being shut off in

non-conduction state by setting control gate signals DIV_EN[1]= . .. =DIV_EN [J-1]= Vss

during the Group 1 Read and Program operations. In contrast, in HiNAND2 array would be

associated with the largest RC loading on each GBL line of each bit of the static PB when

one WL is read out from bottom Group J, which suffers the highest capacitances of J C GBL

capacitors and J- l resistances of J- l transistors MGBL by setting control gate signals

DIV_EN[1]= . .. =DIV_EN [J-1]> Vdd+Vt+AV margin to fully turn on J-l transistors MGBL to

allow full-passage of BL voltage among L Segments of J Groups.

[00137] In 1-level BL structure, for J-l broken-GBL metall lines per one GBL column,

there is no any pull-down transistor device connected to Vss and power lines. While in the

2-level BL structure, each metal2 C GBL capacitor or divided metal2 GBL line can connect via

one dedicated pull-down transistor to a horizontal (X-direction) bus (e.g., LBLps_l[l] for

Segment 1) located at a level even lower than metall LBL lines. In an embodiment, as

shown in Fig. 2B, to save the whole HiNAND2 silicon area, this pull-down device like each

MLBLs transistor is removed. Instead, the precharge and discharge of each broken-Group

C GBL capacitor can still be realized by connecting each C GBL to each corresponding local

metall LBL line through each corresponding LBL-select transistor MLBLp per Segment by

setting control signals SEG l [1]= . . . =SEG_1 [L]=Vdd and by connecting the local metall

LBL line (or multiple metall broken-LBL lines via corresponding LBL-select transistors

MLBLs for all sub-segments) to a common metalO LBLps power line.

[00138] In the following sections, the detailed Multiple-WL and All-BL Read and

Program operations for the HiNAND2 array circuit (Fig. 2B) will be explained with reference

to HiNANDl shown in Fig. 2A in accordance with the preferred set of bias conditions shown



in Fig. 8 of the present specification.

[00139] As explained before, this HiNAND2 array has 2-level broken-GBL hierarchical

structure. In an embodiment, the single level long metal 1 GBL line used in conventional

NAND array has been replaced by a top level metal2 line that is purposely divided into J

broken and equal C GBL capacitors. In a specific embodiment, each metal2 broken GBL line

length and capacitance can be flexibly divided not equally. For example, the last one

metal2broken GBL line associated with Group J is preferably made much longer than that

associated with the first metal2 broken-GBL line associated with Group 1 because Group J is

the farthest Group relative to the 1-sided static PB at top of the HiNAND2 array. Thus the

dilution of stored charge to the PB would be the worst case. Thus, if it is designed to have

larger C GBL capacitance for the farthest Group J, it can have more charges so as to have less

dilution at PB. In other words, one option of HiNAND array is to have longer broken GBL

line for Group J .

[00140] The HiNAND2 array architecture is divided into J Groups by inserting J-l NMOS

MHV (~7V) Group-divided transistors MGBL into each long GBL metal2 line. In other

words, the conventional one long global metal 1 GBL metal line is elevated to a metal2 line

and then is divided by J-l transistors MGBL into J metal2broken GBL lines respectively

associated with J GBL capacitors (denoted as C GBL ι to C GBL Jcapacitors) per HINAND

column.

[00141] Each MHV transistor MGBL acts as a bridge device between two adjacent C GBL

capacitors associated with the same broken metal2 line. The top end of each metal2 C GBLI

capacitor is directly connected to one corresponding input and output (I/O) of N-bit PB

(Page-Buffer). The J value is preferably set to be 16 or 8 but not more than 16 for a reliable

DRAM-like charge-sharing Read operation and for cutting the power consumption to 1/16 for

one-WL and All-GBL Read of HiNAND2 array.

[00142] In an embodiment, there are L lower-level, smaller local metall LBL lines or

capacitors, C SEG, per each corresponding top-level metal2 C GBL capacitor. In other words, the

length ratio of the local LBL line to GBL line per Group is defined as:

Ratio(length)=GBL/LBL=L .

[00143] Accordingly, each Group within the HiNAND2 array is divided into L Segments,

from Segment 1 to Segment L, laid out in Y-direction. Each Segment in any Group has one

dedicated local metall bit line associated with a C SEGcapacitor. Furthermore, each C SEG

capacitor is divided into n broken-LBL metall lines by n-1 LBL-divided transistors MDBLs



with their gates commonly tied to a control signal DI_1_ l~n[l], . . ., or DI_l_l_n[L],

depending on it is in which Segment, 1 through L. Each broken-LBL metall line is

associated with a smallest parasitic capacitor, CLBL , connected to K Blocks in parallel. In an

embodiment, every local LBL in each Segment, e.g., Segment 1, of Group J connects to one

horizontal (X-direction) metalO power line LBLps_J[l] (see Fig. 2B) via a pull-down

transistor MLBLs. In another embodiment, every metall broken-LBL line in each sub-

segment in Segment 1 of Group J is connected commonly to the metalO power line

LBLps_J[l] respectively via separate pull-down transistor MLBLs. In yet another

embodiment (not shown in Fig. 2B), two mirrored Segments (of Group J) share one

horizontal metalO power line LBLps_J[L/2]. In this case, there are total L/2 LBLps l lines

per Group (J) such as LBLps_J[l] to LBLps_J[L/2].

[00144] In the example of Fig. 2B, the preferred HiNAND2 array has an optimal value of

L<4 for a tradeoff between the precharged supply program-inhibit Vi bi current and number

of LBL-divided transistors MLBLs per Group. For example, if L=4, that means one Group

contains four Segments so that minimum four rows of MLBLs transistors per Group are

required for multiple WL Read operation. Of course, when each Segment is divided into n

sub-segments for a preferred advantage of faster simultaneous multiple WL Program

operation, n-1 more rows of MLBLs transistors are needed per Group. But one LBLps J

power line can be shared by two adjacent Segments and also shared by n sub-segments within

each Segment for area reduction.

[00145] Each MLBLs transistor will be used to precharge charges up to Vi ibit voltage

~7V during Program and selectively discharge to Vss after Program operation from LBLps J

metalO line to each corresponding CLBL capacitor that is initially preset to Vss voltage.

[00146] In addition, each MLBLs transistor has second usage to precharge and discharge

charges of Vdd in both metall CLBL and metal2 C GBL through the corresponding MLBLs and

MLBLp transistors per one Segment during Multiple -WL and All-BL Program and Read

operations when control signals PRE J and SEG J are set to Vdd and LBLps J is set to Vdd

in an one-shot pulse.

[00147] Each HiNAND2 Jth Group comprises N metal2 GBL lines such as GBL_J[1] to

GBL_J[N], extending in X-direction and laid out in parallel to word lines (WLs). Each long

BL column comprises J broken metal2 C GBL lines (or capacitors) and laid out in Y-direction

perpendicular to WLs. Only the top metal2 C GBL lines are connected directly to N

Inputs/outputs of a top circuit block comprising of one N-bit static-PB, one N-bit Multiplier



and one N-bit Sense Amplifier (SA).

[00148] In an embodiment, each broken C BL etal line of each Segment from Segmentl

to Segment L within each HiNAND2 Group is laid out in such a way with a preferred

capacitance or length ratio R = LLBI GBL ≤ 1/1 6, where LLBL the length of a metall LBL

line, while L GBL is the length of a metal2 GBL line. Therefore, by applying a preferred

DRAM-like BL charge-sharing technique at least to the farthest Jth Group for performing

Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation in unit of one full physical WL or a full page on

this HINAND2 array, the precharge voltage (current) can be reduced by above similar ratio.

[00149] Firstly, detailed operation of the preferred DRAM-like charge-sharing technique

for one-WL and All-BL HiNAND2 Read will be explained below. Similarly, the same

technique can be easily extended to Multiple-WL and All-BL Read.

[00150] For typical NAND array with one-level BL structure, there are two schemes of

Read operation. One scheme is called as 1-cycle All-BL Read, the other scheme is called as

2-cycle Odd/Even Read. In this HiNAND2 array with multiple-level BL hierarchical

structure, the All-BL Read scheme is changed to All-GBL or All-LBL Read scheme. The All-

BL Read scheme is a Voltage-sensing scheme that requires a precharge of V GBL prior to

voltage sensing. The advantage of the voltage sensing scheme is low-power consumption but

is prone to fail due to the proximity noise coupling effect happening between adjacent BLs

and adjacent WLs.

[00151] A typical All-GBL Read method based on conventional NAND uses a voltage-

sensing and precharge-GBL scheme. It is like a 1-cycle Read from one full physical WL or

page of the NAND array. All C GBL capacitors are first precharged to Vdd-Vt prior to cell

sensing. Subsequently, upon sensing, the precharged voltage of Vdd-Vt of each C GBL is then

either discharged to Vss for those selected NAND cells in On-state or retains the precharged

Vdd-Vt for those NAND cells in Off-state in one or more selected WLs applied with WL

Read voltage V R . The advantage of this voltage-sensing scheme is no DC current flow, thus

Read power consumption is smaller. But the disadvantage is higher rate of producing fault

data bits due to the severe coupling noise generated between two adjacent BL-BL and WL-

WL.

[00152] The WLs and BLs bias conditions of the selected String in the selected Block are

listed as: a) Read voltage for a select n=l for SLC Read but n=3 for MLC Read; b)

V RI=0V for a SLC Read to distinguish one erased E-state and one programmed A-state; c)

V RI=0V , V R2=2.5V and VR3=4V for 4-state MLC Read, where VR2 is used to distinguish an



A-state and a B-state and VR3 is used to distinguish a B-state and a C-state; d) V GBL=0.7V-

1.0V is precharged to all metal 1 GBL lines initially prior to reading by shutting off NAND

Strings; e) VGBL retains 0.7V- 1.0V, if the selected NAND cell's Vt is above V
R

, thus no

conduction of cell current when V
R

is applied to one selected WL along with M-l non-

selected WLs=Vpass=6V (assuming it is a M-cell NAND String); and f) V GBL is discharged

to OV, if the selected NAND cell's Vt is below V
R

, thus a conduction of cell current happens

to pull down the precharged GBL of 0.7V-1 .OV.

[00153] Another typical All-GBL Read method in conventional NAND uses current-

sensing and non-precharge-GBL scheme. The disadvantage of this current sensing scheme is

high read power consumption because of DC current flow. But the advantage is an

immunity of severe coupling noise generated between the adjacent BL-BL and WL-WL, thus

the data is more solid. Unfortunately, each NAND String's equivalent resistance could reach

up to 1-10 Μ Ω due to ΙΟΟηΑ String current. Thus, a current-sensing scheme for NAND

String Read operation has more design difficulties and challenges than voltage-sensing

scheme.

[00154] Yet another typical Read operation in conventional NAND uses Odd/Even-GBL

Read scheme. Under this type of Read operation, it is like a 2-cycle Read from one full

physical WL or page of NAND array. The whole physical WL is alternately divided into 2

logic SLC pages with halves of all GBLs based on odd/even numbered BLs. One half

GBLs are denoted as GBLo lines and the other half GBLs are denoted as GBLe lines. The

idea of this scheme is to use the unselected interlaced GBLs as a shielding GBL. For

example, when reading all GBLo lines, then all GBLe lines are either biased at Vss or Vdd-

Vt as the shielding GBLs to protect the signal development of all GBLo from corruption due

to the coupling noises from discharging between BL-BL.

[00155] Recently, the shielding voltage of GBLe or GBLo lines is preferably biased to be

Vdd-Vt, rather Vss, the value of Vdd-Vt is set about 0.7V to 1.0V, so that WL coupling SBPI

scheme is used to eliminate or mitigate the Vpgm WL stress with superior P/E cycles on

those unselected, programmed cells located in the shielding GBLs. However, this 2-cycle

Odd/Even GBL voltage-sensing scheme consumes more power because one time precharge

of the whole non-broken C GBL is required.

[00156] The WLs and BLs bias conditions of the selected String in the selected Block are

listed as following: a) Read voltage for a select WL V
R

, n=l for SLC but n=3 for MLC; b)

VRI=0V for a SLC to distinguish E-state and A-state; c) VRi=0V, Vr2=lV, VR2=2.5V and



VR3=4V for MLC, where the VR2 is used distinguish A-state and B-state and VR3 is used

distinguish B-state and C-state; d) V G
BLO

=0.7V-1.0V or OVfor GBLo shielding effect when

GBLe lines are selected for half-WL Read; e) VG BLe=0.7V-1.0V 0V for GBLe shielding

effect when GBLo lines are selected for half-WL Read; f V G
BLO

= V , if the selected NAND

cell's Vt in GBLo is below V
R

, thus a conduction of cell current; g) V G
BLO

=0.7V- 1.OV , if the

selected NAND cell's Vt in GBLo is above V
R

, thus no conduction of cell current; h)

if the selected NAND cell's Vt in GBLe is below V
R

, thus a conduction of cell

current; and i) VG BLe=0.7V-l .OV, if the selected NAND cell's Vt in GBLe is above VR„, thus

no conduction of cell current.

[00157] In an embodiment, Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation with

a preferred DRAM-like charge-sharing technique in HiNAND2 array is provided in the

present invention with reference to a preferred set of biased conditions, as shown in Fig. 8. In

HiNAND2 array, both All-GBL and Odd/Even GBL schemes can be adopted for Read

operation. But All-GBL Read scheme is preferably adopted over Odd/Even GBL Read

scheme for achieving the superior performance and reliability. Therefore, only details about

the All-GBL Read scheme would be provided. One step further, Multiple-WL and All-BL

Read scheme is proposed below to achieve 10-fold or even 100-fold improvements in both

Read and Program operations over conventional NAND by using 2 metal lines only for this

2-level broken-BL hierarchical structure without changing the existing cell structures of

NAND cell and conditions for operating Read, Program, and Erase. In addition, the

HiNAND2 circuit die size at least is kept the same as the conventional NAND because only

few NMOS divided devices are added in the conventional long and heavy GBL that has

hundreds or thousands of NAND cells in one GBL column. Thus many advantages of the

HiNAND2 array with 10X to 100X performance improvements over conventional NAND are

achieved without causing bigger die size, regardless of 2D or 3D NAND technologies.

[00158] Note, HiNAND2 All-GBL Read scheme is a new kind of All-BL Read scheme.

Although it still uses a precharge method for all GBL without the division into two

alternative GBLe and GBLo groups, the precharged capacitance is cut down to 1/16 of C GBL

of conventional NAND. Correspondingly, the voltage sensing data is multiplied 2-3 folds

first and then fed to latch-type SA and further amplified by a DRAM-SA operation technique.

Details of the charge-sharing, sensing voltage multiplication, and SA amplification can be

found in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/283,209, filed on May 20, 2014 and U.S. Patent

Application No. 14/316,936, filed on June 27, 2014, all fully incorporated as references for

all purposes.



[00159] For example, All-GBL lines of HiNAND2 array are pre-discharged to Vss through

one MHV(~7V) device MGBLs through LBLps power line, which is made of similar String-

select NMOS MHV transistor of MS or MG of the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A.

Since the MHV device has a thinner gate oxide compared to a HV (20V) of transistor used in

the conventional NAND, plus the broken-GBL capacitance is only 1/16 of unbroken-GBL

capacitance, thus the discharge and charge speed of broken GBL capacitance is at least about

8-fold faster due to the smaller conducting transistor's resistance.

[00160] As an example, a set of bias conditions of HiNAND2 One-WL & All-GBL

simultaneous Read operation are listed here, which is like a 1-cycle Read from one full

physical WL or page of HiNAND2 array. For one selected page in the selected Block, the

WLs and BLs bias conditions include 1) Read voltage for a select WL= V
R

, n=l for SLC

Read, but n=1,2,3 for MLC Read; 2) VRI=0V for a SLC read to distinguish E and A state;

VRI=0V, VR2=2.5V , and VR3=4V for a MLC read. 3) VR2 is used to distinguish A-state and

B-state. VR3 is used to distinguish B-state and C-state.

[00161] The whole concept of the HiNAND2 Read operation is to use charge-sharing

scheme like DRAM along with the WL-voltage. The precharge is still needed for this

HiNAND All-GBL Read, but not to precharge the long and heavy unbroken GBL capacitor

in the conventional NAND to Vdd-Vt that would consumes too much precharge-power due to

each big GBL capacitance of 3-5pf, instead, to precharge each broken metal2 C GBL

capacitance in the HiNAND2 array which can be reduced to only 1/16 of original big GBL

capacitance of 3-5pf to become about 0 .1875pf ~ 0.3 125pf in layout. Thus the precharge

current can be also reduced to 1/16 if the precharged voltage is same as Vdd-Vt. For

HiNAND charge sensing, the precharged voltage is preferably changed to Vdd for more

stored charges with a bigger signal for more reliable charge-sharing operation. The

HiNAND2 Multiple- WL and All-GBL Read operation is divided into eight operation

steps/cycles in accordance with various biased conditions shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 of the

specification as well as the HiNAND2 array circuit shown in Fig. 2B of the specification.

[00162] Step 1: To simultaneously predischarge the voltages of all broken

NxLBL/NxGBL capacitors to multiple mixed power/Vss lines denoted as a LBLps line in

one or multiple Segments in one or multiple Groups.

[00163] In an embodiment, the HiNAND2 array includes preferably only one power line

of LBLps per one Segment within one Group for saving silicon area. Thus there are several

ways to pre-discharge each broken C GBL and associated C SEGcapacitors. For example, each



Group has J Segments, thus it has J LBLps lines. Any charges stored in each C SEG can be

easily discharged through each corresponding connection device MLBLs by setting its gate

signal PRE_ 1[J] to Vdd and connecting corresponding LBLps line to ground Vss. The

charges stored in each bigger C GBL per Group can have 1 to J discharged paths through 1 to J

MLBLs transistors to corresponding 1 to J LBLps lines. But more MLBLs transistors, more

PPvE_ l[J] control lines have to be coupled to Vdd, thus more power consumption is resulted.

Additionally, each broken C GBL capacitance is set to be only 1/16 of each conventional

unbroken long and heavy C GBL, thus one LBLps line is selected for discharging a selected one

C GBL, one C SEG, and one corresponding selected NAND String.

[00164] Thus the selected PRE, SEG, SSL control signals are coupled to Vdd and the

LBLps to Vss as seen in the first column of table in Fig. 9 . If the Segment 1 of Group 1 are

selected, then VPRE i[i ]=V SEG_i[i] = VssL[i ]=Vdd and V LBLPS[I]=VSS . The signals corresponding

to rest J-l Segments VPRE I [J]=VSEG_ I [J]= VSSL[I]=VSS and V LBLPS[I]=VSS . Since the discharge

current is flowing through each corresponding MHV transistor MLBLs simultaneously and

collectively, thus the discharge time is as fast as 100ns or less for all selected LBL and GBL

lines and capacitors.

[00165] Step 2 : To precharge one selected local smaller C SEG and one associated C GBL per

column, where C SEG« C GBL. Several embodiments of the precharging method for HiNAND2

Multiple- WL and All-BL Read operation are provided.

[00166] In an embodiment, Read operation is to randomly read out data preferably from

All-GBL and J-WLs simultaneously based on only one same selected WL address per

Segment per Group, where J<16. The HiNAND2 array architecture allows total J pages of

data to be read simultaneously out from J different Groups but on the basis of one WL per

one Group. In other words, a multiple- WL randomly Read scheme means each selected WL

in different Segment and Groups remain at a same position in corresponding selected NAND

String with a same address. Different address multiple- WL Read scheme is possible if the

Block's WL address can be locked in for the random-select ones.

[00167] In another embodiment, Read operation is to read multiple WLs simultaneously

and preferably from one Segment of one or more Groups. In this embodiment, the

HiNAND2 scheme flexibly allows read more than one WL from one or more selected

Segments within one or more Groups simultaneously. For example, it allows to read L pages

(WLs) of data simultaneously from L Segments (one WL per one Segment basis) of the

selected Groups which are laid out near top PB with much less C GBL loading for more reliable



charge-sharing SA operation.

[00168] The preferred precharge happens on N shorter LBL metal 1 C SEGcapacitors that

have only 1/16 of each broken C GBL capacitance. These N LBL lines include LBL_1[1] to

LBL l [N] in the selected multiple Segments per Group. Unlike Vdd-Vt precharge voltage

for prior-art NAND through a 20V long-channel device with a very slow precharge time

(~5 µ8), the precharged LBL voltage is preferably set to be Vdd of 1.8V for the HiNAND2

array through a MHV (7V) transistor MLBLs by setting the gate control signals PRE and

SEG to Vread > Vdd so that a full Vdd passage to N C SEGcapacitors, as shown in the second

column of table in Fig. 8. Other associated signals such as the selected SSL, LBL, and GBL

are set to Vdd but the unselected SSL, LBL, and GBL are set to Vss. Vdd voltage greater

than 1.8V can be used as well but the precharged power consumption would be increased

accordingly.

[00169] In addition to precharge the selected LBLs and GBL lines (or capacitors), the

selected and unselected WLs in the selected Block in the selected Segments of a selected

Group are also preferably precharged to VR and Vread respectively and simultaneously to

save total time delay of Read operation. VR voltage is Read voltage for distinguish E-state or

A-state of a selected NAND cell. Vread voltage typically is set to be around 6V. The Vread

voltage for unselected WLs is called Vpass.

[00170] As a result, the precharge time of the selected C SEGand C GBL can be completed

within 100ns, which is very fast. But Vpass precharge time for unselected WLs is much

longer up to few µ . Thus among all cycle time of the BL and WL precharge step, the Vpass

precharge time is the bottleneck. Note: The voltage of Vdd-Vt~0.9V in prior-art NAND at

Vdd=1.8V. Table 1 shows a comparison of precharge step performed respectively for

conventional NAND and HiNAND2.

Table 1



ratio: CV

Precharged BL current 100% (l-WL & O/E GBL) 6.25% (1-WL & A11-GBL)
ratio: CV

Precharged GBL time 100% -2% (negligible)

Precharged WL time 100% 100%
(one block)

Precharged WL time 100% 6.25%
(16 blocks)

Note: WL precharge time means Vpass precharge time on 63 unselected WLs for a 64-NAND

String. The simultaneous precharge on multiple selected WLs of the selected Blocks

tremendously saves time delay for this cycle of Read operation.

[00171] Alternatively in another embodiment, as shown in Fig. 2A and 2B, each Segment

is further divided into n sub-Segment by n-1 NMOS 1-poly transistors. Thus each LBL

metal 1 line is divided into n broken-LBL metal 1 line associated with an even smaller

parasitic capacitor CLBL- In this case, the precharged voltage through independent power line

LBLps J per Segment, the precharge operation can be performed on each sub-Segment

independently and simultaneously for multiple sub-Segments in different Segments of one or

more Groups to a higher voltage up to V i ibit ~ 7V for taking advantage of further reduced

power in precharging step while still has sufficient voltage level after charge-sharing that can

be amplified by the Multiplier in the PB to a value close to IV for proper charge-sensing by

Latch SA.

[00172] Step 3: To discharge C SEGand C GBL on one or multiple selected WLs with V R.

After all N LBL associated N GBL broken lines (or capacitors) are fully precharged to 1.8V

simultaneously, the desired set of various control voltages of GSL, SSL and 64 WLs are

respectively applied for one selected WL and multiple unselected WLs per selected one or

more Blocks in the selected Segments and Groups for a preferred Multiple -WL & All-GBL

simultaneous Read or Program-Verify operation with all LBL-select transistors MLBLp

(connected between the LBLs and GBLs) being at off-state.

[00173] For example, for a SLC Read, then the selected WL=0V, and unselected 63

WLs=Vpass=6V and GSL[l]=Vread but SSL[l]=Vdd. For part of N XC SEG, the precharged

voltage will start to discharge from initial 1.8V to Vss if the corresponding NAND cells'

Vt=Vte<-0.7V, an E-state, within a predetermined discharge time. For the remaining part of



CSEGtheir precharged voltage will not discharge and retain its initial 1.8V if the

corresponding NAND cells' Vt>0, which is A-state.

[00174] Thus, after the Step 3 of Multiple-WL & All-BL Read operation, the LBL lines in

the selected Segments and the broken GBL lines in the selected Groups will trap respective

Vss and 1.8V voltages in accordance with the stored NAND data pattern on the selected WL

of the selected Block in the selected Segment in the selected Group of this HiNAND array.

After J-WL & All-BL Read, either 1.8V or Vss will be stored separately in all NxGBL l to

NxGBL J capacitors in accordance with the stored data in multiple WLs when all

DIV_EN[1]= . . . =DIV_EN[J-l]=Vss.

[00175] The comparison of the discharged time between HiNAND2 and conventional

NAND are summarized in Table 2 below. Note the discharge happens not only on 1-WL &

All-GBL of one selected Block in accordance with one WL data but also happens on

Multiple-WL & All-GBL in accordance with J WL data. The final read data patterns are

stored in J isolated broken C GBL capacitors before being dumped to PB. Note: The voltage of

Vdd-Vt=0.9V in prior-art NAND at Vdd= 1.8V.

Table 2

[00176] In this discharge operation, the HiNAND2 architecture has almost one-order of

improvement over state-of-art NAND in 1-WL & All-GBL Read. Assuming M(J)=16 in Fig

8, then 16-WL & All-GBL discharging time is almost zero as compared to the conventional

NAND. This is a big saving in NAND Read time.

[00177] For example, a typical SLC discharged time is about 10µ for one WL read. For



16-WL read, then the total discharge time is about Ι Οµ . For this HiNA D2 simultaneous

multiple -WL & All-GBL Read operation, the total discharging time is nearly 0 . This is a

dramatic improvement in NAND Read time record.

[00178] Step 4 : To perform charge-sharing operations of C SEGand C GBL for the multiple-

WL & All-GBL Read operation.

[00179] In an example with J= 16 (or 16 Groups in the HiNAND array), after the previous

discharge cycle, 16 respective C GBL capacitors that store the isolated voltages of 0V or 1.8V

in accordance with the corresponding stored data in 16 selected WLs in 16 NAND Groups of

the HiNAND2 array according to an embodiment of the present invention. These 16 C GBL

capacitors are lined up from bottom to up of each GBL column such as GBL J in bottom

Group J to GBL l in top Group 1. Any two adjacent C GBL capacitors are isolated by 15 off-

state NMOS GBL-select transistors such as MGBLl 5 to MGBLl from GBL bottom to GBL

top, which is directly connected to N-bit PB.

[00180] The charge-sharing step/cycle (Step 4) can be divided into 15 sequential sub-steps

for 16-WL and All-BL simultaneous Read or Program-Verify operation. Note, the

simultaneous Multiple-WL & All-BL Read or Program-Verify operation means at least the

following three steps: step 1 for pre-discharging LBL/GBL, step 2 for precharging LBL/GBL,

and step 3 for discharging LBL/GBL can be performed simultaneously. Thus the time delay

has been cut to be almost negligible in HiNAND2 as compared to the conventional NAND.

But from the Step 4 to Step 8 in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, the remaining operation steps cannot be

performed simultaneously because only one shared PB and GBL path to the PB. The 16-WL

data stored in respective C GBL capacitors have to be sent to the PB in sequence that starts

from top Group 1, followed by Group 2, . . ., and lastly, Group J, which is Group 16 in the

present example.

[00181] In a first sub-step, only the NXCGBL of GBL_1[1]= . . . =GBL_1[N] in top Group 1

would be evaluated in top N-bit PB with N-bit Multiplier and N-bit SA. The rest of NXCGBL

capacitors in Group 2 to Group 16 would be completely isolated from each other during the

read or data evaluation cycle of Group 1 to avoid data contention in each long GBL line.

[00182] In the Group 1 data evaluation Read cycle, actually, no charge-sharing occurs with

other C GBL capacitors of the rest 15 Groups. Thus the voltages of Vss and Vdd ( 1.8V) are

100% to be coupled into the PB for data evaluation without degradation. Thus, the biggest

signal of Vdd and Vss are sensed by the PB when the selected WL data is read.

[00183] Once the first N-bit C GBL voltages have been loaded in parallel into the only one



Voltage-multiplier in the N-bit PB on top of the HiNAND2 array for data evaluation, the

voltage of first N-bit CGBL,GBL l [1], . .. , GBL l [N], has to be discharged to Vss first. In

other words, GBL l [1]= . .. =GBL_1 [N] are reset to Vss before second N-bit C GBL capacitors

that store new voltages of second WL data to be transferred.

[00184] But before turning on second N-bit CGBL capacitors of GBL_2[ 1] to GBK_2[N] to

connect to the first N-bit CGBL capacitors GBL l [1] to GBK l [N], the NxMLBLp have to be

shut off first to isolate the selected Block in Group 1 from the selected Block in Group 2 by

setting signal SEG_1[1] to Vss before setting the divided transistor gate signal DIV_EN[1] to

Vread to connect N GBL_1 [2] to N GBL_1 [1]. But because the connection is preferably

only happening between N GBL_1 [2] to N GBL_1 [1]. The rest connections of

NxGBL l [2] to NxGBL l [16] are still kept isolated from each other. Thus, the rest of

divided transistor MGBL gate voltages are set to be Vss, such as DIN_EN[2]=DIN_EN[3]=

. . . =DIN_EN[15] =Vss.

[00185] Since the voltages of each GBL l [2] is either Vss and Vdd of divided transistor

1.8V to share with the identical C GBL of each GBL l [1] with Vss, then the final voltages

would be Vss and 0.9V stored in both GBL l [1] and GBL l [2] with the gate signal

DIV_EN[l]=Vread=6V.

[00186] The final charge-shared voltages of either Vss or 0.9V for the second N-bit C GBL

capacitors would be coupled to N-bit Multiplier and N-bit SA in the N-bit PB on top for data

evaluation. The sensed voltage of 0.9V from Group 2 is the second largest signal of a second

sub-step of the Multiple-WL and All-BL Read and Program-Verify operations.

[00187] Since the VREF in SA is dynamically set to be 1/2 of sensing voltage. In Group 2

the sensing voltage is 0.9V. Thus, the VREF =0.45V. This AV=0.45V is big enough without

a need of amplification by the Multiplier. Thus, the multiplier function can be temporarily

disabled to allow the direct coupling of 0.9V and Vss from each GBL to one input of each

corresponding SA to skip the Multiplier function in between. This whole operation can be

controlled by the on-chip State-machine once it detects the data either from Group 1 or Group

2 .

[00188] Once Group 2 WL data are successfully evaluated by the PB and data is sent out

to NAND memory system, all capacitors of GBL_1[1] to GBL_ 1[N] and GBL 2[1] to

GBL_2[N] have to be reset to Vss for the third WL data evaluation read out from Group 3,

subsequently in a third sub-step. Similarly, the Read and Program-Verify or evaluation of the

third WL or page in Group 3 repeat the processes as explained above.



[00189] The voltages of Vss and 1.8V of third N-bit CGBL capacitors from GBL_3[1] to

GBL_3[N] would be shared by both GBL_1[1] to GBL l N] and GBL_2[1] to GBL_2[N]

capacitors with initial Vss voltage. Thus the voltages would become 1/3 due to charge-

sharing in 3 identical broken C GBL by setting divided transistor gate signal DIV_EN[3] to

DIV_EN[ 15]=Vss. Similarly, both SEG l [1] and SEG l [2] signals are set to Vss to have

the selected Blocks of Group 1 and Group 2 being isolated from Group 3 during the third WL

data evaluation. The final WL sensed voltages of Group 3 are either 1.8V/3=0.6V (high) or

Vss (low). Since 0.6V is still a large reliable signal for SA, thus the Multiplier function can

be skipped again during Group 3 WL-page evaluation.

[00190] The above sub-steps of multiple-WL and All-GBL Read and Program-Verify

operations will be repeated and finalized when the last NAND page-data in Group 16 is

completed. Since the sensed voltage of GBL J will be getting smaller and smaller when

more C GBL capacitors to share the 1.8V and 0V, using a Multiplier to increase the weak signal

of GBL J is required. In this 16-group HiNAND2 array, each Multiplier is enabled to

function between each corresponding SA and C GBL after Group 4 . The Multiplier is

configured to amplify GBL signal V GBL at least 3 times to be sensed reliably by a DRAM-like

latch-type SA (see reference Patent Application No. 14/283,209, commonly assigned).

[00191] All Multiplier operation and chare-sharing operation can be completed within

200ns. Thus, the true bottleneck of Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation speed is the

time delays during precharge and discharge of broken GBL capacitor. As shown above, these

two time delays are dramatically reduced when the simultaneous Multiple-WL and All-GBL

and chare-sharing Read scheme under the HiNAND2 array with preferred 2-level broken-BL

hierarchical structure.

[00192] Step 5 : To perform a voltage amplification of sensed V GBL by using one preferred

Multiplier that is associated with one SA within the N-bit PB on top.

[00193] In an specific embodiment, in the HiNAND2 architecture, a Multiplier is

configured to bear an amplification factor that is at least greater than 2 but preferred to be no

greater than 5, as a tradeoff as an optimal multiplier with desirable operating time and reliable

SA operation. Each Multiplier is preferred to include 3 or more capacitors being configured

either in series or in parallel with multiple timing control clocks to allow the capacitors to

multiply the finally sensed voltages coupled to each GBL capacitor on top of HiNAND2

array. For example, for the voltages sensed from Group 10 is 1.8V/10=0.18V. This signal is

too weak to be reliably evaluated by each corresponding Latch-type SA. Thus, the Multiplier



function is preferably enabled to have an amplification factor of 3 to increase 0 .18V by 3

times to 0.54V for the subsequent reliable evaluation of the SA.

[00194] The required amplification of the SA has to take consideration of the mismatched

characteristics of paired inputs of MOS transistors of each SA. The details can refer to the

explanation of a Multiplier circuit of Fig. 2A in later sections of the specification.

[00195] Step 6 : To perform the data evaluation at Multiplier's output port by using a

DPvAM-like , Latch-type SA.

[00196] Again, this Latch-type SA has two inputs connected to one sensed voltage coupled

from each GBL capacitor and one input coupled to a VREF with a preferred programmable

values. Similarly, this SA has one clocked PMOS device coupled to Vdd and one clocked

NMOS device coupled to Vss for 2-stage amplification and is commonly used in DRAM SA

operation. Thus the details of this operation will be skipped here and can refer to the U.S.

Patent Application No. 14/283,209, filed May 20, 2014, commonly assigned and incorporated

by references herein for all purposes.

[00197] Step 7 : To load each sensed N-bit WL data into on-chip N-bit Cache memory.

This operation is essentially a final step of each Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read (or

Program-Verify) operation.

[00198] Step 8 : To read page (WL) data through this Cache, which can be sent to off-chip

Flash controller sequentially. Once the first WL page-data is sent out to Cache memory, the

second WL from Group 2 to last 16th WL from Group 16 would be sent sequentially in the

form of fast pipeline format. In particular, the above operations associated with step 2)

through step 6) are repeated. In the NAND spec today, the fastest read data rate is 2.5ns

8x1/0 in DDR2 operation. The time for sending out a small page is 512B. It takes about

1.28µ8 (2.5ns/Bx5 12B/page=l .28µs/page). For a large 8KB page data per one physical WL,

it will take 20.48 µ8 (1.28µ χ

[00199] But the averaged NAND spec of a SLC page (WL) Read is 25µ8, 75µ for a 4-

state MLC Read, 175 µ for an 8-state TLC Read, and is about 375 µ for a 16-state XLC

Read. Thus, for the Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation, the dramatic reduction in

Read latency can flexibly provide a most powerful simultaneous Read and Program operation

in ALL NAND Groups. It just needs a well planning of operating HiNAND2 array

controlled by the on-chip smart State-machine or CPU.

[00200] Figure 3 is a block diagram of a Page Buffer circuit for both the HiNAND2 and



HiNAND 1 arrays according to embodiments of the present invention. This diagram is

merely an example, which should not unduly limit the scope of the claims herein. One of

ordinary skill in the art would recognize many other variations, modifications, and

alternatives. As shown, a preferred embodiment of a N-bit Static PB is configured to be

inserted in a middle position between a first set of Groups ( 1 to D) and a second set of

Groups (D+l to J). This middle Static PB can be applied to both HiNAND2 and HiNAND 1

arrays with two sets of N-bit outputs from Static Data Registers to respectively connect the

first set and second set of N-bit HiNAND Groups. In a specific embodiment, the HiNAND

array, either HiNAND2 or HiNAND 1, is divided into two equal N-bit sub-arrays that are

mirrored in Y-direction but with half-density separated by the middle Static N-bit PB. The

middle Static PB includes one static N-bit Cache Register and one static N-bit Data Register.

The definition of Static PB means that the data bits are made of real latch circuits that can

hold data forever as long as no power loss. Conversely, the Dynamic Data or Cache

Registers are made of either broken GBL lines or broken LBL lines to hold the Program-bit

pattern of Program-Inhibit voltage patterns in the HiNAND array of the present invention.

[00201] As illustrated in previous sections, from one middle PB prospect, the farthest

Group is Group J in the lower HiNAND sub-array (with the second set of Groups) and Group

1 in the upper HiNAND sub-arrays (with the first set of Groups). If these two farthest

Groups, Group 1 and Group J, are made with the same equal length of the broken GBL line

and Segment LBL line as Group D-l, Group D, Group D+l, and Group D+2 that near the

middle Static PB, then they suffer the highest loss of charge-sharing signal voltage level

when sensed by the middle Static PB. Therefore, the minimum capacitance of each broken

GBL or LBL is determined by the worst-case charge-sharing effect in the farthest Groups

such as Group J and Group 1 if all GBL and LBL metal lines are made with an equal length

or capacitance.

[00202] Each bit of N-bit PB has two set of N-bit outputs. The first set N-bit outputs are

connected to the upper HiNAND sub-array from Group D up to Group 1 which is the farthest

Group and the second output is connected to the lower HiNAND sub-array from Group D+l

to Group which is another farthest Group. This HiNAND array with a middle Static PB

scheme has an advantage of owning two Groups with faster operation speed and lower

operation power, such as Group D and Group D+l, and one N-bit PB for both upper and

lower HiNAND sub-arrays. Thus, the silicon area is reduced and the preferred DRAM-like

Charge-sharing sensing scheme and Recall to restore the programmed WL patterns can be

executed more efficiently than 1-sided Static PB. The disadvantage is the metal2 broken



GBL has to pass across the middle PB to reach the first set of Group D to Group 1 and the

second set of Group D+l to Group J in this HiNAND2 array.

[00203] Figure 4A is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold (S/H) functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation

according to a specific embodiment of the present invention. As an example, the HiNAND

array has been divided into 8 Groups. Each Group large metal2 GBL capacitor (or GBL line)

is divided into 8 Clusters of 4-Segment metal 1 capacitors through 8 divided GBL transistor of

MLBLp. Each broken Group metal2 line has eight 4-Segment metall capacitors connected in

parallel. Each 4-Segment Cluster includes one Segment being assigned to be one Dynamic

Page Buffer (PB) and three Segments being assigned to be Dynamic Cache Registers. The

assignments are preferably rotated among these 4 Segments. Fig. 4A shows that the first

Segment of Cluster 1 in the dispersed eight Groups is assigned to be one Dynamic PB but the

next three Segments are assigned to be three corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for

storing one corresponding 3-bit TLC data. The S/H functions can be also applied to

HiNAND 1 as well with minor modifications but the description is skipped here.

[00204] In this example, N GBL columns are being divided into 8 broken Groups of 8

equally-segmented N-bit large metal2 capacitors, C GBL, such as GBL_1[1] to GBL l N] in

Group 1 and GBL_8[1] to GBL_8[N] in Group 8 through 7 N-bit divided GBL transistors,

MGBL, with 7 gates tied to 7 respective signals of DIV_EN[1] to DIV_EN[7].

[00205] In other words, each Group's GBL metal2 line forms a metal2 capacitor, C GBL,

and is connected to 32 Segments with 32 lower-level metall capacitors C SEG Each Segment

is termed as one Dynamic Register comprising one metall capacitor C SEG n series with one

Segment divided transistor MLBLp with its gate tied to a SEG signal in accordance with Fig.

2B. Totally, there are 32 MLBLp transistors with their gates tied to 32 respective SEG l to

SEG 32 per C GBL per Group.

[00206] Each Group C GBL is connected 32 Segments, thus 32 Dynamic Registers. The

capacitance of each C GBL is 32 times of each C SEG 2D HINAND array in this example. In

other words, CGBL= 32 >< CSEG-

[00207] Referring to Fig. 4A, in each Group, 4 out of 32 adjacent Dynamic Registers are

formed as one TLC storage center with a preferred job Rotation Assignment as each 3-bit

TLC data program operation is performed. In one TLC storage center, one of four metall

C SEG capacitors with a Cluster is circled and assigned to be a Dynamic PB for temporarily

storing 1-bit of "0" of Program code or "1" of Program-Inhibit code. Three out of four C SEG



capacitors belonging to the same Cluster marked with dash-box are termed as 3-bit Dynamic

Cache Registers for storing one 3-bit TLC programmed data in one physical NAND cell in

one selected WL. The "0" of the programmed code is converted into 0V but "1" of the

program-inhibit code is converted into a V i ibit voltage level as the storage charges stored in

each C SEG capacitor. In the HiNAND2 array of the present invention, the preferred V i ibit

voltage is defined as Vdd< Vinhibit <10V, and typically Similarly, 3-bit of each

TLC data, data "0" is also being converted into 0V and data "1" is converted into the V b t

voltage level as the storage charges stored in 3 respective C SEGcapacitors of 3 Dynamic

Cache Registers marked with same dash-box.

[00208] The detailed biased voltages of all key control signals for 2D HiNAND array are

set in accordance with the fourth step of multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program

and Recall operations shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, Fig. 12, and Fig. 13 of this specification.

Table 3 below summarizes TLC Rotation assignment of four C SEG capacitors. The first TLC

Rotation assignment is shown in Fig. 4A.

Table 3

[00209] For a MLC Recall and Program operation, then only three C SEGcapacitors are

required for three Rotation assignments as summarized below in Table 4 .

Table 4



2nd assignment Dynamic Dynamic PB Dynamic
Cache Cache

3rd assignment Dynamic Dynamic Dynamic PB
Cache Cache

[00210] For a SLC Recall and Program operation, then only two C SEGcapacitors are

required for two Rotation assignments as summarized in Table 5 below.

Table 5

[0021 1] Referring again to Fig. 4A, all Dynamic Cache Registers are rotationally assigned

in only 3 C SEGcapacitors of Group 1 for superior restoring each TLC programmed data back

to the 3-bit Static PB registers on top of HiNAND array. But all Dynamic PB Registers are

also rotationally assigned to all selected WLs in all selected Groups. Note, each Segment

Dynamic Data Register or Dynamic Cache are preferably made of metal 1 LBL lines with

C SEGcapacitors corresponding to respective Segments with one dedicated precharge

transistor and precharge power line as seen from on enlarged figure with gate tied to

SEG_32[2]. The precharged transistor is MBLs with gate tied to PRE and supply line is

LBLps. Since the details have been explained in previous pages of this application, thus it is

skipped here for simplicity of description.

[00212] Figure 4B is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the assignment of 4-

Segment metal 1 capacitors are rotated with the last Segment of Cluster 8 in the dispersed

eight Groups being assigned to one Dynamic PB and the first three Segments of Cluster 8

being assigned to be three corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one

corresponding 3-TLC data. Note, all Dynamic Cache Registers are also rotationally assigned

in only 3 C SEGcapacitors in Group 1 similar as Fig. 4A.



[00213] In summary, both Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B show a first preferred option of Multiple-

WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program operation being performed in only one selected

Group, Group 1, not dispersed in eight Groups, Group 1 through Group 8. Similarly, all 8

WLs can be selected in any only one Group among Group 1 through Group 8. This can be

referred as Consolidated Multiple-WL and All-BL simultaneous Program operation because

the selected Multiple WLs are only from one selected Group.

[00214] Figure 4C is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the assignment of 4-

Segment metal 1 capacitors are rotated with the first Segment of all eight Clusters in Group 1

being assigned to one Dynamic PB and the next three Segments in each Cluster being

assigned to be three corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one

corresponding 3-TLC data.

[00215] Figure 4D is a simplified circuit diagram of a HiNAND2 array of Fig. 2B

performing Sample & Hold functions of a Multiple-WL TLC Program operation according to

another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the assignment of 4-

Segment metal 1 capacitors are rotated with the first Segment of all eight Clusters in Group 8

being assigned to one Dynamic PB and the next three Segments in each Cluster being

assigned to be three corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers for storing another one

corresponding 3-TLC data.

[00216] Fig. 4C is and Fig. 4D show a second preferred option of Multiple-WL and All-

GBL Simultaneous Program being performed in all 8 dispersed groups, Group 1 through

Group 8. In other words, 8 program WLs are selected from Group 1 through Group 8 one

WL per one Group, respectively and simultaneously. This can be referred as Dispersed

Multiple-WL and All-BL Simultaneous Program operation because the selected Multiple

WLs are dispersed in multiple selected Groups.

[00217] Note, when Group number is larger than the totally allowed selected multiple

WLs, then only Multiple-WL out of all total Groups are selected for Multiple-WL

and All-BL Program per each program pulse. The Multiple-WL Program will be continued

and it will end until all desired WLs in HiNAND groups being programmed. The detailed

description of Fig. 4C and Fig. 4D are skipped because their operations are substantially the

same as Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B.

[00218] In summary, Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B show the first preferred Consolidated Multiple-



WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program with different Rotation assignments, while Fig. 4C

and Fig. 4D show the second preferred Dispersed Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous

Program. Alternatively, a mixed Consolidated and Dispersed of Multiple-WL and All-GBL

simultaneous Program operations can be also implemented in the HiNAND array design but

preferably keeping all Dynamic PBs in Group D and Group D+l when a middle PB

architecture is used as shown in Fig. 3 .

[00219] Figure 5A is a circuit diagram of 1-bit static PB circuit that comprises one

Multiplier circuit, one 1-bit Sense Amplifier circuit and one 1-bit SLC Data Register, along

with one Y-pass circuit, One Cache Register, one I/O Control and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins for

Multiple-WL and All-GBL Simultaneous SLC operations for both HiNAND 1 and HiNAND2

arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the 1-bit SLC-static

PB 500 includes one Multiplier 502, one 1-bit SA 504, and one 1-bit SLC Data-

Register/PGM-Buffer 506 along with one Y-pass circuit 510, One Cache Register 512, one

I/O Control 514, and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins 522 for J-WL and All-GBL Simultaneous SLC

operations for both HiNANDl and HiNAND2 arrays. Note, in this SLC circuit, Data-

Register and PGM-Buffer are combined into one PB 500. The Data-Registers used to store

the stored voltages of each smaller C SEGor each bigger C GBL capacitors. In contrast, each bit

of PGM-Buffer is used to store 1-bit Program and Program-Inhibit data pattern in DL from

eternal I/O or from the stored C SEGand C GBL capacitors.

[00220] Furthermore, each SLC Data Register 506 includes one 1-bit Program Buffer and

each SA 504 includes one DRAM-like SA with two inputs. One input is connected to

Multiplier's amplified output signal OUTP and another input is connected to reference signal

VREF.

[00221] The DRAM-like sense amplifier operations are like analog-to-digital convention

with 2-cycle amplification steps such as Vdd clock and Vss clock. In particularly, the 1-bit

Static PB 500 includes one Multiplier 502 associated with each GBL line for Multiple-WL

and All-BL Read, Program-Verify, and Erase-Verify operations. The Multiplier 502 is used

to amplify each detected GBL voltage V GBL if it is smaller than 0.4V as developed at each of

top GBL nodes of N GBL lines GBL_1[1] through GBL lfN]. The amplified voltage signals

then are respectively passed to N corresponding BLP nodes. The decision with or without

including the Multiplier 502 between Latch-type SA 504 and GBL sensing node of the

present HiNAND2 array is determined by the location of selected Group and signal voltage

levels of the detected at GBL node.



[00222] As explained earlier in this description, the sensed voltage level from GBL l [1]

in top Group 1 and GBL_J[1] of bottom Group J after DRAM-like Charge-sharing effect will

have different voltage dilutions if each GBL capacitance is equally divided in length. In the

case of the equally-divided GBL capacitor, the Charge-sharing design is based on the farthest

Group J which has the lowest Charge-sharing sensed voltage level due to all J GBL

capacitances are counted into the dilution and will be used as the base line for implementing

Multiplier worst-case amplification below.

[00223] The best-case Charge-sharing of GBL is Group 1 that has only one C GBL

capacitor, thus achieving the highest sensed GBL voltage V GBL level without any dilution

with the rest of J-l GBL capacitors in J-l Groups in each GBL column. As a result, Group 1

or even Group 2 in HiNAND array can be designed to send the highly sensed GBL voltage

directly to the corresponding SA 504 bypassing the Multiplier 502.

[00224] The input or the detecting node of Multiplier 502 is BLP node. One major

advantage of this HiNAND2 design over conventional NAND design is the voltage control of

BIAS signal, which is coupled to gate of a 20V HV long-channel NMOS transistor MN6,

shown in Fig. 5A. In prior-art NAND design, the BIAS signals have to be well controlled to

be 2.3V to provide a stable 0.7V-1 .0V GBL precharge-voltage due to its high Vt value. It

also needs to provide another lower gate voltage for helping the discharge of GBL line and

then provide another higher voltage to fully pass the Vdd to GBL line as Program-Inhibit

voltage.

[00225] Since there is no need of GBL precharge in this HiNAND2 Read operation, a fine-

tune 2.3V supply is not needed. Additionally, the discharge of each LBL line and its

associated broken GBL line is nothing to do with BIAS. The BIAS signal is just Vdd, thus

another HV voltage supply is not needed either. The only needed voltage is Vread=6V to

allow the full Vdd=l .8V passage from GBL from upper Groups with higher diluted, sensed

VGBL voltages.

[00226] In one embodiment of this HiNAND design, the preferred high V GBL voltage is

between 1.8V and Vss from Group 1, between 0.9V and Vss from Group 2, between 0.6V

and Vss from Group 3, between 0.45V and Vss from Group 4, and between another gradually

decreased value of 0.1 125V (1.8V/ 16=0.1 125V when reading from Group 16 if 16 dispersed

WLs in 16 dispersed Groups are selected) and Vss from Group 16. In worst case Read from

Group J, the Multiplier 502 is required to amplify V GBL to more than 0.4V at OUTP node for

a reliable sensing via Latch-type DRAM-like SA 504.



[00227] In another embodiment, the precharged C SEGvoltage is Vmhibit which is set o be

much higher than 1.8V. For example, then V GBL voltage is 0 .1125V

( 1.8V/16=0. 1125V) when reading from the Group 16 in worst case. If V i ibit=7V , a bigger

V GBL voltage of -0.4375V is sensed at BLP node. Thus, Multiplier is not needed at all.

[00228] Now, the Multiplier operation will be explained below in accordance with the

circuit shown in Fig. 5A. As shown, the input and output nodes of the Multiplier circuit 502

are denoted as BLP and OUTP respectively. As mentioned above, the need of a Multiplier

circuit for the HiNAND is an option, all depending how many WLs can be selected for Read,

Program-Verify and Erase-Verify operations. As a design thumb of rule, more WLs for

simultaneous operations, then more the dilution of sensed V GBL voltage so that Multiplier is

more likely needed.

[00229] The amplified voltage at OUTP node is the outcome of the Multiplier 502 after N-

cycle amplification operations on input voltage detected at BLP node. The amplification

factor by the Multiplier is N, where N>2 or any larger integer number, depending on the

required minimum AVGBL value and speed and area trade off for the reliable sensing of the

DRAM-like SA 504 connected to the OUTP node.

[00230] Referring to Fig. 5A, Multiplier 502 with a larger N for a larger V GBL that will

result in a larger silicon area and more sensing cycles of sample and hold on capacitors such

as C [0]-C [N ] are required. Practically, too many cycles of sample and hold operations on

Multiplier's capacitor, C [N], to accomplish the final desired V GBL is notpreferable for this

fast multiple-WL Read and Verify operations.

[00231] Every capacitor of C [0] through C [N-1] is connected to two NMOS LV pass

transistors. All capacitors of C [0] through C [N-1] are connected in series from the top node

of OUTP to the bottom node connected to IN[N]. The value of each capacitor of C [0]

through C [N-1] can be made the same or different values. The type of capacitor is preferably

made of polyl -poly2 and specially made metal capacitors without a Vt drop for a full

coupling effect for this Multiplier's operation.

[00232] For example, the top (poly2) plate of the capacitor, C [l], is connected to two LV

NMOS transistors. One transistor is MN[1] with its left input node connected to a common

input node BLP, its gate is tied to T[l], and its right output node connected to IN[1]. The

other LV NMOS transistor, TP[1], with its drain node connected to IN[1], its source node

connected to Vss, and its gate tied to TP[1]. The bottom (polyl) plate of C [l] is connected to

the top (poly2) plate of C [2] not explicitly shown in Fig. 5A. The top common sensing line



of BLP is connected to a pull-up 20V NMOS device of MN6 with its gate tied to BIAS signal

and its drain node is connected to each corresponding GBL, which is equivalent to be

GBL 1[ 1 :N] in HiNAND array.

[00233] Similarly, the top (poly2) plate of the last capacitor, CfN-1], is connected to

another two similar LV NMOS transistors. One transistor is MNfN-1] with its left input node

connected to a common input node BLP, its gate tied to TfN-1] and its right output node

connected to IN[N-1]. The other LV NMOS transistor, TP[N-1] with its drain node connected

to INfN-1], its source node connected to Vss, and its gate tied to TPfN-1].

[00234] Similarly, the top plate of the first capacitor, C[0], is connected to another LV

NMOS transistor MN[0] with its left input node connected to a common input node of BLP,

its gate tied to T[0] and its right output node connected to OUTP of the Multiplier. The

bottom plate of C[0] is connected to IN[1]. The Multiplier operation for amplifying input at

BLP to OUTP is divided into 4 steps. Step 1: Setting BIAS=Vdd+Vt +Vmargin(0.5V) to allow

the full passage of sensed voltage at GBL node with PGM=Vss to shut off the program path.

Step 2 : First sampling the V GBL voltage at BLP node and store it at C[0] capacitor by setting

the following conditions, T[0]>Vdd+Vt, T[l]=. . =T[N]=0V, TP[l]=Vdd, and T3=0V. Step

3 : Repeat second sampling till N samplings of V GBL voltage at BLP node and store them to

the respective capacitors of C[l] to C[N-1] one by one serially by setting the following

conditions to boost the sensed voltage at OUTP node: T[0]=0V, T[l]>Vdd+Vt, TP[1]=0V,

TP[2]=Vdd, TP[2]=0V, and T3=0V. Step 4 : One-shot T3 clock to latch the final sensed GBL

voltage at Q[i] node of SA 504 and one VREF voltage at the opposite node of QB[i] of SA

504 for NAND cell data evaluation. It needs T5 clock to further amplify the AV between

Q[i] and QB [i] nodes.

[00235] The fully developed digital signal will be coupled to the gates of two NMOS

MN10 and MN1 1 transistors of the corresponding Program-Buffer 506. And later the sensed

data will be transferred to each corresponding Latch (INV0 and INV1) of each Program

Buffer 506.

[00236] For 1-bit Static PB shown in Fig. 5A, it contains one 1-bit Multiplier 502, one 1-

bit SA 504, one 1-bit Data Register 506 that further comprises one 1-bit static Program

Buffer 550 and one 1-bit static Data Buffer 540. The 1-bit Static PB can only store 1-bit of

sensed data at a time from HiNAND array or 1-bit desired programmed from I/O Control

circuit 514.

[00237] The detailed operations of Data Buffer 550 and Data Buffer 240 in Fig. 5A are



illustrated below in accordance with the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL SLC

operations.

[00238] SLC Data Buffer (DB) 550 includes one Data Latch (DL) made of INV0 and

INV1 with one pair of Dl and DIB nodes. Referring to Fig. 5A again, to set and reset this

DL, following bias conditions can be applied to: a) VFY with one-shot pulse when Q[i]=Vdd

to set Dl=Vdd, where Q[i] is one of the input node of SA 504; b) RW RES with one-shot

pulse to set Dl=Vdd; c) RWT BK with one-shot pulse to set Dl=Vss; d) LATP with one-

shot pulse when Q[i]=Vdd to set Dl=Vdd, where Q[i] is one of the input node of SA; e) one-

shot data loading when conditions of LOAD=Vdd or Vread and

Q[i]=LATP=RECALL=RW_RES=Vss.

[00239] The 1-bit data is sequentially loaded in corresponding one bit of DL in SLC Data

Register 506 from I/O Control circuit 514 through Y-pass circuit 510. Additionally, prior to

data-in loading, one-shot of RW RES to set all Dl=Vdd is required.

[00240] The final data in DL is subject to each loading data bit from I/O. The Dl is kept to

initial Vdd if the corresponding loaded data bit is "1" and Dl is set to Vss if the loaded data

bit is "0."

[00241] SLC data loading cycle of Multiple-WL Program operation is further illustrated

below by referring to Fig. 5A. During the data-in loading, the required voltage polarity at

GBL node is identical to Dl node. If the data-in Dl=l, that means the cell should be

performed Program-Inhibit scheme to keep at E-state, thus V GBL =Vdd or Vdd-Vt. But when

data-in D 1=0, that means the NAND cell should be programmed toward an A-state. As a

result, the corresponding V GBL=0V.

[00242] The 1-bit of the Program and Program-Inhibit data pattern per one WL is

sequentially supplied to each DL with PGM=Vss. The data loading is performed sequentially

in unit of Byte of 8 I/Os or words if 16 I/Os per system clock along with the increment of Y-

pass counter to select the right 8 GBLs per one system clock. For one largest physical WL

size of 128KB of NAND today with 8 I/Os, it will take total 128K system clocks just to

complete one whole SLC data for one single whole physical WL.

[00243] Unlike conventional 1-WL Program, this preferred Multiple-WL Program needs

to quickly transfer one whole WL N-bit data to on-chip N-bit C SEGcapacitors once one whole

WL data loading is completed. This N-bit DL loading to N-bit corresponding C SEGcapacitors

or Dynamic Cache Registers at the designated areas in Group 1 can be done by one-shot

pulse PGM clock (PGM>Vdd) applied on the gates of N MN20 transistors with enough time



elapse associated with the right address logic to select the corresponding Dynamic Cache

Registers. In this case, V BIAS ≥ Vdd.

[00244] The program-data loading is to connect D IP to GBL through BLP. An INV2 is

needed to prevent each DL's data Dl from being corrupted when a highly low capacitive

node of Dl is connected to a highly capacitive node of corresponding GBL and BLP.

[00245] For a case of 16-WL and All-BL simultaneous Program operation with a largest

128KB per WL size, then totally 16 128Κ=2,048Κ system clocks are required to complete

16 WLs data transferring from I/Os to the detonated C SEG capacitors in preferred Group 1 in

accordance with Figs. 4A-4D. For example, DDR2-NAND with 5ns clock cycle has two

loadings, then total 2,048K clock cycles will take 5,120ms roughly.

[00246] Therefore, Multiple-WL Program data loading is serially performed from I/Os to

the selected N-bit C SEG capacitors through N-bit SLC Data Register and right address

selection of the corresponding multiple N-bit C SEGDynamic Cache Registers.

[00247] Multiple-WL SLC Program-Verify operation can be also illustrated by referring to

Fig. 5A. The is an iterative data-out operation from one selected WL at a time but the data

and voltage polarity is opposite between Dl node and GBL node. For example, if GBL node

is at 0V, that means the verified cell passing the Program-Verify, thus it should be prevented

from the subsequent program pulses. Thus Dl is set to Vdd, thus DlP=Vdd, and

BLP=GBL>Vdd-Vt to inhibit program. Conversely, if the verified thus the cells'

Vt not passing the verified Vt with R1=0V for a SLC verification. Thus the DIB is set to

Vdd but DlP=Vss, thus GBL is reset to Vss. The cells will get programmed.

[00248] This Program-Verify operation needs one full-cycle like Read operation to

precharge all selected C SEGor C GBL capacitors with a V i ibit voltage level initially and then

discharged to Vss level or retaining the precharged V i ibit level. The final settled voltage

patterns on C SEG or C GBL capacitors will be sensed and amplified by Multiplier 502 and SA

504. The details should be same as previous HiNAND Read operation. During this

multiple-WL Program-Verify cycle, the following bias conditions with

LATP=RECALL=RW_RES=PGM=RW_RES=Vss are set to prevent the leakages from

happening on two nodes Dl and DIB of each DL.

[00249] Similarly during the Recall cycle, all N DIs are reset to D1=0V prior to Recall

operation. Referring to Fig. 5A again, the Recall is performed to sense the stored voltages at

C SEG capacitors in Group 1. Thus, this operation is not intended to read any NAND cells in

any WLs. This operation is to sense the stored voltage in smaller N C SEG capacitors or larger



N C GBL capacitors in the corresponding Dynamic Cache Registers per row and then restore

into the Static Data Buffers in PB. As a result, the restored voltage back to Dl should be

same phase as the voltage at GBL. In other words, if V GBL=0V, then D1=0V, then D1=0V to

remain its initial state. and is amplified to a full Vdd at Q[l] node of SA 504,

then Dl is reset to Vdd by applying one-shot of VFY signal to the gate of transistor MN17 to

set DIB to Vss. Thus the stored program data patterns are successfully restored back into N

Data Registers 506.

[00250] Figure 5B is a circuit diagram of multi-bit static PB circuit for HiNAND array that

allows to store e-bit NAND multiple-state page data for Multiple-WL and All-BL

Simultaneous (MLC, TLC, XLC, . . .) operations according to an embodiment of the present

invention. As shown, the multiple-bit static PB 600 includes one Multiplier 602, one multi-

bit SA 604, and one Data-Register 606 along with one Y-pass circuit 610, One Cache

Register 612, one I/O Control 614, and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins 622 for J-WL and All-GBL

Simultaneous SLC operations for both HiNAND 1 and HiNAND2 arrays. The Data-Register

606 includes one e-bit Matching logic circuit 630, one independent eData-Register, 340, and

one shared Program-Buffer 650. For a MLC Program, e=2, for a TLC Program, e=3 and for

a XLC Program, then e=4. The e-bit Matching circuit, 630, is added to the multiple-bit static

PB 600 for this Multiple-WL and All-BL simultaneous Program operation. Additionally, an

on-chip Code-generator circuit 608 is added to the multiple-bit static PB 600. It generates e

outputs of CODE1 to CODEe. For example, e=4 for 4 MLC codes from 00 to 11, e=8 for 8

TLC codes from 000 to 111, and e= 16 for 16 XLC codes from 0000 to 1111. The codes can

be easily generated from an on-chip State-machine.

[00251] Basically, the detailed operations of Multiplier circuit 602 and SA circuit 604 in

Fig. 5B are identical to the counterparts of Multiplier 502 and SA 504 in Fig. 5A, thus the

descriptions are skipped here for simplicity. The control of LATP signal in Fig. 5A has been

replaced by a reversed signal LAT to set the opposite leg of one latch made of INV2 and

INV3 in Data-Buffer 640 in Fig. 5B as oppose to latch made of INV0 and INV1 in Fig. 5A.

[00252] Referring to Fig. 5B, similarly, the major function of Program-Buffer is to

generate and store the Program and Program-Inhibit MLC/TLC/XLC data patterns. When the

read NAND MLC/TLC/XLC data matches the stored MCL/TLC/XLC data, then MTACH

node is Vdd to turn on MN23 with a condition of setting I[i] and VFY to Vdd so that Q0B

node is at Vss and BLP at Vdd to send the Vdd-Vt MLC program-inhibit voltage to the

corresponding GBL lines to prevent MLC over-program.



[00253] Prior to Multiple-WL simultaneous Program, one-shot of RW RES is applied to

the gate of MN13 to set DIB node to Vss but Dl node to Vdd to allow an easier loading into

DA made of INV2 and INV3 in Data-Buffer 340 of each data-in bit from 320 bus from I/O

Control 614.

[00254] Basically, Multiple-WL and All-BL Read and Program-Verify operations of the

present invention is more powerful and more flexible to allow both Read and Program-Verify

performed simultaneously on more than one selected WLs from more than one selected

Segments from more than one Groups of the HiNAND. But there is only one N-bit PB

connected to N XC GBL The single PB and N C GBL capacitors are designed to be shared by all

selected WLs in the HiNAND array. This HiNAND2 with one N-bit PB is referred as

HiNAND2- 1PB-N scheme.

[00255] In an embodiment, the above Multiple-WL & All-GBL Read and Program-Verify

operations are based on a evenly divided HiNAND2 array with 16 or less NAND Groups. In

addition, the layout of a N-bit PB is being placed on top of HiNAND2 array with Group 1 at

top and Group 16 at the bottom and Group 2 to Group 15 placed in between in the gradually

increasing order from top to the bottom. All N broken metal2 GBLs in 16 Groups are laid

out in such a way with N outputs connected to the top N-bit PB. Group 1 is the HiNAND

group that is closest to the PB. When reading any single WL from Group 1 to the PB, it

experiences the fastest and smaller RC delay of one C GBL with zero M GBL resistor.

Conversely, when reading any page or WL from the bottom Group 16, it suffers longest RC

delay of 16 C GBL capacitors and 15 MGBL resistors. As a result for this preferred Multiple-

WL and All-GBL scheme, the total broken GBL RC delays from the fastest Group 1 to the

slowest Group 16 varies widely due to the widely uneven RC charge-sharing nature in above

HiNAND2 array layout arrangement that has one full N-bit PB placed in top end of

HiNAND2 array. This is named as a HiNAND2-lPB-N scheme.

[00256] In an alternative embodiment, a HiNAND2-2PB-N scheme has two identical N-bit

PBs with top N-bit PB being connected to the first N-bit GBL l capacitors of Group 1 and

bottom N-bit PB being connected to the last N-bit GBL 16 capacitors of Group 16. In

between, there are 14 broken capacitors such as N-bit GBL 2 to N-bit GBL 15 as explained

in previous HiNAND2-lPB-N scheme with only one N-bit PB placed on the top. Other

control signals such as LBLps lines, CSL lines, PRE lines and DIV-EN lines and SEG lines,

the numbers of MLBLp and MLBLs transistors remain the same without changes.

[00257] In this novel HiNAND architecture with two N-bit PBs, the Group 16 RC delay



read by the bottom N-bit PB will be same as the Group 1 read by top N-bit PB in 1-cycle All-

GBL Read as explained above. The N-bit different data can be stored separately in both top

and bottom N-bit PBs. As a result, the slowest read latency happens on the Group 8 and

Group 9 . In this architecture, more evenly RC delay and power consumption is being

achieved for this more powerful Multiple-WL and All-BL read and program scheme.

[00258] In another alternative embodiment, a HiNAND2-2PB-N/2 scheme has two

identical N/2-bit PBs with one top N/2-bit PB being connected to the first N/2-bit Odd/Even

GBL l capacitors of Group 1 and the bottom N/2-bit PB being connected to the last N/2-bit

Even/Odd GBL 16 capacitors of Group 16. In between, there are similar 14 broken

capacitors such as N-bit GBL l to N-bit GBL 15 as explained in previous HiNAND2 array

with only one N-bit PB placed on the top. Other control signals such as LBLps lines, CSL

lines, PRE lines and DIV-EN lines and SEG lines, the numbers of MLBLp and MLBLs

transistors are not changed.

[00259] In this novel HiNAND architecture with two N/2-bit PBs, the Group 16 RC delay

read by the bottom N/2-bit PB will be same as the Group 1 read by top N/2-bit PB but in 2-

cycle of ½-GBL read from same side of N/2-PB as explained above. As a result, the slowest

All-GBL read latency still happens on the Group 8 and Group 9 . In this new architecture, it

is preferred to read one selected full WL page data from one end of PB because the true

bottleneck of delay of reading one full WL is not the 2-cycle or 1-cycle of charge-sharing

delay. The different delay of 1-cycle and 2-cycle of charge-sharing is less than 200ns, which

is negligible.

[00260] The bottlenecks of read delays are C SEGand C GBL charge and Discharge delays of

one full page or physical WL. For HiNAND2-2PB-N, HiNAND2-2PB-N/2, and HiNAND2-

1PB-N scheme the data-pattern trapped in the selected Blocks and determined by the

corresponding PB is almost same, regardless of one PB or two PB. Note, although one-side

N-bit PB is being divided into two-side two N/2-bit PBs, the charge and discharge operations

are still performed in one full physical WL or page of all above HiNAND2 arrays.

[00261] As a result more evenly and flexible read latency arrangement and power

consumption can be achieved for this more powerful Multiple-WL and All-BL HiNAND

Read and Program scheme.

[00262] In yet another alternative embodiment, simultaneous reading Multiple-WL and

All-GBL data from one selected Block per Segment of multiple Segments within one NAND

Group, particularly in top Group 1 or bottom Group 16 for the structures of HiNAND2-lPB-



, HiNAND2-2PB-N/2, and HiNAND2-2PB-N scheme, are illustrated below in accordance

with the circuit shown in an embodiment of HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B.

[00263] In a specific embodiment, the eight steps of Read operation described in earlier

sections of the specification in accordance with Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are still applicable to the

HiNAND2- 1PB-N Multiple-WL and All-BL Read scheme based on Group 1 of HiNAND2

array circuit shown in Fig. 2B with n=l . In the embodiment, the HiNAND2-lPB-N scheme

includes a) Total L Segments in Group 1, thus L C SEGcapacitors such as LBL l l to

LBL 1 L; b) K Blocks for each of the L Segments; c) Capacitance ratio of C SEG BL of

about 1/16 to read one selected WL data in one of the Segment in Group 1 which is kept the

same as the ratio arrangement to read one selected WL-data from Group 16 to the top PB for

using a same amplification factor of the same Multiplier; and d) The reduced precharge

current because only one CsE p r Segment needs to be precharged for this Multiple-WL and

All-GBL Read operation. Total L CLBL capacitors associated with L Segments need to be

simultaneously precharged for this simultaneous Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation

within Group 1. L C SEGcapacitors includes LBL l l [1] to LBL l l [N] for Segment 1 to

LBL_1_L[1] to LBL_1_L[N] for Segment L.

[00264] The first step of multiple -WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 only is to

simultaneously predischarge the voltages of all C SEGcapacitors in Segment 1 such as

LBL_1_1[1] to LBL_1_1[N] to all C SEGcapacitors in Segment L such as LBL_1_L[1] to

LBL_1_L[N] respectively through LBLps l [1] to LBLps l [L] lines simultaneously and

separately in L Segments of Group 1 by setting the following biased conditions: a)

PRE_1[1]= . . . =PRE_l[L]=Vd; b) LBLps_l[l]= . . . =LBLps_l[L]=Vss; c) SEG_l[l]=Vdd

but SEG l [2]= . . . =SEG_1 [L]=Vss to predischarge N GBL l to Vss; and d)

DIV_EN[l]=Vss.

[00265] Note, setting SEG l [2] to SEG l [L]=Vdd can also help pre-discharge CGBL faster

but would require more power consumption. It is preferred to use only one LBLps to

discharge C GBL n Group 1 by turning on one SEG l [l]=Vdd but keeps the rest of

SEG l [2]= . . . =SEG_1 [L]=Vss. Setting ) DIV_EN[1 ]=Vss is to isolate all capacitors of

GBL_2[1] to GBL_2[N] in Group 2 from the discharging capacitors of GBL_1[1] to

GBL_1[N] in Group 1. Other groups from Group 2 to Group 16 are at don't-care state during

this Group 1 Read operation. This pre-discharge step can be completed within 100ns. Thus

this step is not the bottleneck of this preferred Read operation.

[00266] The second step of multiple -WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 only is to



precharge all N selected local C SEGcapacitors per one Segment such as LBL l l [1] to

LBL_1_1[N] in Segment 1 to LBL_1_L[1] to LBL_1_L[N] in Segment L simultaneously.

The precharged voltage is preferably set to be Vdd ( 1.8V) by setting the following bias

conditions: a) PRE l [1]= . . . =PRE_1 [L]=Vread=6V in one-shot pulse; b) LBLps l [1]= . . .

=LBLps_l[L]= Vdd=1.8V; c) SEG_1[1]=SEG_1[2] = . . . =SEG_l[L]=Vss; d) SSL[l]=Vdd

and GSL[l]=Vss to prevent leakage to respective LBLps_l[l] to LBLps_l[L/2]; e)

WL(selected)=V R, but WLs(unselected)=Vread=6V; and f DIV_EN[l]=Vss to isolate the

capacitors of GBL_2[1] to GBL_2[N] in Group 2 from the discharging capacitors of

GBL_1[1] to GBL l N] in Group 1. Other groups from Group 2 to Group 16 are at don't-

care states during this Group 1 Read. This precharge step can be completed within 100ns.

Thus this step is not the bottleneck either of this preferred Read operation.

[00267] Now, the preferred precharge happens only on N shorter LBL metal 1 lines within

Group 1 not including N C SEGcapacitors in other Groups so that only 1/J of broken C GBL

capacitance is subjected to the precharging not the total C GBL capacitance from all Groups as

shown in previous Read operation (see Fig 9 based on Fig. 2B). Thus the precharge step in

the Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 or Group 2 consumes much less power

but with much faster speed.

[00268] In order to make sure the number of Segments to be flexibly selected for Read in

multiple Groups, one latch circuit per one Segment needs to be implemented in each Group.

[00269] In addition to precharge the selected LBL capacitors, similarly the selected in the

selected Segments in Group 1 are also preferably precharged to VR WL Read voltage and the

unselected WLs are applied to a Vread voltage simultaneously to save total time delay of this

second 1-cyle Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation. The Vread voltage typically is set

to be around 6V. The Vread voltage for unselected WLs is called a pass voltage.

[00270] As a result, the precharge time of the selected C SEGand C GBL can be completed

within 100ns, which is very fast. But charging the pass voltage time for unselected WLs is

much longer of few micro-seconds, thus in this BL and WL precharge cycle period, the delay

in charging the pass voltage to unselected WLs is one of the key bottleneck.

[00271] The third step of multiple-WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 only is to

discharge the C SEGcapacitors on one or more selected WLS=VR. The voltages of all local

trapped N C SEGcapacitors are simultaneously either discharged to Vss or retained at 1.8V

fully determined by the stored page data in one selected WL per Segment in Group 1.

[00272] For example, for a SLC Read, then the selected WL is set to VR=0V, and 63 non-



selected WLs are set to Vpass =6V. GSL[l]=Vread but SSL=Vdd. Part of the N CSEG

capacitors start to discharge from initial 1.8V to Vss within a predetermined discharge time if

the corresponding NAND cell Vt=Vte <-0.7V, which is E-state. The remaining part of the N

C SEGcapacitors retain its initial precharged voltage of 1.8V if the corresponding NAND cells

Vt>0, which is A-state.

[00273] Thus, after above steps of the Multiple-WL & All-BL Read operation of this

HiNAND2 array, the selected Segments' LBL lines and the selected Groups' broken GBL

lines will trap respective either Vss or 1.8V voltages in accordance with the stored NAND

data pattern on the selected WL of the selected Block in the selected Segment in the selected

Group (Group 1) of this HiNAND array. After J-WL & All-BL Read, either 1.8V or Vss will

be stored isolately or separately in all N LBL_1 to N LBL_J capacitors in accordance with

the stored data in multiple WLs when all DIV_EN[1]= . .. =DIV_EN[J-l]=Vss. Note the

discharge time of each smaller C SEGcapacitor is about J-fold (e.g, J=16) faster than to

discharge each bigger C GBL capacitor performed in a Read operation with the same 64-

NAND cell string (see Fig. 9 in association with Fig. 2B).

[00274] The fourth step of multiple -WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 only is to

perform a charge-sharing cycle between each C SEGcapacitor and each C GBL capacitor in

Group 1 for the multiple -WL & All-GBL Read operation.

[00275] In order to avoid data contention in each C SEGand each C GBL, the data in each

C SEGwill be transferred to the common C GBL one by one from different Segments in Group 1.

As well arranged above, the capacitance ratio C SEG/CGBL<1/ 16 , thus the amplification of

Multiplier can be kept the same as previous read from all Groups. The details would be

skipped here for description simplicity.

[00276] In this case the charge-sharing of different Segments with one common C GBL

fully random in nature. Since charge-sharing takes a very short time, thus this step is not the

bottleneck of this preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operation from the same Group

1. The rest steps of multiple-WL and All-GBL Read from Group 1 only are substantially the

same as ones shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 for reading multiple WLs from Multiple Groups,

thus the detailed descriptions are also skipped here for simplicity.

[00277] Note, the above two kinds of Multiple-WL and All-GBL Read operations show

the first example is to read multiple WLs from Multiple Groups and the second example is to

show to read multiple-WL from Group 1 for HiNAND2-lPB and from Group 16 as well as

for HiNAND2-2PB-N or HiNAND2-2PB-N/2, etc.



[00278] Other combinations of Multiple- WL and All-GBL Read operations are possible.

For example, read Multiple WLs from all Groups along with read Multiple WLs from Group

1 and Group 2 and even from Group 2 and Group 15 as well by properly arranging the

capacitance ratio of C SEG/CGBL ll above mentioned or non-mentioned Multiple-WL and

All-GBL read should be all covered by this invention without a limitation, regardless of 2D

or 3D NAND flash.

[00279] In operating the Multiple-WL and All-BL Read, the storages differences would

make the read flow different. In an example of Multiple-WL and All-BL SLC Read, each WL

stores the SLC 2-state data. Therefore, all selected Blocks are applied with same set of

biased voltages for one selected WL=0V and 63 unselected WLs=Vread, SSL=Vdd and

GSL=Vdd. As a result, the discharge of precharged 1.8V or higher V ibit voltage are

performed simultaneously on all the selected WLs in the selected Blocks in same selected

Segments in different Groups or in the selected Blocks in different Segments but same Group

1 or Group 16.

[00280] Since the selected LBL capacitors of the selected Segments are either discharged

or retain precharged charges simultaneously by the selected WL, the read data of selected

multiple WLs will be ready at the same time and the data patterns are stored in the

corresponding C SEG capacitors. Later, each WL's C SEG data is serially loaded from the

selected Blocks into each corresponding Cache memories of the PB.

[00281] In an example, the PB preferably has at least 2 rows of N-bit Cache memories,

Cache 1 and Cache2, to allow proper handling of reading J-WL data (J=16) either from same

Segments of 16 different Groups or from 16 different Segments within a same Group. The

two Cache memories are preferably operating in pipe-line manner and are controlled by on-

chip State-machine.

[00282] The N-bit Cache 1 memory is directly connected to the outputs of a N-bit SA. The

inputs of the N-bit Cache2 are connected to the outputs of the N-bit of Cache 1. After the

completion of simultaneous discharging operations of 16-WL read, any one of the 16-WL can

be selected to be transferred to the Cache 1. Once the loading of a first WL data is completed,

the second WL data is transferred to Cache 1 by the rising-edge of clock, but the contents of

the first WL data is transferred to from cache 1 to Cache2 by a falling-edge of a clock to avoid

the data contention.

[00283] Thus, total 16-WL and All-GBL SLC data can be sequentially read out one by one

into Cachel and then sent to I/O to the off-chip Flash controller through Cache2 in a fast



pipeline fashion with only requirement of a small PB size. The number J of WLs being

associated with a simultaneous Multi-WL Read and number K of WLs being associated with

a simultaneous Multi-WL Program can be different. For a Read charge-sharing concern, the

J is kept < 16 but K can be larger than J because multiple-WL simultaneous Program do not

have charge-sharing steps. Thus the thumb of rule in HiNAND2 array is K>J. K even can be

set to be like K=2xJ or 4xJ, etc.

[00284] In an example of Multiple-WL and All-BL 4-state MLC for 16 WLs simultaneous

Read, there are one erased-state of E state and three programmed states of A, B and C with

the stored Vt values, Verify values, and Reference values in accordance with the drawings

shown in Fig. 1C. The similar approach can be extended into 8-state TLC and 16-state XLC

Read.

[00285] The SLC Read is like the Rl Read (see Fig. 1C), which VRi=0V is applied to the

all 16 selected WLs. The E-state data of 16 WLs are ready and stored on each corresponding

broken C GBL capacitance and C SEGcapacitance if 16 WLs are located in 16 different Groups.

Now, the reading of these 16 WLs will be performed sequentially from Group 1 to Group 16

if HiNAND2- 1PB-N is used.

[00286] In one option, the first-WL data in Group 1 is transferred to the N-bit Cache 1.

Then, the same location (WL address) of the second-WL in different Segment is also read out

and transferred to same PB buffer with the first-WL data being transferred to Cache2. All the

subsequent 14 WLs' data would be serially transferred to Cachel in pipeline manner during

the previous WL data being transmitted to I/O. Thus, after 16 clocks, total 16 SLC data are

being transferred to Flash controller for subsequence calculation of MLC.

[00287] Next, a higher VR2 is applied to all 16 WLs for data evaluation to get A-state data

(see Fig. 1C). Again, 16 WLs of A-state data would be serially sent out to Flash controller for

subsequent MLC data calculation. Before sending out these 16-WL data, a 4-bit divided-by-

2 D-Flipflop can be used to encode these 16 data per 16 WLs. Any 0-data being sensed in

each State will clock the state-advance of this 4-bit Flipflop. Any 1-data would not clock into

the next level. As a result, the 16-WL data per State can be converted into 4-bit MLC data.

Thus, only 4x16=64 clocks as the conventional MLC Read of 16-WL data can be achieved.

[00288] In another embodiment, this Multiple-WL and All-GBL SLC Read operation can

be extended into preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL Program and Program-Verify

operations under the same HiNAND2 array circuit. Before performing any HiNAND2

Program operation, the flash cells have to be erased to a negative E-state first. In prior art,



the Erase operation is performed in unit of a Block. The Block size can be 1Mb up to 4Mb,

depending on the specs and applications. And the typical Block erase time ranges from 2ms

to 5ms.

[00289] A typical Block includes 64 NAND-cell Strings. That means a String of a Block

is comprised of 64 WLs. The Block Erase operation is simultaneously performed on all 64

WLs by grounding all 64 WLs such as V WL I= to Vss with a common TPW

being set to 20V. All these 64 WLs are in the one physical String and one physical Block. It

is referred as Consolidated Block.

[00290] But to simultaneously program these 64 WLs in a Consolidated Block with a size

of 8KB per WL in one physical Block like above Erase operation is totally impossible under

the conventional NAND architecture in the past 25 years.

[00291] Unlike the conventional NAND with Consolidated Blocks, these 64 WLs are

preferably dispersed in 64 different Blocks as one WL per Block with a same cell-String

location within the preferred HiNAND2 array architecture. This kind of Block is referred as

Dispersed Block of the present invention. Accordingly, the conventional 64-WL Erase

operation in one physically Consolidated Block is preferably changed to simultaneously erase

1-WL per Dispersed Block within a scheme of 64-WL in 64 physical Blocks. As a result,

both Erase and Program operations can be preferably performed on 1-WL per Block basis but

simultaneously on 64 WLs respectively in 64 Blocks. Therefore, a 64-fold program-time

reduction for one physical page can be achieved with this Dispersed-Block structure.

[00292] An embodiment of the present invention using higher Vi bit voltage to replace

Vdd in a non-SBPI method is also adopted here for achieve a superior program-inhibit (PI)

function but along with a new set of WL biased conditions. The reason of using Vi ibit

voltage and Vss for Program-Inhibit and Program is to get a higher initial Inhibit voltage of

Vpass-Vt in the NAND channels of unselected programmed cells. The conventional SBPI

method uses Vdd as low as 1.8V. The Vi ibi 7V would have about 5.2V higher initial

voltage at the unselected LBL lines, which is passed to the flash channels of unselected

programmed cells. By applying Vpass=10V to those unselected WLs with corresponding

NAND cells at the highest programmed Vt=5V (For state C in MLC cell), the NAND

channel' voltage is about 10V-5V=5V, which is still much higher than Vdd prior to ramping

the selected WL's gate to Vpgm of 20V. Additionally, this preferred Program scheme allows

for one random-WL program per Dispersed Block, thus all NAND cells in any WLs can be

selected for Program along with the remaining WLs with proper biased voltages (see Table 6



below).

[00293] Due to WL-WL coupling effect, the channel voltage of unselected program cells

can still be boosted from initial 5V to about 10V. Thus, the final channel PI voltage is much

higher than conventional NAND to have a superior PI performance. For example, it is much

less affected by, at the worst-case scenario, 0V channels presented on both adjacent BLs of a

programmed cell.

[00294] Again, referring to Fig. 2B, as the V i ibit voltage is coupled from only one

selected LBLps power line through the selected N MLBLs and N MS transistors by setting

gate signals of PRE=SSL to Vinhibit+Vdd+AVmargin and setting NAND cells' gate to

Vpass=10V on the unprogrammed WLn+1 (up to WL64) to reach the NAND cells' channels

in the selected WLn. Note: the order of WLs are defined from the String top to bottom such

as WL1, WL2, . . ., WLn-1, WLn, WLn+1, . . ., WL63, WL64 for a 64-cell NAND String.

The selected WL is denoted as WLn. The unprogrammed WLs are WLn+1 up to WL64 and

the programmed WLs are from WL1 to WLn-1.

Table 6

Note: Vread=6V,Vpgm=15V-25V, Vpass=10V, F=Floating, VR=Read WL MLC voltages.

[00295] In addition, all SEG, PRE, SSL, GSL, CSL, LBLps, DIV_EN[J] are left at floating

to avoid the gate-oxide breakdown due to the common bulk of TPW=20V. All NMOS select

transistors (which are made of same devices) MLBLp, MS, MG, and MLBLs are configured

to sustain the preferred PI operation with higher V i ibit voltage.

[00296] In the conventional NAND array architecture, if V i ibit voltage is coupled directly

from GBL lines, the program-inhibit current consumption is too high. But in this preferred 2-

level BL-Hierarchical HiNAND2 structure, the Vinhibit voltage is generated from a central

Vinhibit pump circuit and is only coupled to 16 selected LBLps horizontal power lines on a

basis of one LBLps line per Dispersed Block. Thus, the capacitances of these 16 LBLps lines

are much smaller so that the power consumption to couple the Vinhibit voltage to NAND cell

channels is drastically reduced as compared to the required high current consumed in each



long and heavy GBL capacitor when using Vdd in PI operation.

[00297] The program Vpass gate-disturbances in the selected String for either the case of

using Consolidated Block or the case of using Dispersed Block are the same. Therefore, the

advantage of low-power consumption of using V i hibi scheme for simultaneous Multiple-WL

and All-GBL Program and Erase operations is not achieved at the expense of NAND memory

reliability, power, and silicon area.

[00298] Two embodiments of Block Erase in this HiNAND2 array are illustrated below.

In a specific embodiment, total 64 WLs are arranged in one HiNAND2 physical

Consolidated-Block so that the Erase operation is executed in unit of 64 WLs in one physical

Consolidated-Block simultaneously but the Program operation can only be performed in 1-

WL per Block base. The saving of WL Program cannot be benefited from this scheme.

[00299] In another specific embodiment, total 64 WLs are arranged in 64 HiNAND2

Dispersed-Blocks so that both the Erase operation and the Program operation can be executed

in unit of 64 WLs simultaneously in the Dispersed-Block scheme, resulting in a big saving in

Block's program and read time.

[00300] In this HiAND2 Program operation, there are at least two preferred PI schemes:

Casel) using Vdd as an V i ibit coupled from N long broken GBL lines and PB and Case2)

using 7V as V i ibit coupled from N short LBL lines and only 16 LBLps lines coupled from

one t pump circuit. The values of N can be 8KB=8,192 or 16KB=16,384 for one

physical page or WL in HiNAND2 (same as conventional NAND) array.

[00301] Casel : Each WL data of Vss-program and Vdd-inhibit voltages are coupled

directly from a N-bit PB to one selected N-bit Block at a time. These Vss and Vdd voltages

are passed to the selected channels through N selected broken GBLs, through N selected

MLBLp transistors in on-state to N broken LBL lines and then to N Selected NAND Strings

through N first String-select transistors MS in on-state and N second String-select transistor

MG in off-state to prevent the String leakage. All this Vdd-inhibit and Vss programmed

voltages are then latched or trapped in the selected N C SEGcapacitors in the selected Segment

and Group in accordance with the WL data stored in the N-bit PB. After this medium C SEG

capacitors are precharged with one-shot of Vdd-inhibit and Vss, the N gates of LBL-select

transistors MLBLp are then being shut off by setting SEG signal to Vss to trap Vdd-inhibit

and Vss. This precharged process takes time less than 200ns to 3µ8, depending on the Block

location or distance of the selected broken C GBL from the PB.

[00302] After the first trapping of Vdd-inhibit voltage in the first C SEGcapacitor of the first



selected WL and the selected Block, the remaining 63 C SEGcapacitors for 63 WL in 63

dispersed Blocks in the 63 dispersed Segments either in one Group or different Groups are

then to trap the similar Vdd-inhibit and Vss voltages in 63 Vi ibi precharge cycles. Since the

conventional NAND architecture does not have this 2-level broken-BL hierarchical structure

array, thus the trapping of multiple pages of Vi ibit and Vss voltages cannot be realized.

Conversely, multiple trappings of Vi ibit and Vss voltages can be realized in this HiNAND2

array, thus the Multiple-WL and All-BL Program scheme can be easily executed to save 64-

fold reduction in program time if each String includes M=64 WLs.

[00303] Case2: In this case, all selected C SEGcapacitors are precharged with 7V-inhibit

voltage initially by coupling the selected 64 LBLps lines (respectively associated with 64

Segments in dispersed Groups) to 7V with PRE being set to 7V+Vt+Vmargi , where Vmargi ~

0.5V. For this case, PRE signal is at Vpass~10V.

[00304] The precharge cycle is similar for charging N broken C GBL capacitors with Vdd-

inhibit and Vss voltages as in Casel which are coupled from a N-bit PB in accordance with

the stored WL-data pattern. Then SEG signal is switched from Vss to Vdd to turn on

MLBLp transistors to connect each broken C GBL capacitor to each corresponding C SEG

capacitor that is filled with the precharged 7V-inhibit initially. As a result, the voltages of

LBL capacitors will be selectively discharged to either Vss or retained to 7V-inhibit voltage

according to V GBL=VSS and from the PB respectively through transistors MLBLp

set to On-state.

[00305] In other words, both Casel and Case2 need the Vdd-inhibit and Vss-program

voltages coupled from the common N-bit PB. But in Casel, no 7V-inhibit voltage is coupled

to all C SEG capacitors prior to Program operation. But in Case2, precharging 7V-inhibit

voltage to all selected 16 C SEGcapacitors are required for a superior PI and Program

operations.

[00306] In conventional NAND SLC one page (1-WL) Program, it takes about 250µ . For

64-WL Program in a Consolidated-Block, it takes 25(^s 64=16ms. For this preferred

Multiple-WL and All-BL simultaneous SLC Program in 64 Dispersed Block, it only needs

250 µ . This is a big saving in NAND Program throughput.

[00307] This Multiple-WL and All-BL SLC Program scheme can be similarly applied for

a MLC or TLC, even XLC Program to save the program time. Regardless of Casel or Case2

program, the N-bit PB is a same LV PB as the conventional NAND.



[00308] In principle, the total numbers of WLs to be programmed of the present invention

are subject to at least following factors: 1) P/N junction leakages, 2) operating temperature, 3)

precharged V i ibit voltages, 4) the length or value of each C SEGcapacitance and 5) the number

of Caches in a PB.

[00309] Firstly, the total numbers of WLs to be programmed is determined by how long

the trapped V i ibit voltage (7V or Vdd) can last duo to the junction leakages of P/N

source/drain areas of one transistor of MLBLp, one transistor of MS/MG, one transistor of

MLBLp and 64 transistors of NAND cells, MC, per CLBL capacitor. Since 64 WLs are being

simultaneously programmed in 250µ per SLC, thus retaining all 64 trapped Vinhibit voltages

in 250µ should not be a bottleneck of program time. The longest time is the 64-WL data

loading into and trapped in the 64 N CLBL capacitors.

[00310] For example, for 2.5ns/Byte DDR2 transmitted time and 8KB page size, the total

64-WL loading time would be 2.5ns><8K=2(^s. Then total 64-WL data needs

20µ 64=1 .28ms. This time lapse should be oaky for this Vdd-Vinhibit and 0 .1 pf per CLBL

capacitor. If there is a concern to retain Vinhibit within a 1.28ms time lapse, then 2 cycles of

two 32-WL or 4 cycles of 16-WL Program can be used instead. As a result, even a 16-WL

and All-GBL simultaneous Program is still a great saving in program time.

[0031 1] Secondly, the P/N junction leakage is highly depended on operating temperature.

In particular, the higher operating temperature is, the higher P/N junction leakage. Thirdly,

the higher precharged Vinhibit voltage is, the longer retaining time for part of CLBL capacitors.

In practice, the highest Vinhibit voltage is set to be around 7V. Additionally, the length or

value of each CLBL capacitance is another determination factor for the number of WLs during

simultaneous Program operation. Furthermore, the number of Caches in a PB also affects the

determination of the total number of WLs to be programmed simultaneously.

[00312] Are 64 Cache memories per PB required to store 64-WL data and their associated

addresses for a 64-WL simultaneous program? Practically, for programming 64-WL to have

64 Cache per PB is not economic. It is desired to determine an optimal number of Cache

memory for more flexible handling of on-chip Program-Verification of MLC or TLC

Program operation. One option is that the multiple-WL data is preferably loaded into a 4-

Cache memory serially from NAND 8 I/Os in a pipeline manner. Therefore, no multiple

Registers or Caches to store all K-WL data is required for this HiNAND2's architecture

design. In other words, under the preferred condition that the number of Registers or Caches

is smaller than K, for example, 1/2 K or 1/4 K, etc.



[00313] Figure 6A is a diagram showing a set of SLC Read timing waveforms for

Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation with a preferred set of initial biased

conditions in accordance with the 1-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A of both HiNANDl

and HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the

control signals RECALL, PGM, LOAD, and VFY are set to 0V as initial biased conditions in

accordance with the PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A. Since SLC Data Register has 4 paths of 4

operations to set the digital value Dl of one Latch comprising INVO and INV1, so Dl is set

to 0 when WAT BK is subjected to one-shot pulse of Vdd; Dl is also set to 0 when LATO is

subjected to one-shot pulse of Vdd; Dl is set to 1 when signal VFY is subjected to one-shot

pulse of Vdd and Q[i] is coupled to Vdd; Dl=l when RW RES signal is subjected to one-

shot pulse of Vdd.

[00314] As shown in Fig. 6A, the SLC Read Timing Waveforms start from two

undistinguished SLC states such as the erased E-state and the programmed A-state with one

Latch's output Dl node reset to Vdd as an E-state in a Program-Buffer along with the

Selected WL voltage set to a value of VRI initially. For those selected NAND cells storing E-

state, the corresponding GBL capacitor voltage would be discharged to Vss to flip the

Latch's D l from Vdd to Vss. For those selected NAND cells storing A-state, the

corresponding GBL capacitors' voltage would be retained after charge-sharing and then

amplified by the Multiplier to retain Latch's Dl=Vdd, thus the stored state is A-state. Once

the first selected WL data is successfully distinguished, the page data would be sent to I/O

pins through I/O Control circuit. Subsequently, the remaining second to J WL data would be

read out and evaluated each WL one-by-one and then sent out to I/O in a pipeline manner.

[00315] Figure 6B is a diagram showing a set of Sample/Hold Multiple-WL SLC PGM

patterns timing waveforms in accordance with the 1-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A of

both HiNANDl and HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention

as shown, the initial biased conditions includes setting T3B signal at Vdd and setting

RECALL, LATP, RES signals at 0V in accordance with the PB circuit shown in Fig. 5A for

the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Program operation.

[00316] As shown in Fig. 6B, the Multiple-WL SLC data are serially loaded into and

stored at those well-planned N-bit broken metall LBL capacitors in the selected Segments,

Groups of HiNAND2 array. Since the S/H function is to load multiple- WL data into SLC

Data Register within a Program operation rather than a Program-Verify operation, the VFY

signal is set to 0V. Additionally, it is not within a Read operation either, thus T3B signal



must be set to Vdd. Again, it is rather than a Recall operation, thus RECALL signal must be

set to 0V. In particular, the multiple-WL data is serially loaded in to SLC Data Register in

unit of Byte if I/O number is eight (8) or in unit of Word if I/O number is sixteen (16).

[00317] For storing J-WLs SLC data in the designated array areas of the broken metal 1

LBL capacitors, totally J preferred rows of LBL capacitors near the PB are required. During

J-WL Program-Verify operation, a Recall operation to restore the Program SLC data pattern

in HiNAND array to SLC Data-Register 506 in the PB 500 (see Fig. 5A) is performed

sequentially in a predetermined order from one-WL by J-WL to save the silicon area of J-l

Data Register.

[00318] Next, the WL-data loading into Data Register 506 (see Fig. 5A) starts with a one-

shot pulse of RW RES to reset Dl=Vdd initially. The first SLC WL-data would be serially

loaded into Data Register 506 in PB from external I/Os 522 in unit of Byte as an example.

Then for transferring N-bit of a large WL size of 16KB, it will take 16K times to fill up

whole page of one WL SLC data. After 16KB one WL SLC data being successfully loaded

into N-bit Data Register 506 through bus 520 and Y-pass 510, then the whole 16KB data in

the Data Register 506 via BLP line would be stored in the corresponding designed N-bit

broken metal 1 GBL or metal 1 LBL capacitors by one-shot of PGM clock. This one page or

one row of LBL or GBL capacitors is termed as Dynamic Cache in HiNAND array. For data

bit=l, then the corresponding LBL or GBL capacitor would store Vdd voltage, while data

bit=0, then the corresponding LBL or GBL capacitor would store Vss=0V voltage

accordingly.

[00319] Figure 6C is a diagram showing a set of set biased conditions of Multiple-WL and

All-GBL SLC simultaneous PGM timing waveforms in accordance with the 1-bit static PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5A. As shown, the biased conditions include setting signals LOAD and

LATP to 0V in accordance with the PB circuit 500 in Fig. 5A. This preferred set of Multiple-

WL SLC Program waveforms should be performed along with the associated S/H waveforms

shown in Fig. 6B.

[00320] Since this is the preferred S/H operation in Program operation to load WL-data

into SLC Data Register 506 (see Fig. 5A), rather than Program-Verify thus VFY=0V, rather

than Read, thus T3B=Vdd, and rather than Recall, thus RECALL=0V. The data is serially

loaded in to SLC Data Register 506 in unit of Byte if I/O number is eight (8) or in unit of

Word if I/O number is sixteen (16).

[00321] Figure 6D is a flow chart showing a method for the preferred Multiple-WL and



All-GBL SLC simultaneous Program operation in accordance with the preferred PB circuit

shown in Fig. 5A. As shown, the method for performing a SLC Multiple-WL and All-BL

Program operation for both 2D and 3D HiNAND2 arrays starts from loading the 1-WL or 1-

page SLC data from external I/Os sequentially into N-bit Data Register (step 710). Once a

whole page of N-bit data is ready in Data register, then whole one-WL SLC data is then being

transferred to N-bit Selected LBL capacitors as termed as Dynamic Caches in step 712.

[00322] Total WLs' SLC data are checked if all of them being successfully transferred to

the multiple designated N-bit Dynamic Caches and Static Cache as shown in step 714. If the

check indicates that all of WLs' SLC data have been successfully transferred to the multiple

designated N-bit Dynamic Caches and Static Cache, then the Multiple-WL Program

operation is activated in step 718. If not, then the above loading is continued sequentially by

increasing the page counter to next page address in step 716.

[00323] Once the Program operation is finished after one iterative program pulse, then the

next Multiple-WL Program-Verify operation would be initiated as shown in step 722. But

prior-to this Program-Verify operation, a Recall operation is performed at step 720 to restore

multiple-WL N-bit program data from Dynamic Cache or LBL capacitors back to the

corresponding bits of one Static PB which is shared by multiple-WL SLC data. Thus, the

Recall is performed on one-WL by one-WL basis sequentially.

[00324] During each WL data Program-Verify operation, those bits passing the Program-

Verify in one selected WL have to be set a V i ibit voltage on the selected GBLs and

transferred to selected LBL dynamic cache in parallel at step 724. The next WL data is

moved to be subjected to the next Program-Verify and is checked to see if all multiple-WL

programmed data being checked at step 726. If not, then move to next iterative program

cycle by increasing Vpgm by AVpgm on multiple WLs simultaneously. And then the next

iterative program pulse is issued again at step 728.

[00325] The Program and Program-Verify iterative operations on all selected multiple

WLs will be continued and checked. Once all multiple-WL data being programmed passing

the verification of desired data at step 730, and the Program and Program-Verify iterative

operations will be stopped at step 732.

[00326] Figure 7A is a diagram showing a set of MLC Read timing waveforms for

performing the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL MLC simultaneous Read operation in

accordance with the multi-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5B of both HiNANDl and

HiNAND2 arrays according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the



timing waveforms start from initial setting E-state with two bits of CODE1 and CODE2

generated from on-chip Code generator and rolling from E-state, A-state, B-state, and C-state

for comparison against to two bits per NAND cell read from multiple selected WLs. The PB

circuit is configured for MLC Read operation by disabling Program and Program-Verify

functions by setting control signals of VFY, PGM, LOAD, PGM DIS, to 0V and setting

signals RECALL 1 to RECALLe, L2A1 to L2Ae, and PGM EN to 0V, and also by setting

RW RES to 0V, etc.

[00327] The data comparison starts first, by applying one-shot RES signal, from the

preferred lowest level of E-state to A-state to B-state and then C-state by applying the same

step-rising voltages on multiple selected WLs with VRI (OV) to differentiate A-state from E-

state, VR2 to differentiate B-state from A-state and VR3 to differentiate the last C-state from

B-state.

[00328] Once the data is matched, the data would be locked into the corresponding Data

Buffer upon each rising-edge of T7 clock that will sequentially set LAT signals of

corresponding Data Registers. The T3 and T5 are the signals used by each DRAM-like

Latch-type SA 304 shown in Fig. 5B.

[00329] Figure 7B is a diagram showing a set of Sample/Hold Multiple-WL PGM patterns

timing waveforms for the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL MLC simultaneous Program

Patterns operation in accordance with the multi-bit static PB circuit shown in Fig. 5B. As

shown, the timing waveforms start from first setting all DLs to initial E-state by applying

one-shot pulse of RW RES. Then the external Multiple-WL program data are sequentially

loaded into the static on-chip Data Cache in unit of byte if 8 I/Os NAND is used or in unit of

Word if 16 I/Os NAND is used through I/O control circuit and system clocks.

[00330] First, the whole WL Word or Byte data are sequentially clocked by a plurality of

LOAD clocks' rising edge. Totally, 2 N-bit MLC data per one WL are loaded into 3 N-bit

static Data Cache. After that, L2A1 and L2A2 clocks are sent to load two corresponding

C SEGcapacitors in multiple Segments in one Consolidated HiNAND Group or to one

Segment per multiple Dispersed HiNAND Groups as explained previously in Figs. 4A-4D.

[00331] Since the storage data is MLC type, it just needs two clocks of L2A1 and L2A2. If

the storage data is TLC type, then it needs three L2A1, L2A2 and L2A3 signals to complete

3-bit TLC loading into 3 N-bit Data Cache Registers. Note, in the circuit of Data Buffer of

Fig. 5B, the two MLC outputs are shorted at OUTP node through two MN15 transistors MSB

and LSB bits of Data Buffer. That is why two separate clocks are needed to avoid data



contention on OUTP node if 2-bit of MLC data per GBL line is sent.

[00332] Once all MLC programmed data are fully loaded into 2 N-bit Data-Buffer, then 2

MLC bits have to serially loaded into the different C SEGcapacitors in predetermined

addresses through only one shared GBL and one BLP line. Thus it needs to be loaded by two

clocks of L2A1 and L2A2 with BIAS>Vdd for passing the MSB and LSB WL data into the

corresponding C SEGDynamic Cache Registers, which actually are capacitors in HiNAND

designated areas with the input of Multiplier 602 being disconnected.

[00333] But the Program and Program-Inhibit pattern has to be generated per one 2-bit

MLC data before Multiple-WL Program being executed. This can be done by using a circuit

of MN24, MN25, . . ., MN30 and MN6 with gate tied to PGM_DIS. For MLC, only Dl and

D2 are required. For TLC, Dl, D2 and D3 are required to be at Vdd to reset QOB to Vss so

that BLP is set to Vdd to prohibit further program to avoid over-programming. Otherwise,

unmatched MLC data would set BLP and GBL to Vss to allow the next program pulse to

increase Vt from E-state to A-state. Initially BLP and GBL are set to be 0V for programming

by applying one-shot pulse to reset signal PGM-EN to set Q0 at Vss but QOB at Vdd, and set

BLP to Vss at the output of INV8. Once matched, then MATCH is set to Vdd to reset QOB at

Vss again so that BLP is at Vdd to provide the Vdd-Inhibit GBL voltage for those matched

MLC cells.

[00334] Once Program and Program-Inhibit of N-bit MLC is ready per whole selected

Multiple WLs, then the Program operation is initiated.

[00335] Figure 7C is a diagram showing a set of biased conditions of Multiple-WL and

All-GBL MLC simultaneous PGM timing waveforms in accordance with the preferred PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5B. Similar timing waveforms can be extended to TLC and XLC

simultaneous Program operation. As shown, the timing waveforms include the HiNAND2

array's major control signals such as SEL, WL, RES, T3B, VFY, RW RES, RECALL 1,

RECALL2, PGM, PGM EN, PGM DIS, L2A1, L2A2, Q0 of three WLs, etc. The selected

multiple WLs are applied with same step-rising Vpgm on the same address of multiple WLs.

Unlike the conventional NAND Program, the Vpgm only applied to only one selected WL,

the HiNAND Program operation can be performed simultaneous on one and more selected

WLs to cut the total program time.

[00336] One major difference is that there are more than one WL Program-Verify

operations are performed between two successive program pulses. In a first step, the initial

one 2-bit E-state code of a MLC cell are generated on CODE1 and CODE bits to two DLs in



two Data-Buffers 640 in Fig. 5B. And two outputs of Dl and D2 are coupled to the gates of

MN24 and MN25 with Dl and D2 being set to Vdd in the beginning of program cycle when

one-shot clock of RW RES is applied to the gate of MN13. Besides, SA and Latch of INV4

and INV5 are reset by one common signal of RES. As a result, initially, both IB[i] and Q[i]

are at Vss and D 1 and D2 are at Vdd.

[00337] In the next step, the T7 signal is first applied an one-shot pulse to enable the latch

of INV5 and INV4 for Q[i] or QB[i] to reset IB[i] and I[i] of latch. Before Verify for one

selected WL is performed, two Recall signals RECALL 1 and RECALL2 have to be

performed to restore the stored 2-bit program data in two C SEGcapacitors or Dynamic

Registers back to 2-bit Data-Buffers 340 through one Multiplier 602 and one SA 604. In

addition, one Program and Program-Inhibit MLC data patterns needs to be restored back to

one program buffer of 304. That is why three clocks of RW RES, RECALL 1, and

RECALL2 and three T7 clocks in between are required to enable SA 604. Once above 2-bit

MLC data of program data is ready, the Multiple-WL Program-Verify operation can be

performed by one-shot VFY thereafter.

[00338] The new Program and Program-Inhibit 2-bit data will be sent back to two C SEG

capacitors again, which can be done by two one-shot L2A1 and L2A2. A new cycle of

Program-Verify is then moved to next selected WL in same VFY1 of same WL voltage of

previous WL. The above Program-Verify cycles would be performed on all selected multiple

WLs. Then whole multiple-WL simultaneous Program will be performed again with rising

Vpgm pulse. This iterative Program operation will end once all selected multiple WLs are

completely programmed to meet the desired stored data.

[00339] Figure 7D is a flow chart showing a method for the preferred Multiple-WL and

All-GBL MLC simultaneous Program operation in accordance with the multi-bit static PB

circuit shown in Fig. 5B. The method is applicable for performing MLC Multiple-WL and

All-GBL simultaneous Program operation for both 2D and 3D HiNAND2 arrays according to

an embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the method starts from a step 740 to load

external 1-page or 1-WL data to the designated N-bit Data Register sequentially for all

Multiple WLs. The data can be 1xN-bit SLC, 2xN-bit MLC, 3xN-bit TCL or 4xN-bit XLC.

[00340] When a first WL data is successfully loaded into N-bit Data Register, then it is

immediately transferred to the corresponding N-bit Cache Register as seen in step 742.

When the first WL data is successfully loaded into N-bit Cache Register, then it is

immediately transferred to the corresponding N-bit Program Buffer Register that is made of



N local LBL capacitors in the designated areas of HiNAND2 array as shown in step 744.

[00341] Then next step 746 is to check if all the desired program data of Multiple WLs

being successfully loaded in the designated metal 1 LBL capacitors? If not, then the loading

from external I/O to LBL capacitors will be repeated (step 748) for next page until it

completes. If yes, then the step 750 is to start the Multiple-WL simultaneous Program. The

one-shot pulse of Vpgm for Multiple selected WLs one per Segment or Group should be the

same along with Vpass on multiple unselected WLs.

[00342] Once program time is due, then a Recall destructive operation of step752 is

preferably being implemented prior to the Program-Verify operation in step 754. The reason

needs to do the Recall is to restore Multiple programmed WL data that are stored in the

corresponding N-bit LBL metall capacitors as seen in Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B. For example, if

the stored data is the MLC data, then it requires 3 N-bit Cache Registers to store total three

N-bit MLC data for each WL in three rows of LBL metall capacitors. For 16-WL MLC data

simultaneous Program, the restoring of 16-WL MLC data takes 3x16=48 clock cycles for 3-

bit MLC WL data.

[00343] Since the stored 3-bit MLC data are being restored back into 3-bit Cache Register

per GBL, then the data read from the selected WL bit can be compared against to the stored

data. Thus the Program-Verify operation is activated at step 754. Note, the Program-Verify

operation of HiNAND memory cells is using DRAM-like charge-sharing scheme for

HiNAND2 or HiNAND 1 Read operations that need to precharge and discharge the metall

LBL and metal2 GBL lines (details are can be seen in earlier sections of the specification and

skipped here for the description simplicity). Note, the restoring of the first multiple WLs'

data of corresponding metall LBL and metal2 GBL capacitors should be preferably done

during the lengthy Multiple-WL Program operation to save the first program-verify time

because all N-bit GBL line buses are free in that period.

[00344] In step 756 a successful Program-Verify operation is done for the first N-bit data

of the selected WL after the first iterative Program operation. The successfully verified data

in Data Register are flipped to V-inhibit and is transferred to dynamic cache in parallel. Then

the new set of Program and Program-Inhibit patterns are restored back to the corresponding

metall broken LBL capacitors (step 758) for next-bit of MLC Program in the same WL.

[00345] A check operation is then executed (step 760) if all bits of each WL MLC data

being Program-Verified. If not, move to the next WL (page) in step 762 to repeat the above

Program-Verify steps 752-758 until all multiple-WL MLC data completely pass Program-



Verify (step 764), then the method for performing MLC Multiple-WL and All-GBL

simultaneous Program operation for both 2D and 3D HiNAND2 arrays ends at step 766.

[00346] Figure 8 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of array

control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read operation based on the

HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention. A preferred set of bias voltage conditions of several key array control signals are

included in a table for performing a preferred J-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read operation

divided into 8 steps. The bias conditions for multiple control signals in each step are listed in

one column of the table. The operation is based on the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A

with only J broken metal 1 GBL lines and capacitors only without being further divided into L

Segment lines according to a specific embodiment of the present invention. The so-called J-

WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation means the number of the selected WLs can be

flexibly varied from 1 to J with an identical address in the selected NAND String of the J

selected Blocks. The number of selected GBL lines is N-bit, thus it is termed as J-WL and

All-GBL simultaneous Read. The simultaneous J-WL and All-GBL Read operation is made

possible because a novel Charge-sharing scheme is adopted for HiNANDl array, regardless

of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC Read.

[00347] The key HiNANDl array's selected and unselected control signals include

DIV EN, CSL, PRE, GBLps, SEG, SSL, GSL, WL and GBL in accordance with Fig. 2A,

regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages according to the embodiment of the present

invention. As shown in Fig. 8, the J-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation is

preferably being divided into 8 steps from the step 1) of precharging all J N-bit metal 1 broken

GBL capacitors in all Groups of the HiNANDl array with a preferred Vp echarge ≥ Vdd from J

GBLps lines to the last step 8) to send out the well-distinguished N-bit page digital data. Step

4) is to provide a reduced GBL voltage Vdd/M(J) for Off-state cells by charge-sharing a

broken GBL capacitor with all GBL capacitors. M(J) is a function of J (i.e., the charge-

sharing effect varies for different Group with different location relative to the page buffer

circuit in the HiNAND array). The N-bit page data are read from J selected WLs, loaded

serially into one or two N-bit Data Registers (top or bottom), and then transferred in parallel

to one N-bit Cache Register in unit of one-WL size. Lastly, each WL-data in the N-bit Cache

Register are then transferred to NAND's multiple I/Os in a pipeline manner. Today, the

regular NAND or ONFI NAND I/O numbers are either 8 or 16.

[00348] Typically, one WL Read voltage is termed as V R , the 63 unselected WL pass



voltage is denoted as Vread=6V for a 64-cell 2D NAND String. The number of V R values is

one V RI for SLC, 3 (V RI , V R2, V R3) for MLC, 7 V R„ for TLC, and 15 V R„ for XLC.

[00349] Figure 9 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of array

control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read operation based on the

HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention. A preferred set of bias voltage conditions of several key array control signals are

included in a Table for performing a preferred J-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Read

operation executed in 8 steps. The bias conditions for multiple control signals in each step

are listed in one column of the Table. The operation is based on the HiNAND2 array shown

in Fig. 2B with J Groups divided by J-l MGBL transistors connected by J broken Group

GBL metal2 lines according to an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in Fig.

2B, each Group is further divided into Segments and each Segment is further divided by n

broken LBL metal 1 lines. Each broken LBL metal 1 line comprises K Blocks. And each

Block comprises N 64-cell Strings extending in X-direction.

[00350] Since HiNAND2 array has 2-level BL-hierarchical structure, thus more array

control signals than HiNANDl are required to take care of both divided metal2 broken J

GBL and metal 1 broken L LBL lines and capacitors. The key HiNAND2 array includes two

new control signals DI l and PRE l , and new LBL-divided NMOS MHV transistor MDBLp

in addition to other HiNANDl control signals like DIV EN, CSL, PRE, GBLps, SEG, SSL,

GSL, WL, and GBL in accordance with Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC

storages of the present invention.

[00351] Similarly, the preferred J-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read operation is

preferably divided into 8 steps from the step 1) of precharging all J N-bit metal2 broken GBL

to the last step 8) to send out the well-distinguished N-bit page digital data, read from J

selected WL serially. Step 4) is also to provide a reduced GBL voltage Vdd/M(J) for Off-

state cells by charge-sharing a LBL capacitor with corresponding GBL capacitor for the

selected Group. Again, M(J) is a function of J .

[00352] Figure 10 is a diagram showing a first preferred set of bias voltage conditions of

array control signals for Multiple -WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based on

the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention. As shown, a set of bias voltage conditions of several key array control signals is

provided for 7 steps of an option 1 J-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation for the

HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A of the present invention. The selected/unselected key



control signals associated with the 2D HiNANDl array include DIV EN, CSL, PRE, GBLps,

SEG, SSL, GSL, WL, and GBL (referring to Fig. 2A). These bias conditions are applicable

regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention. For example, in

step 2) of precharging GBL of selected Group, GBLps associated with the selected Segment

is coupled to Vinh (e.g., V ibit voltage) > Vdd for charging the broken GBL capacitor

associated with a selected Segment, the charge is then trapped in the corresponding cell

channels of the Strings in selected Block. All GBL lines are subjected to, from the PB, the

loaded page data pattern in Vdd/Vss respectively for inhibit/program cells. In another

example, at step 6), a Recall operation is to restore multiple-WL N-bit program data from a

Dynamic Cache made of broken LBL capacitors back to the corresponding bits of one Static

PB which is shared by multiple-WL SLC data before a Program-Verify operation is

performed. The selected programmed WL is switched from Vpgm voltage to VFYn (n=l for

SLC, n=3 for MLC, n=7 for TLC, and n=15 for XLC).

[00353] Figure 11 is a diagram showing a second preferred set of bias voltage conditions

of array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based

on the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A according to a specific embodiment of the present

invention. As shown, another preferred set of bias voltage conditions of several control

signals is provided for 7 steps of an option 2 J-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program

operation for the HiNANDl array shown in Fig. 2A of the present invention. The key control

signals include DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, LBLps, SEG, SSL, GSL, WL, LBL, and GBL are

associated with the 2D HiNANDl array (Fig. 2A) regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC

storages of the present invention. In the option 2 operation, all steps are substantially the

same as option 1 operation except in precharging step the GBL_ps line is coupled to just the

Vdd voltage rather than higher Vi ibit voltage to save power for precharging while using

conventional SB coupling effect for cell Program.

[00354] Unlike the above mentioned (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) J-WL and All-GBL simultaneous

Read operation for both HiNANDl and HiNAND2 arrays, the maximum number of multiple-

WL simultaneous Program should not be limited by J number, although it is optimized to be

less than 20 in HiNAND Read as a same design guideline used in conventional DRAM

charge-sharing sensing scheme. In this preferred simultaneous Multiple-WL Program

operation, no charge-sharing concern is involved.

[00355] Figure 12 is a diagram showing a first preferred set of bias voltage conditions of

array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Program operation based on



the 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages,

according to another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, a preferred set

of bias voltage conditions of several control signals is provided for an option 1 Multiple-WL

& All-GBL simultaneous Program operation for the 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B of

the present invention. The key control signals such as DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, LBLps,

SEG, SSL, GSL, WL, LBL, and GBL are included for executing a preferred Multiple-WL &

All-GBL simultaneous Program operation in 7 steps for the 2D HiNAND2 array, regardless

of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention.

[00356] Like the above mentioned J-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read and Program

operation for the HiNANDl array, the maximum number of multiple-WL simultaneous

Program of the HiNAND2 array should not be limited by J because no charge-sharing

concern is involved.

[00357] Figure 13 is a diagram showing a second preferred set of bias voltage conditions

of array control signals for Multiple-WL & All-GBL Simultaneous Program operation based

on the 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC

storages, according to yet another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, a

preferred set of bias voltage conditions is provided for an option 2 Multiple-WL & All-GBL

simultaneous Program operation for 2D HiNAND2 array shown in Fig. 2B of the present

invention. The key control signals such as DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, LBLps, SEG, SSL,

GSL, WL, LBL, and GBL are included for executing a preferred Multiple-WL & All-GBL

simultaneous Program operation in 7 steps for the 2D HiNAND2 array, regardless of SLC,

MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention.

[00358] Like the above mentioned Option 1 J-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read and

Program operation for the HiNANDl array, the maximum number of multiple-WL

simultaneous Program of the HiNAND2 array should not be limited by J because no charge-

sharing concern is involved.

[00359] Figure 14 is a diagram showing a preferred set of bias voltage conditions of 2D

HiNAND array for a Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation using Channel-

Erase scheme, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages, according to an alternative

embodiment of the present invention. As shown, a preferred set of bias voltage conditions is

provided for performing Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation using FN-

channel tunneling Erase scheme as used for conventional 2D NAND flash based on 2D

HiNANDl array (Embodiment 1 in Fig. 2A) and 2D HiNAND2 array (Embodiment 2 in Fig.



2B) with dispersed Blocks. The biased conditions for the selected and unselected control

signals including DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, GBLps, SSL, GSL, WL, and GBL for a preferred

Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation for HiNANDl array shown in Fig.

2A, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention, are

summarized in a Table in Fig. 14. In the same Table, the biased conditions for control signals

DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, LBLps, SEG, SSL, GSL, WL, LBL, and GBL are also listed for a

preferred Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation for HiNAND2 array shown

in Fig. 2B, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention.

[00360] In an embodiment, each Erase operation includes two setup steps such as Erase

Setupl and Erase Setup2 and one execution step of Erase Start as shown in Fig. 14. As

shown, in the first setup step, by using a WL-decoder circuit including one 20V NMOS pass-

transistor (not shown) without need of any pull-down transistor, the unselect WLs, SSLs and

GSLs control signals are being shut off in a floating state at 0V. Conversely, the selected

WLs, SSL and GSL signals are precharged with Vdd-Vt. The rest of other varied gate signals

of DI, DIV EN, PRE and SEC are preferably biased with Vdd and two power lines of CSL

an LBLps are also biased at Vdd to help prevent two String-select transistors MS and MG in

each String from being punch-throughed when Vi ibit voltage ~7V is precharged into LBL or

GBL capacitors associated with the selected Block of a selected Segment of a selected Group.

[00361] The second setup step is used to prepare for the subsequent HV 20V Erase step.

All initial HiNAND array low-voltage bias conditions applied to DI, DIV EN, PRE, LBLps,

SEC, SSL, GSL, WL(unselected ones), LBL and GBL are preferably turned into floating

states with their respective precharged voltages initially obtained in the Setupl step by

disconnecting the corresponding ports from their respective driver circuits excepting that the

selected WL voltage is coupled to 0V.

[00362] The Erase Start step is to execute the desired Block-based Erase operation. Unlike

prior art, the erase size of the present invention can be reduced down to single, randomly

selected WL by setting WL=0V with respect to TPW voltage being switched from 0V as set

in the Setup2 step to a high Vers voltage of 20V.

[00363] Since 2D NAND uses the FN-tunneling scheme, thus the electrons would be

electrically expelled out from each cell's floating-gate to cell's channel. As a result, for each

selected WL page each cell's Vt will be reduced below -2.0V after Erase-Verify over each

iterative erase pulse. For M WLs to be erased in each String within each Block, M WLs in

one String are respectively coupled to 0V. Similarly, one or more WLs can be selected for



Erase in one or more Groups with WLs being coupled to OV with the selected TPW voltage

being ramped to 20V.

[00364] Figure 15 is a diagram showing a set of bias voltage conditions preferred for 3D

HiNAND array for Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation using gate-

induced drain leakage (GIDL) Erase scheme, regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC

storages, according to another specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, a

preferred set of bias voltage conditions is provided for performing Multiple-WL & All-GBL

simultaneous Erase operation using GIDL Erase scheme for a 3D HiNAND array with either

1-level BL (Embodiment 1) and 2-level BL (Embodiment 2) architecture with dispersed

Blocks. For example, the biased conditions for the selected and unselected control signals

include DI, DIV EN, CSL, PRE, LBLps, SEG, SSL, GSL, WL, LBL and GBL for a

preferred Multiple-WL & All-GBL simultaneous Erase operation for Embodiment 2,

regardless of SLC, MLC, TLC and XLC storages of the present invention, are briefly

explained below.

[00365] The Erase operation for 3D HiNAND array is preferably performed the same as

2D HiNAND array with erase-size flexibly reducing down to single WL except with one

major difference in the Erase scheme. Unlike a FN-Erase scheme used for 2D HiNAND array

(see Fig. 14), a scheme with GIDL-induced hot-hole to erase the electrons stored in the

charge-trapped layer is used for 3D HiNAND array due to the built-in deep-layer cell

structures. Therefore, the selected bit line and source line of the selected 3D String have to

be coupled to Vers, rather than in floating state as used for 2D String. Similarly, the voltages

of DI, DIV EN, PRE, LBL, LBLps, SEC have to coupled to Vers to allow the full Vers

voltage pass to the selected bit line and source line without a drop to ensure the success of

Erase operation.

[00366] Unlike 2D HiNAND2 array having a 64-cell String is very popular, 3D HiNAND

array has less number of cells in one String. Thus, 3D HiNAND2 simultaneous operation has

to be re-adjusted accordingly. In this case, a similarly mixed WL number of three

simultaneous operations are preferably performed in 3D HiNAND2 array with a shorter

String length is summarized in Table 7 below.

Table 7



[00367] Figure 16 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 2-

transistor GBL/LBL-divided device and U-shaped vertical-channel String according to an

embodiment of the present invention. As shown, 3D HiNAND2 array includes J-l paired 2-

transistor GBL/LBL-divided device to from broken metal2-GBL/metall-LBL lines (or

capacitors) to form multiple Groups (e.g., Group 1 through Group J) of multiple Segments of

multiple memory Blocks MU made by U-shaped vertical-channel Strings. Similar to 2D

HiNAND2 array, metal 1 lines are one topological level lower than metal2 lines in device

layout. Each top-level metal2 GBL line is broken into J metal2 GBL lines or capacitors, such

as GBL 1 to GBL J, by using (J-l) paired GBL-divided NMOS transistors, MGBLp. Gates

of the (J-l) GBL-divided devices MGBLp are tied to J-l respective signals of DIV_EN[1] to

DIV_EN[J-1] for forming the preferred broken metal2 GBL 3D HiNAND2 array. In an

embodiment, the broken GBL l line capacitor in Group 1 is directly connected to a first SA

located at left end of the array and the broken GBL J line capacitor in Group J is connected

to a second SA located at the right end of the array, similar to a 2D HiNAND2 array with 2-

sided SA of the present invention shown in earlier sections of the specification.

[00368] Similarly, each bottom-level metal 1 LBL line is broken into n metal 1 LBL lines or

capacitors, such as LBL l l l to LBL l l n, by using (n-1) paired LBL-divided NMOS

transistors, MDBLp. The device type of MDBLp is similar to that of a 3D NAND String-

select transistor, MG or MS. Totally, the n-1 paired transistors MDBLp have their gates tied

to respective n-1 signals, Di l l [1] to DI_l_n-l[l], for forming the preferred broken metall

LBL 3D HiNAND2 array. The 3D source nodes of the paired MGBLp transistors are shorted

by a metal and the source nodes of another paired MDBLp transistors are shorted by another

metal.

[00369] Besides, n different ends of n broken LBL capacitors are connected to n

corresponding power lines, such as LBLps_l_l[l] to LBLps_l_n[l]. Each 3D HiNAND2

memory Block has N cells connected in series forming a U-shaped vertical-channel String

with one back-gate NMOS transistor, MC, having its gate tied to BG l [1]. The U-shaped

vertical-channel Strings are based on traditional multilayered BiCS (Bit-Cost Scalable) or P-

BiCS U-shape cell-string manufacturing processes. Detail descriptions on the processes of

forming the U-shaped vertical-channel Strings and their operations can be found in U.S.



Patent No.8,169,826, incorporated fully as references. By dividing the GBL line to multiple

Groups as shown above, the preferred Multiple-WL and All-GBL simultaneous Read and

Program operations like the 2D HiNAND2 array can be also executed in the 3D HiNAND

array without much changes in memory cell manufacture processes.

[00370] According to some traditional 3D NAND technologies, for example, in U.S.

Patent No.8,169,826, both BiCS and P-BiCS use a multi-stacked memory array with a few

constant critical lithography steps regardless of number of stacked layers to keep a

continuous reduction of bit cost. Therefore, whole stack of electrode plate is punched

through and plugged by another electrode material. More information about P-BiCS or BiCS

structure can be referred to U.S. Patent No.8,334,551, No.8,169,826, No.8,189,391,

No.8,194,453, No.8,203,882, No.8,334,551, andNo.8,335,1 11, incorporated fully as

references. All of the disclosed vertical 3D NAND array circuits are 2-level non-broken-BL

structures for performing single-WL and All-GBL Read, Program and Program-Verify

operations with a high power consumption due to the heavy capacitance loading on each long

unbroken metal2 GBL line along with corresponding unbroken metal 1 LBL line. While with

the improved 3D HiNAND array with broken metal2 GBL and broken metal 1 LBL lines

according to the embodiments of the present invention, multiple-WL and All-GBL Read and

Program operations can be performed due to dramatically reduction of the current for

executing Read and Program operations.

[00371] In the traditional 3D NAND architecture, only one end of each selected, long but

unbroken, top-level, metal2 GBL is connected to each corresponding SA at right end of the

array through a NMOS transistor. Each GBL line crosses a plurality of horizontal 3D-NAND

memory Blocks. And each 3D-NAND memory Block includes a plurality of 3D NAND

MUs. Each 3D MU further includes one vertical 3D NAND String with many 3D memory

cells connected in series having a back-gate NMOS transistor, BTrb, in the middle (or

bottom) of the 3D NAND String having two NMOS String-select transistors, SSTrb and

SDTrb, placed on top. The top drain nodes of all MUs within the same memory Block are

connected together by a common but unbroken metal 1 LBL line or capacitor.

[00372] Based on the 3D HiNAND 's 2-level unbroken-BL structure, a high-current

precharge operation to both GBL and LBL has to be performed initially prior to any 3D

NAND Read operation but only happens on each GBL without LBL. Similar to the 2D

NAND Read operation, each GBL line or capacitor has two precharged voltages, such as

Vdd-Vt of about 1.0V for the corresponding stored bit data "1" and 0V for the corresponding



stored bit data "0", supplied by a N-bit PB that contains N SAs. Therefore, regardless of the

nearest memory Block (MB) or the farthest MB from the one-end SA scheme's viewpoint,

each traditional unbroken heavy and long GBL and each unbroken LBL capacitors have to be

fully charged up to Vdd-Vt or discharged to Vss by one corresponding bit of N-bit PB that

contains one-bit of SA through each corresponding global HV transistor and each paired

transistors of SSTra and SDTra with a common or separated gate control signals of SGSa and

SGDa within each corresponding LBL capacitor (see U.S. Patent No. 8,169,826). In other

words, high power consumption for both precharge and discharge operations of each metal2

GBL capacitors and its associated each metal 1 LBL capacitors has no discrimination on all

selected MUs in each selected MB of each selected common metal 1 LBL line and all selected

MBs in each selected common metal2 GBL line when the traditional 3D NAND with 2-level

BL-hierarchical structure is adopted for single-WL Program and Read scheme.

[00373] Unlike the above conventional 3D NAND Read and Program schemes, one

embodiment of a 3D HiNAND2 scheme of the present invention provided above in Fig. 16

proposes a novel 3D architecture with modifications in circuit particularly in GBL and LBL

layout to allow much powerful Multiple-WL and All-BL simultaneous Read, Program and

Program-Verify operations as explained below. Several alternative embodiments of the 3D

HiNAND2 scheme with references to Fig. 17, Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 of this application are

further illustrated.

[00374] In an embodiment, as shown in Fig. 16, each long metal2 GBL has been changed

to a plurality of broken or segmented metal2 GBLs, such as GBL l , GBL 2, through GBL J

in one of the 3D HiNAND with a one-end SA scheme. The capacitance of each piece-wise,

broken GBL J line is only 1/J of capacitance of traditional long GBL line. For example, if

the right-most broken GBL J is the one that is connected to the SA at the right end, then the

GBL capacitor, C GBL J, a nearest one connected to the corresponding SA at right end. By

contrast, the left-most C GBL ι capacitor would become the farthest one connected to the SA at

the right end.

[00375] The newly inserted devices in between two adjacent broken C GBL Jand C GBL j-i

capacitors is a paired transistors of NMOS HV MLBLp with two gates tied to a common

signal of DIV EN line such as DIV_EN[1] to enable and disable the selection of the

corresponding broken GBL l , and DIV_EN[2] to enable and disable the selection of GBL 2

and lastly DIV_[J-1] to enable and disable the selection of the corresponding broken GBL J-

1. The last one of the broken GBL J is directly connected to its corresponding SA without



going through any MLBLp transistor.

[00376] In this 3D HiNAND2 operation, both DIV 1] =DIV_[2]=. . =DIV_[J-1]= Vread

to allow the selection of GBL l . The Vread is preferably set to be about 6V to reduce the

on-resistance of each MGBLp transistor to reduce the RC delays of precharge and discharge

operations. Note, the GBL l precharge and discharge times are the slowest with the highest

power-consumption for this 3D HiNAND2 Read scheme due to the largest RC from each

one-end SA sensing viewpoint. Several scenario are shown below:

A) For reading GBL 1, the largest RC= [(J-l) R(MLBLp)] x [J x C GBL],

B) For reading GBL _2, the RC= [(J-2) R(MLBLp)] x [(J-l) x C GBL],

C) For reading GBL J-l, the RC= l x R(MLBLp)] x [2 x C GBL],

D) For reading GBL J, the RC= l C GBL with zero R(MLBLp). The smallest RC

from right-end N-bit SA viewpoint.

[00377] More details of comparison between traditional 3D NAND with unbroken GBL

and the 3D HiNAND2 of the present invention (see Fig. 16) with broken GBL for 1-WL

Read charge-sharing operation are summarized in the following Table 8.

Table 8 : 1-WL and All-GBL Read charge-sharing operation

[00378] The above explanation of the 3D HiNAND2 array is to show how to read one WL

by one WL from different broken GBL and impact of charge-sharing if the similar DRAM-

like Latch-type SA is used for this 3D HiNAND2 Read operation for one WL.



[00379] More comparison between traditional 3D NAND with unbroken GBL and the 3D

HiNAND2 of the present invention (see Fig. 16) with broken GBL for Multiple J WLs All-

GBL simultaneous Read charge-sharing operation is illustrated below in Table 9 .

Table 9 : J-WL and All-GBL Read charge-sharing operation

[00380] In above 3D HiNAND2 flash array with broken-GBL but with non-broken LBL

scheme, it allows the Multiple-WL simultaneous Read, Program, and Program-Verify

operations to be performed within multiple memory Blocks. However, for traditional 3D

NAND flash array, the Multiple-WL simultaneous Read, Program, and Program-Verify

operations cannot be performed even within only one memory Block.

[00381] For the 3D HiNAND2 flash array, it includes J broken metal2 GBL lines and K

broken metall LBL lines. The values of J and K can be different or same. There are two

major advantages to change one unbroken LBL into K broken LBL lines per one broken GBL

line is for the preferred low-power, simultaneous, fast, multiple-WL Program and Program-

Verify operations. In an embodiment, the scheme of one of K broken LBL lines consumes

only 1/K of Vi ibit precharge current of the whole unbroken LBL line. As explained in 2D

HiNAND2 array with a broken LBL structure, each of the K broken LBLs would have only

1/K capacitance of whole unbroken LBL capacitor. In a preferred Non-SBPI method of the

present invention, only 1/K power is required to precharge each selected broken LBL

capacitor to Vi ibit voltage, which is about 7V. In another embodiment, the scheme of the K

broken LBL lines allows K-WL and All GBL simultaneous Read, Program, and Program-

Verify operations to be performed in only one small MB, rather than multiple big MBs. Thus,



this scheme provides more fine multiple-WL & All-GBL Program.

[00382] There is a disadvantage with the K broken LBL structure for Kth broken LBL

would be associated with only 1/K capacitance of whole unbroken LBL capacitor. Due to the

required charge-sharing scheme for the preferred Multiple-WL Read and Program-Verify

operation, the 3D HiNAND2 array with broken-LBL structure still has its application for

multiple-WL Read except the MB of GBL J . The results for one-end SA 3D HiNAND2

scheme are summarized in Table 10 below.

Table 10: 16-WL and All-GBL Read charge-sharing operation

[00383] In an alternative embodiment, a 3D HiNAND2 scheme with two-ended N-bit SA

on each GBL including a first N-bit SA placed at the right end and a second N-bit SA placed

at left end. For example, in a 3D HiNADN2 with 16 broken GBL scheme and two-ended

SA, there are two nearest and two farthest GBL capacitors per one metal2 GBL. In

particular, two nearest GBL capacitors are GBL l from the far-left SA viewpoint and

GBL 16 from the far-right SA viewpoint, and two farthest GBL capacitors are GBL 8 from

the far-left SA viewpoint and GBL 9 from the far-right SA viewpoint, here J=16. The

detailed operations of this two-ended SA associated with the 3D HiNAND2 array with

broken GBL and broken LBL or unbroken LBL schemes would be similar to the one-ended

SA associated with the same 3D HiNAND2 array explained previously and the corresponding

descriptions are then skipped here for simplicity.

[00384] Figure 1 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 3-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and U-shaped vertical String according to another



embodiment of the present invention. It is a second embodiment of 3D HiNAND2 circuit

with divided GBL devices for the broken GBLs and broken LBLs. The divided GBL devices

include one paired NMOS transistors of MGBLp with a common gate connected to DIV EN

and one Back-gate NMOS transistor of MC with its gate tied to BG. Similarly, the divided

LBL devices are comprised of one paired transistors of MLBLp with a common gate tied to

DI l and one back-gate NMOS transistor, MC, with gate tied to BG_[1].

[00385] Besides the one divided device is added in between two adjacent broken GBL

capacitors and two adjacent broken LBL capacitors, there are additional devices are added at

one end of each LBL and each GBL. These devices are like the above said devices for the

Divided or broken LBL and GBL .

[00386] For example, these devices include one-paired MLBLps with the common gate

tied to PRE_1_1[1] to PRE_l_n[l] with power line of LBLps_l-l[l] to LBLps_l-n[l].

Similarly, the same MGBLps transistor can be added to each broken GBL line for

precharging or discharging the V i ibit or Vss. But in order to save one the transistors and

power line, GBLps, is not added into each broken GBL.

[00387] The differences between the embodiment in Fig. 16 and the embodiment in Fig.

1 is to add one extra back-gate transistor MC in series with the paired 2-transistor GBL-

divided device MGBLp to form a 3-transistor GBL-divided device, and similarly, add one

back-gate transistor MC in series with the paired 2-transistor LBL-divided device MDBLp.

Each added transistor MC has its gate respectively tied to a signal BG. All other circuits such

as two-sided SA and 3D NAND Strings are kept the same as a traditional U-shaped vertical

NAND flash technology.

[00388] Figure 18 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 1-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and with U-shaped vertical-channel String according to

yet another embodiment of the present invention. It is a third embodiment of 3D HiNAND2

flash array circuit. As shown, it includes both broken metal2 GBL lines and broken metal 1

LBL lines. The divided devices do not include one paired transistors but one back-gate

transistor (such as MGBLp, or MDBLp). For example, between two adjacent broken divided

metal2 GBL lines of GBL J-l and GBL J, a GBL-divided transistor is a 1-poly NMOS

transistor MGBLp with its gate tied to DIV_EN[J- 1]. A LBL-divided 1-poly NMOS

transistor MDBLp with its gate tied to DI_1_1[N] is to connect two adjacent broken metal 1

LBL lines, LBL l l l and LBL 1 1 2 . To precharge or discharge each LBL line or

capacitor, it goes through each corresponding LBLps line through a 3D NMOS transistor of



MLBLs. All other circuits such as two-sided SA and 3D NAND Strings are kept the same as

the traditional U-shaped vertical NAND flash technology.

[00389] Figure 19 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array with 1-

transistor divided-GBL/LBL device and with straight vertical-channel String according to

still another embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the 3D HiNAND2 array with

broken GBL and broken LBL scheme has a different MU String structure. The two String-

select transistors with one on top and one on bottom. But the way of dividing GBL and LBL

are similar to previous embodiments shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 18.

[00390] In this embodiment, both GBL and LBL divided devices are made of 1-poly

NMOS transistors such as MGBLp and MDBLp. The 1-poly MGBLp transistor has its gate

tied to signal DIV EN for forming a broken metal2 GBL structure and the 1-poly MDBLp

transistor has its gate tied to DI l for forming a broken metal 1 LBL structure.

[00391] As shown, the second String-source select transistor is not at the top of String,

Instead, it is formed at the bottom of the String with its gate tied to signal GSL[1] and its

source tied to signal CSL[1]. In this case, the number of memory cells MC in this 3D

HiNAND String is halved as compared to the String sizes shown in Figs. 16-18.

[00392] Figure 20 is a simplified circuit diagram showing a 3D HiNAND2 array

compatible with vertical-gate NAND cell string scheme according to an alternative specific

embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the 3D HiNAND2 array circuit includes a

similar 2-level segmented or broken GBL and LBL structure based on a vertical-gate 3D

NAND flash technology. Examples of traditional vertical-gate lateral-channel 3D NAND

architecture can be referred to U.S. Patent No.8,148,763, No. 8,437,192, and U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. 2012/0051 137 Al, incorporated all for references.

[00393] Similarly, the broken LBL uses the same 8-transistor divided LBL device with

their 8 gates tied to each common Di l l signal line. As shown in Fig. 20, each long GBL

has been divided into a plurality of broken GBLs (such as GBL l to GBL J for total J

broken GBL lines) or capacitors by inserting eight 1-poly NMOS transistors, MGBLp, in a

vertical column in parallel with drain and source connected to two adjacent GBL lines or

capacitors and with 8 gates commonly tied to a signal DIV_EN_[J-1]. This is implemented

similar to but slightly different from the previous embodiment shown in Fig. 19. In this

embodiment, the vertical-gate 3D structure is adopted, thus multiple-layer of transistors are

easier to stack on top of one another for eight stories than the previous embodiment with

vertical-channel 3D structure. In a specific embodiment, the 3D HiNAND array with



vertical-gate can be implemented by using traditional platform without process changes.

Simply, the GBL divided devices of MGBLp associated with the novel 3D HiNAND array

are also made of compatible vertical-gate structure on the same silicon die.

[00394] Since eight MGBLp transistors are formed in parallel between two adjacent

GBL J lines or capacitors, thus the effective resistance of total eight MGBLp becomes 1/8 of

one MGBLp. As a result, the RC delay for each divided GBL becomes smaller 1/J as

compared to one long unbroken GBL line when gate signal voltage of DIV_EN_J=

Vread=6V or higher. As a result, the total RC delay of connecting all J GBL capacitors and

J-l resistors of MGBLp is almost same without degradation of using this broken GBL

scheme as one long GBL capacitance without MGBLp resistance used in a prior-art 3D

NAND. But if the accessed MBs are near SA in physical layout, then the RC delay is much

less than prior-art 3D NAND. As a result, a superior 3D HiNAND performance can be

achieved based on a conventional vertical-gate 3D NAND design when the preferred broken

3D GBL structure is adopted therein.

[00395] Similarly, a broken LBL scheme can be also used for this 3D HiNAND Flash

array with a vertical-gate platform. In particular the broken LBL line can be achieved by

using 8-Transistor LBL-divided devices MDBLp connected in parallel with their 8 gates tied

to respective common signal DI_1_1[L-1].

[00396] Besides, one end of each broken LBL is connected to one corresponding power

line of LBLps l n though eight MLBLs with eight gates tied to one common signal of

PRE l n . Similarly, one end of each broken GBL can also be connected to a corresponding

power line of a GBLps bus. Alternatively, because each broken GBL capacitor voltage can

be precharged or discharged through the corresponding LBLps l n, in this 3D HiNAND2

structure with vertical-gate platform. This GBLps line can be saved to reduce the silicon

area.

[00397] In addition, each preferred broken GBL is connected to two SA placed in far-left

and far-right ends. As explained in 2D NAND Flash with two-ended SA per one broken

GBL, the fastest and lowest power-consumption GBLs are two, rather than one. Thus more

flexibility of the 3D HiNAND2 array can be planned for faster and superior reliability NAND

operation.

[00398] All the basic 3D HiNAND cell Program, Erase, and Read conditions in this

vertical-gate technology are fully compatible with traditional 3D NAND operating

conditions. The major attributions of this vertical-gate 3D HiNAND array are to use short



and light broken-GBL and broken-LBL schemes to replace long and heavy un-broken GBL

and LBL so that fast simultaneous Multiple-WL and All-BL Program, Read, and Program-

Verify operations can be achieved.

[00399] Figure 1 is a diagram showing six decoding logics for eight layers of the vertical

String-selected transistors of the 3D vertical-gate HiNAND2 array structure of Fig. 20

according to a specific embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the GBL decoding

scheme is executed through six GBL-select NMOS transistor connected in series with their

six common gates tied to six control logics such as SS1B, SSI, SS2B, SS2, SS3B, SS3,and

SS4B, SS4. These gate logic assignments are designed for 8-layer vertical-gate 3D NAND

Strings GBL selections. The detail description of these gate logic assignments is kept the

same as traditional ones for the vertical-gate 3D NAND architecture which can be found in

U.S. Patent No. 8,437,192, incorporated fully as references. Thus, the 3D HiNAND2 broken-

GBL and broken LBL preferred schemes according to an embodiment of the present

invention can still be implemented without change in the GBL-select scheme based on the

traditional 3D NAND technology. Regardless of any new design approaches of GBL-select

circuit, the 3D HiNAND2 scheme of the present invention can still be applied.

[00400] Throughout the specification, all the 3D HiNAND2 arrays proposed above (Figs.

16-20) have 2-sided SA and multiple-level broken-BL hierarchical structures. However, all

of them can be turned into 3D HINAND2 arrays with 1-sided SA and multiple-level

hierarchical BL structures so that a faster and less-power consumption of the preferred

Charge-sharing, Precharge and Discharge Read and Verify operations can be performed.

[00401] The detailed operations of the vertical-gate 3D NAND flash using the HiNAND2

BL-hierarchical structure of the present invention for Multiple-WL and All-BL Read,

Program and Program-Verify operations would be same as the previous descriptions for the

2D HiNAND2 flash array and the 3D HINAND2 array with U-shaped vertical-channel

String.

[00402] Although the above has been illustrated according to specific embodiments, there

can be other modifications, alternatives, and variations. It is understood that the examples

and embodiments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and that various

modifications or changes in light thereof will be suggested to persons skilled in the art and

are to be included within the spirit and purview of this application and scope of the appended

claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A high-density NAND (HiNAND) flash memory array with 1-level

broken-bit-line hierarchical architecture for performing multiple- WL All-BL simultaneous

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations, the HiNAND flash memory array

comprising:

an array of NAND memory cells arranged either as a first plurality of columns

in a first direction or as a second plurality of rows in a second direction, each column

including multiple Strings having all transistors connected in series to couple with a global bit

line (GBL) extended through a full length of the column and each row including one Page

having all transistor gates being commonly coupled to a word line (WL);

J-l rows of the first plurality of Group-divided devices aligned in the second

direction in parallel to the WL to respectively divide each GBL to J broken Group metal 1

lines so that the array is divided into J Groups in the first direction, each broken Group

metall line comprising a first parasitic capacitor, J being selected from 8, 16, or other integer

numbers;

L-l rows of the first plurality of Segment-divided devices aligned in the

second direction for each Group to respectively divide each broken Group metall line in to L

broken Segment metall lines so that each Group is divided into L Segments, each broken

Segment metall line comprising a second parasitic capacitor, L being selected from 4, 8, 16,

32, or other integer numbers, each Segment including K identical Blocks laid in the first

direction, each Block including N identical Strings cascaded in the second direction, each

String including M NAND memory cells connected in series capped by a first String-select

device coupled to the corresponding GBL and a second String-select device coupled to a

common source line, K and M are integer numbers, N being total number of the GBLs and a

same number as the first plurality of columns;

a row of the first plurality of pull-down devices aligned in the second direction

for each Segment, each pull-down transistor being coupled between each broken Segment

metall line and a metalO GBLps line coupled to a voltage decoder or ground; and

a page buffer having N-bit ports to couple with the N GBLs, the page buffer

comprising at least a first Data Register coupled with a first Cache Register located at a first

end of the first plurality of columns near a first Group of the array;

wherein each row of the first plurality of Group-divided devices is controlled

by one of first control signals, each row of the first plurality of Segment-divided devices is

controlled by one of second control signals, each row of the first plurality of pull-down



devices is controlled by one of third control signals, multiple Pages with respective multiple

WLs and all GBLs across the array can be selected from multiple dispersed Blocks in same or

different Segments of one or more Groups for at least partially performing simultaneous

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations.

2 . The Hi NAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each pull-down device, each first String-select

device, and each second String-select device is a same type NMOS 1-poly medium-high-

voltage (MHV) transistor.

3 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein M is selected

from 8, 32, 64, or other integer numbers depending on NAND design density and N is 65,536

for 8KB Page size and upgradable for a larger Page size.

4 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein each NAND

memory cell is configured to store 2-state SLC, or 4-state MLC, or 8-state TLC, or 16-state

XLC, or even 256-state analog values.

5 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein the page buffer

further includes a Multiplier circuit, a Sense Amplifier circuit, a Y-pass circuit, an I/O

Control circuit and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins, the first or second data register is a 1-bit data

register for SLC type cell, a 2-bit data register for MLC type cell, a 3-bit data register for

TLC type cell, a 4-bit data register for XLC type cell, the 2-bit and above data registers

additionally including a Program Buffer circuit, a Matching logic circuit, and a Data Buffer

circuit.

6 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 5 wherein the page buffer

further comprises a second data register coupled with a second cache register located at a

second end of the array to connect with the last Group via the N GBLs, for saving power and

enhancing performance speed in loading 1-page data in 1-cycle either from the first data

register at the first end or from the second data register at the second end during multiple-WL

and All-GBL simultaneous operations.

7 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 5 wherein the page buffer

comprises a N/2-bit PB circuit connected to the N GBLs for loading one page N-bit data in 2-

cycle from either the first-end or the second-end of the array.



8. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 5 wherein the page buffer

comprises a N-bit PB circuit located between two divided halves of the array with a first half

array comprising Group 1 through Group D and a second half array comprising Group D+l

through Group J, where the Group D and the Group D+l are two Groups located nearest to

the N-bit PB circuit.

9 . The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 5 wherein the page buffer

comprises only one N-bit Cache circuit for one N-bit SLC Read, two N-bit Cache circuits for

a 2xN-bit MLC Read, three N-bit Cache circuits for a 3*N-bit TLC Read, and four N-bit

Cache circuits for a 4><N-bit XLC Read by using corresponding K Pages in different

Segments associated with available N-bit second parasitic capacitors to temporarily store

KxN-bit page-data wherein K=l for SLC Read, 2 for MLC Read, 3 for TLC Read, and 4 for

XLC Read of multiple selected WLs without overheads of extra Data Registers.

10. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein each broken

Group metall line has a first length extending through just one Group, which equals to 1/J of

the full length of the global BL throughout the array and each broken Segment metall line

has a second length equal to 1/L of the first length, correspondingly, a capacitance of each

first parasitic capacitor being equal to 1/J of a capacitance of a GBL and serving as a unit for

precharging during a all-GBL Read operation using a charge-sharing scheme.

11. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein each Group

from 1 through J comprises a broken Group metall line configured with an unequal length

with different number of Segments varied for the Group 1 through the Group J so that the

Group being farthest from the page buffer circuit at one end of the array has a longest length

or largest capacitance for a reduced charge dilution during a charge-sharing for performing

superior Read operation thereon.

12. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein each metalO

GBLps line is laid substantially similar to the common source line in parallel to the second

direction at one level below the metall line and is associated with one Segment.

13. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 12 wherein the metalO

GBLps line per Segment is configured to be a power line to couple a desired voltage applied

from the block voltage decoder for precharging one or more sets of N broken Segment metall

lines associated with one or more Segments of a Group up to all N broken Group metall lines



associated with a Group to store charges in the corresponding one or more sets of N second

parasitic capacitors up to a set of N first parasitic capacitors rather charging the full length

global BLs from the first-end page buffer or the second-end page buffer.

14. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 13 wherein multiple metalO

GBLps lines respectively associated with multiple Groups are configured to perform a

simultaneous precharge operation on multiple sets of N broken Group metal 1 lines

respectively associated with the multiple corresponding Groups by coupling a Vdd voltage to

each corresponding metalO GBLps line, setting all first control signals to OV, all second

control signals to Vread of about 6V, all third control signals for the multiple Groups to

Vread of about 6V, for performing simultaneous multiple-WL and all-BL Read operation on

the basis of one Page per one Group, the selected Page to be read comprising N-bit data

stored by part of N memory cells in On-state and remaining part of the N memory cells in

Off-state by setting WL voltage for selected Page to a Read voltage V R against threshold

level of each memory cell in the Page while setting WLs for other unselected Pages at

Vread=6V.

15. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 14 wherein the

simultaneous precharge operation further comprises applying Vdd to turn on the first String-

select device and OV to turn off the second String-select device for each of multiple selected

Blocks in the multiple Groups including the selected Page to be read and keeping the

common source line connected to the second String-select device at OV so that charges of

Vdd voltage can be trapped in corresponding N Strings of memory cells in each of multiple

selected Blocks.

16. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 15 wherein the multiple

sets of N broken Group metall lines in multiple Groups initially precharged to Vdd are

configured to have part of the N broken Group metall lines for each Group that cross with

any On-states memory cells in the selected Page be discharged from Vdd to OV

simultaneously by turning on the second String-select device connected to the common

source line at OV, and to have remaining part of the N broken Group metall lines for each

Group that cross with any Off-states memory cells in the same Page be retained at the Vdd

voltage, providing a data pattern of Vdd vs. OV matching original data stored in the selected

Page for performing a simultaneous multiple-WL and all-GBL Read operation.



17. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 16 wherein each retained

Vdd voltage associated with the data pattern is shared with the corresponding GBL in a

DRAM-like charge-sharing scheme to provide a Vdd/M(J) voltage for the page buffer to

amplify the Vdd/M(J) voltage by a Multiplier and further amplify it to a digital voltage by a

Sense Amplifier, where M(J) is a function of J depending on location of Jth Group relative to

the page buffer, while each discharged 0V voltage associated with the same data pattern is

similarly converted to another digital voltage depending on Sense Amplifier design in the

page buffer, thereby converting the data pattern of Vdd vs 0V to a digital bit in the page

buffer.

18. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 13 wherein each metalO

GBLps line associated with a selected Segment is configured to perform an independent

precharge operation on one set of N broken Segment metall lines associated with the

corresponding Segment in one or more Groups by coupling a program-inhibit voltage from

Vdd of 1.8V up to about 7V to the corresponding metalO GBLps line, setting all first control

signals to 0V, setting a selected second control signals for the rows of Segment-divided

devices associated with the corresponding Segment to a Vpass voltage of about 10V, and all

third control signals for the pull-down devices associated with the corresponding Segment to

the Vpass voltage, and keeping each common source line at Vdd, for performing a

simultaneous multiple-WL and all-GBL Program operation.

19. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 18 wherein each set of N

broken Segment metall lines associated with the selected Segment in one or more Groups is

subjected to a sequential sample-and-hold operation per Segment to make the precharged

voltage up to about 7V selectively discharged to 0V in part of the N broken Segment metall

lines based on data bits "0" sent by the page buffer via the corresponding GBLs by coupling

the selected first control signals to the Vpass voltage and to retain the precharged voltage in

the remaining part of the N broken Segment metall lines if the corresponding data bits from

the page buffer are "1", the data bits "0" or "1" being distributed as a data pattern depended

on a whole WL page data to be programmed.

20. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 19 wherein each set of N

broken Segment metall lines subjected to the sample-and-hold operation is configured to trap

a charge pattern of the precharged voltage or 0V in corresponding N Strings of memory cells

in each selected Block containing a selected Page for programming by coupling the



corresponding metalO GBLps line per Segment to 0V and setting the third control signal for

the row of pull-down devices of the corresponding Segment to 0V.

2 1. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 20 wherein once each of all

selected Blocks including respective Pages to be programmed in multiple Segments in one or

more Groups holds the trapped charge pattern based on corresponding data pattern associated

with corresponding whole WL page data sent sequentially from the page buffer, all the

selected Blocks are subjected to a simultaneous program operation by applying a Vpgm=20V

to selected WL of each corresponding Page and applying the Vpass voltage of about 10V to

rest WLs in each selected Block.

22. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein multiple

dispersed Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups are configured to

independently latch and trap one WL page data with Vdd voltage of 1.8V for program-inhibit

and Vss of 0V for program directly coupled via the N GBLs from the page buffer and then to

execute a simultaneous All-GBL Program operation based on a self-boosting-program-inhibit

scheme.

23. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein multiple

dispersed Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups are configured to

independently latch and trap one WL page data pattern with V i ibit voltage of about 7V for

program-inhibit and Vss of 0V for program by first precharging each of N broken Segment

metal 1 lines to the V i ibit voltage from independent metalO GBLps line for each

corresponding Segment followed by coupling with a WL page data with Vdd for program-

inhibit and Vss for program sent via the N GBLs from the page buffer, then to execute a

simultaneous All-GBL Program operation on multiple selected Pages respectively in the

multiple dispersed Blocks based on the corresponding one WL page data pattern using a non-

self-boosting-program-inhibit scheme.

24. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 wherein K sets of N

second parasitic capacitors respectively associated with different Segments in a Group near

the page buffer are configured to serve as K Dynamic Caches to temporarily store K one-WL

page data from the page buffer rather than to store in multiple pages of the first Cache

Register in the page buffer, where K=l for N-bit SLC storage data, 2 for N-bit MLC storage

data, 3 for N-bit TLC storage data, and 4 for N-bit XLC storage data, at a same time when



storing one-page programming data into a separate selected set of N second parasitic

capacitors during a simultaneous multiple-WL All-GBL Program operation.

25. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 24 comprising a rotation

capacitor assignment of n+1 free sets of N second parasitic capacitors associated with

different Segments to be n rotation Dynamic Caches and one Dynamic PB per multiple-state

storage data during progression multiple-WL Program operation with selected WL for

programming being shifted in order from one WL to a next WL, wherein the Dynamic PB is

assigned for programming N-bit one-page data from the real page buffer while the n rotation

Dynamic Caches are respectively assigned for storing temporary N-bit data loaded from I/O

via the page buffer depended on data storage type, wherein n=l for SLC type, n=2 for MLC

type, n=3 for TLC type, and n=4 for XLC type.

26. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 25 wherein all n N-bit data

loaded from I/O stored in the respective n rotation Dynamic Caches are configured to be

recalled back to the page buffer by sharing charges stored in each second parasitic capacitor

with the corresponding first parasitic capacitor, performing an analog amplification of an

reduced GBL voltage by a Multiplier, and performing a digital amplification by a Latch-type

SA's to give a bit of recalled data and be used for comparing with the programming N-bit

one-page data read from the Dynamic PB within 1-cycle of Program-Verify operation

without adding extra silicon area other than the first Cache Register in the page buffer.

27. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1wherein each memory

cells in the array is formed on a common triple-P-well (TPW) so that one or more dispersed

Pages from K Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups of the array are

configured to flexibly subject to a simultaneous Erase operation by at least setting each

selected WL to 0V for each of the one or more dispersed Pages while non-selected WLs at

Vdd then floating, setting the first String-select device and the second String-select device

corresponding to each of the K Blocks at floating, then setting the common TPW to a Vers

voltage of 20V to erase all memory cells in the selected one or more Pages by reducing

threshold levels below -0.7V using a reverse FN-channel tunneling scheme, wherein K is

selected from 16, 32, 64, 128 or any integer number.

28. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 1 comprising a 3D flash

array structure with each String of memory cells being stacked in a third direction in a

straight vertical-channel configuration, or U-shaped vertical-channel configuration, or



vertical-gate lateral-channel configuration, the third direction being perpendicular to both the

first direction and the second direction.

29. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 28 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each pull-down device, each first String-select

device, and each second String-select device associated with a vertical-channel 3D NAND

String configuration is selected from a one-transistor device of a same type NMOS 1-poly

medium-high- voltage (MHV) transistor, a two-transistor device having two NMOS 1-poly

medium-high-voltage (MHV) transistors with a common gate, and a three-transistor device

having two NMOS 1-poly medium-high- voltage (MHV) transistors with a common gate plus

a third NMOS 2-poly LV transistor.

30. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 28 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each pull-down device, each second String-

select device associated with a n-layer vertical-gate 3D NAND String configuration is a n-

transistor device having n NMOS 1-poly MHV transistors connected in parallel where n is

number of cell layers of the vertical-gate 3D NAND String configuration in the third

direction.

31. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 28 wherein one or more

dispersed Pages from K Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups of the 3D flash

array structure are configured to flexibly subject to a simultaneous Erase operation by at least

setting all first control signals, all second control signals, all third control signals, metalO

GBLps line first to Vdd voltage and turning on both the first String-select device and the

second String-select device corresponding to each selected Block, then ramping those signals

from the Vdd to a Vers voltage of 20V to use a gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) scheme to

induce hot-hole to erase trapped electrons in each memory cell of the whole corresponding

Page, wherein K is selected from 16, 32, 64, or any integer number.

32. A high-density NAND (HiNAND) flash memory array with 2-level

broken-bit-line hierarchical architecture for performing multiple- WL All-BL simultaneous

Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations, the HiNAND flash memory array

comprising:

an array of NAND memory cells arranged either as a first plurality of columns

in a first direction or as a second plurality of rows in a second direction, each column

including multiple Strings having all transistors connected in series to couple with a global bit



line (GBL) extended through a full length of the column and each row including one Page

having all transistor gates being commonly coupled to a word line (WL);

J-l rows of the first plurality of GBL-divided devices aligned in the second

direction in parallel to the WL to respectively divide each GBL to J broken-GBL metal2 lines

so that the array is divided into J Groups in the first direction, each broken-GBL metal2 line

comprising a first parasitic capacitor located at a top-level in layout, J being selected from 8,

16, or other integer numbers, each Group being further divided into L Segments, each column

of one Segment being associated with a metal 1 local bit line (LBL) in parallel to the

corresponding GBL associated with the same column, each LBL metal 1 line comprising a

second parasitic capacitor located at a lower-level than the top-level GBL metal2 line;

n-1 rows of the first plurality of LBL-divided devices aligned in the second

direction for each Segment to respectively divide each LBL metal 1 line in to n broken-LBL

metall lines so that each Segment is divided into n sub-Segments, each broken-LBL metall

line comprising a third parasitic capacitor, n being selected from an integer of 4 and greater,

each sub-Segment including K identical Blocks laid in the first direction, each Block

including N identical Strings cascaded in the second direction, each String including M

NAND memory cells connected in series capped by a first String-select device coupled to the

corresponding broken-LBL metall line and a second String-select device coupled to a

common source line laid in the second direction, K and M are integer numbers, N being total

number of the GBLs and a same number as the first plurality of columns;

a row of N first pull-down devices aligned in the second direction for each

Segment, each pull-down device being coupled between each broken-GBL metal2 line and a

LBL metall line;

a row of N second pull-down devices aligned in the second direction for each

sub-Segment, each pull-down device being coupled between each broken-LBL metall line

and a metalO LBLps line laid in the second direction coupled to a block voltage decoder or

ground; and

a page buffer having N-bit ports to couple with the N GBLs, the page buffer

comprising at least a first Data Register coupled with a first Cache Register located at a first

end of the first plurality of columns near a first Group of the array;

wherein each row of the first plurality of GBL-divided devices is controlled by

one of first control signals, each row of the first plurality of LBL-divided devices is

controlled by one of second control signals, each row of the N first pull-down devices is

controlled by one of third control signals, each row of the N second pull-down devices is



controlled by one of fourth control signals, multiple Pages with respective multiple WLs and

all GBLs across the array can be selected from multiple dispersed Blocks in different sub-

Segments of one or more Segments of one or more Groups for at least partially performing

simultaneous Program, Program-Verify, and Read operations.

33. The Hi NAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each first pull-down device, each second pull-

down device, each first String-select device, and each second String-select device is a same

type NMOS 1-poly medium-high-voltage (MHV) transistor.

34. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein K is selected

from 4, 8, or other integer, M is selected from 8, 32, 64, or other integer numbers depending

on NAND design density and N is 65,536 for 8KB Page size and upgradable for a larger Page

size.

35. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each NAND

memory cell is configured to store 2-state SLC, or 4-state MLC, or 8-state TLC, or 16-state

XLC, or even 256-state analog values.

36. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 35 wherein the page buffer

further includes a Multiplier circuit, a Sense Amplifier circuit, a Y-pass circuit, an I/O

Control circuit and multiple I/O [ 1 :X] pins, the first or second data register is a 1-bit data

register for SLC type cell, a 2-bit data register for MLC type cell, a 3-bit data register for

TLC type cell, a 4-bit data register for XLC type cell, the 2-bit and above data registers

additionally including a Program Buffer circuit, a Matching Logic circuit, and a Data Buffer

circuit.

37. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 36 wherein the page buffer

further comprises a second data register coupled with a second cache register located at a

second end of the array to connect with the last Group via the N GBLs, for saving power and

enhancing performance speed in loading 1-page data in 1-cycle either from the first data

register at the first end or from the second data register at the second end during multiple-WL

and All-GBL simultaneous operations.

38. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 36 wherein the page buffer

comprises a N-bit B circuit located between two divided halves of the array with a first half

array comprising Group 1 through Group D and a second half array comprising Group D+l



through Group J, where the Group D and the Group D+l are two Groups located nearest to

the N-bit PB circuit.

39. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 36 wherein the page buffer

comprises only one N-bit Cache circuit for one N-bit SLC Read, two N-bit Cache circuits for

a 2xN-bit MLC Read, three N-bit Cache circuits for a 3xN-bit TLC Read, and four N-bit

Cache circuits for a 4><N-bit XLC Read by using corresponding K Pages in different

Segments associated with available N-bit second parasitic capacitors to temporarily store

KxN-bit page-data wherein K=l for SLC Read, 2 for MLC Read, 3 for TLC Read, and 4 for

XLC Read of multiple selected WLs without overheads of extra Data Registers.

40. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each broken-

GBL metal2 line has a first length extending through just one Group, the first length being

equal to about 1/J of the full length of the GBL throughout the array, each LBL metall line

has a second length extending through just one Segment equal to about 1/L of the first length,

each broken-LBL metall line has a third length through one sub-Segment equal to about 1/n

of the second length, correspondingly, a capacitance of each second parasitic capacitor being

a precharging unit for charge-sharing in All-GBL Read operation and a capacitance of each

third parasitic capacitor being a precharging unit for data sampling and holding in All-GBL

Program operation.

4 1. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each Group

from 1 through J comprises a broken-GBL metall line configured with an unequal length

with different number of Segments varied for the Group 1 through the Group J so that the

Group being farthest from the page buffer circuit at one end of the array has a longest length

or largest capacitance for a reduced charge dilution during a charge-sharing for performing

superior Read operation thereon.

42. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each metalO

LBLps line is laid substantially similar to the common source line in parallel to the second

direction at one level below the metall line and is associated with each Segment.

43. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 42 wherein the metalO

LBLps line per Segment is configured to be a power line commonly shared for n sub-

Segments to couple a desired voltage applied from the block voltage decoder for precharging

flexibly one or more sets of N broken-LBL metall lines associated with one or more sub-



Segments of a Segment, or to one or more sets of N LBL metall lines associated with one or

more Segments of a Group up to one set of N broken-GBL metal2 line associated with one

Group to store charges respectively in corresponding one or more sets of N third parasitic

capacitors, or one or more sets of N second parasitic capacitors up to a set of N first parasitic

capacitors rather charging the full length of GBLs from the page buffer.

44. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 43 wherein multiple metalO

LBLps lines respectively associated with one or more Groups are configured to perform a

simultaneous precharge operation on multiple sets of N LBL metall lines respectively

associated with the multiple corresponding Segments of multiple Groups by coupling a Vdd

voltage to each corresponding metalO LBLps line, setting all first control signals to 0V, all

second control signals to Vread of about 6V, all fourth control signals for the multiple Groups

to Vread of about 6V, for performing a simultaneous multiple-WL and all-GBL Read

operation on the basis of one Page per one Group, the selected Page to be read comprising N-

bit data stored by part of N memory cells in On-state and remaining part of the N memory

cells in Off-state by setting WL voltage for selected Page to a Read voltage V R against

threshold level of each memory cell in the Page while setting WLs for other unselected Pages

at Vread=6V.

45. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 44 wherein the

simultaneous precharge operation further comprises applying Vdd to turn on the first String-

select device and 0V to turn off the second String-select device for each of multiple selected

Blocks corresponding Segments of one or more Groups including the selected Page to be read

and keeping the common source line connected to the second String-select device at 0V so

that charges of Vdd voltage can be trapped in corresponding N Strings of memory cells in

each of multiple selected Blocks.

46. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 45 wherein the multiple

sets of N LBL metall lines respectively associated with the multiple corresponding Segments

of one or more Groups that are initially precharged to Vdd are configured to have part of the

N LBL metall lines for each selected Segment that cross with any On-states memory cells in

the selected Page be discharged from Vdd to 0V simultaneously by turning on the second

String-select device connected to the common source line at 0V, and to have remaining part

of the same N LBL metall lines that cross with any Off-states memory cells in the same Page

be retained at the Vdd voltage, providing a data pattern of Vdd vs. 0V matching original data



stored in the selected Page for performing a simultaneous multiple-WL and all-GBL Read

operation.

47. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 46 wherein each retained

Vdd voltage associated with the data pattern is shared with the corresponding GBL in a

DPvAM-like charge-sharing scheme to provide a reduced Vdd/M(J) voltage for the page

buffer to amplify the Vdd/M(J) voltage by a Multiplier and further amplify to a digital

voltage by a Sense Amplifier, where M(J) is a function of J depending on location of Jth

Group relative to the page buffer, while each discharged OV voltage associated with the same

data pattern is similarly converted to another digital voltage depending on Sense Amplifier

design in the page buffer, thereby converting the data pattern of Vdd vs OV to a digital bit in

the page buffer.

48. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 42 wherein multiple metalO

LBLps lines respectively associated with multiple Segments in one or more Groups are

configured to perform a simultaneous precharge operation on multiple sets of N broken-LBL

metal 1 lines respectively associated with multiple sub-Segments in corresponding multiple

Segments in one or more Groups by coupling a program-inhibit voltage from Vdd of 1.8V up

to 7V to each corresponding metalO LBLps line, setting all first control signals to OV, setting

selected second control signals for the Segment-divided devices associated with the multiple

corresponding Segments to a Vpass voltage of about 10V, all third control signals for the

pull-down devices associated with the corresponding multiple Segments to OV, all third

control signals for the pull-down devices associated with the corresponding multiple

Segments to the Vpass voltage, and keeping each common source line at Vdd, for performing

a simultaneous multiple-WL and all-GBL Program operation.

49. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 48 wherein each of the

multiple sets of N broken-LBL metal 1 lines respectively associated with the multiple

corresponding Segments in one or more Groups is configured to be subjected to a sequential

sample-and-hold operation per each sub-Segment to discharge the precharged voltage to OV

in part of N broken-LBL metall lines selectively based on data bits "0" sent by the page

buffer via the corresponding GBLs by coupling the selected first control signals and selected

second control signals to the Vpass voltage, applying a short pulse of Vdd to the third control

signals of the corresponding Segments, and setting the fourth control signals of the

corresponding sub-Segments to OV, and to retain the precharged voltage in remaining part of

the N broken-LBL metall lines if the corresponding data bits from the page buffer are "1",



the data bits "0" or "1" being distributed as a data pattern depended on a whole WL page data

to be programmed.

50. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 49 wherein each of the

multiple sets of N broken-LBL metal 1 lines subjected to the sample-and-hold operation is

configured to trap a charge pattern with the precharged voltage/OV in corresponding N

Strings of memory cells in a selected Block of each sub-Segment of multiple Segments in one

or more Groups containing a selected Page for programming by coupling the metalO LBLps

line of the corresponding Segment to 0V and setting the fourth control signal for the set of

pull-down devices of each corresponding Sub-Segment to 0V.

51. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 50 wherein once each

selected Block including the respective Page to be programmed in multiple sub-Segments of

one or more Segments in one or more Groups holds a trapped charge pattern based on

corresponding data pattern associated with corresponding whole WL page data sent

sequentially from the buffer, all the selected Blocks are subjected to a simultaneous Program

operation by applying Vpgm=20V to selected WL of each corresponding Page and applying

the Vpass voltage of about 10V to rest WLs in each selected Block.

52. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein multiple

dispersed Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups are configured to

independently latch and trap one WL page data with Vdd voltage of 1.8V for program-inhibit

and Vss of 0V for program directly coupled via the N GBLs from the page buffer and then to

execute a simultaneous All-GBL Program operation based on a self-boosting-program-inhibit

scheme.

53. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein multiple

dispersed Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups are configured to

independently latch and trap one WL page data pattern with V i ibit voltage of about 7V (or

Vdd) for program-inhibit and Vss of 0V for program by first precharging each of N broken

Segment metal 1 lines to the V i ibit voltage (or Vdd) from independent metalO LBLps line

shared for each corresponding Segment followed by coupling with a WL page data with Vdd

for program-inhibit and Vss for program sent via the N GBLs from the page buffer, then to

execute a simultaneous All-GBL Program operation on multiple selected Pages respectively

in the multiple dispersed Blocks based on the corresponding one WL page data pattern using

a non-self-boosting-program-inhibit scheme.



54. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein K sets of N

second parasitic capacitors respectively associated with different Segments in a Group near

the page buffer are configured to serve as K Dynamic Caches to temporarily store K one-WL

page data from the page buffer rather than to store in multiple pages of the first Cache

Register in the page buffer, where K=l for N-bit SLC storage data, 2 for N-bit MLC storage

data, 3 for N-bit TLC storage data, and 4 for N-bit XLC storage data, at a same time when

storing one-page programming data into a separate selected set of N second parasitic

capacitors during a simultaneous multiple-WL All-GBL Program operation.

55. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 54 comprising a rotation

capacitor assignment of n+1 free sets of N second parasitic capacitors associated with

different Segments to be n rotation Dynamic Caches and one Dynamic PB per multiple-state

storage data during progression multiple-WL Program operation with selected WL for

programming being shifted in order from one WL to a next WL, wherein the Dynamic PB is

assigned for programming N-bit one-page data from the real page buffer while the n rotation

Dynamic Caches are respectively assigned for storing temporary N-bit data loaded from I/O

via the page buffer depended on data storage type, wherein n=l for SLC type, n=2 for MLC

type, n=3 for TLC type, and n=4 for XLC type.

56. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each memory

cells in the array is formed on a common triple-P-well (TPW) so that one or more dispersed

Pages from K Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups of the array are

configured to flexibly subject to a simultaneous Erase operation by at least setting each

selected WL to 0V for each of the one or more dispersed Pages while non-selected WLs at

Vdd then floating, setting the first String-select device and the second String-select device

corresponding to each of the K Blocks at floating, then setting the common TPW to a Vers

voltage of 20V to erase all memory cells in the selected one or more Pages by reducing

threshold levels below -0.7V using a reverse FN-channel tunneling scheme, wherein K is

selected from 16, 32, 64, 128 or any integer number.

57. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 comprising a 3D flash

array structure with each String of memory cells being stacked in a third direction in a

straight vertical-channel configuration, or U-shaped vertical-channel configuration, or

vertical-gate lateral-channel configuration, the third direction being perpendicular to both the

first direction and the second direction.



58. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 57 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each pull-down device, each first String-select

device, and each second String-select device associated with a vertical-channel 3D NAND

String configuration is selected from a one-transistor device of a same type NMOS 1-poly

medium-high- voltage (MHV) transistor, a two-transistor device having two NMOS 1-poly

medium-high-voltage (MHV) transistors with a common gate, and a three-transistor device

having two NMOS 1-poly medium-high- voltage (MHV) transistors with a common gate plus

a third NMOS 2-poly LV transistor.

59. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 57 wherein each Group-

divided device, each Segment-divided device, each pull-down device, each second String-

select device associated with a n-layer vertical-gate 3D NAND String configuration is a n-

transistor device having n NMOS 1-poly MHV transistors connected in parallel where n is

number of cell layers of the vertical-gate 3D NAND String configuration in the third

direction.

60. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein each memory

cells in the array is formed on a common triple-P-well (TPW) so that one or more dispersed

Pages from K Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups of the array are

configured to flexibly subject to a simultaneous Erase operation by at least setting each

selected WL to 0V for each of the one or more dispersed Pages while non-selected WLs at

Vdd then floating, setting the first String-select device and the second String-select device

corresponding to each of the K Blocks at floating, then setting the common TPW to a Vers

voltage of 20V to erase all memory cells in the selected one or more Pages by reducing

threshold levels below -0.7V using a reverse FN-channel tunneling scheme, wherein K is

selected from 16, 32, 64, 128 or any integer number.

6 1. The HiNAND flash memory array of claim 32 wherein one or more

dispersed Pages from K Blocks in different Segments of one or more Groups of the 3D flash

array structure are configured to flexibly subject to a simultaneous Erase operation by at least

setting all first control signals, all second control signals, all third control signals, metalO

LBLps line first to Vdd voltage and turning on both the first String-select device and the

second String-select device corresponding to each selected Block, then ramping those signals

from the Vdd to a Vers voltage of 20V to use a gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) scheme to



induce hot-hole to erase trapped electrons in each memory cell of the whole corresponding

Page, wherein K is selected from 16, 32, 64, or any integer number.

62. A method of performing simultaneous multiple-WL & All-BL

Program operations in a HiNAND flash memory array with 2-level broken-BL hierarchical

structure, the method comprising,

loading from external I/O a N-bit 1-page data of SLC type sequentially to a N-

bit page buffer circuit comprising a data register and a cache register associated with the

HiNAND flash memory array with 2-level broken-BL hierarchical structure;

transferring the N-bit 1-page data in the data register to a first dynamic cache;

continuing the loading and transferring steps above for another N-bit 1-page

data until a last N-bit page data is loaded;

activating program pulse simultaneously, if the last N-bit page data is loaded,

to each word line of all selected pages to respectively store N-bit programmed data to the

multiple pages of memory cells;

recalling the loaded N-bit 1-page data back to the data register in units of

whole page;

verifying if each bit of a corresponding N-bit programmed data is matched

with corresponding bit of the N-bit 1-page data recalled from the first dynamic cache;

converting successfully verified data of the N-bit 1-page data in the data

register to a first data pattern;

transferring the first data pattern to a second dynamic cache;

continuing the recalling verifying, converting and transferring steps above for

next page until last page is performed with successfully verified; and

repeating activating; recalling, verifying, converting, and transferring steps

above for all pages until every N-bit programmed data for every page are fully matched with

every corresponding loaded N-bit 1-page data.

63. The method of claim 62 wherein the HiNAND flash memory array

comprises a top-level broken-GBL metal2 lines and an associated bottom-level LBL metal 1

lines hierarchical structure configured with multiple pages of memory cells aligned in rows,

the multiple pages being arranged in column direction to form part of multiple separated

Blocks connected in parallel via the LBL metal 1 lines to associated one or more Segments

connected further in parallel via the broken-GBL metal2 lines to one of multiple divided

Groups.



64. The method of claim 62 wherein transferring the N-bit 1-page data is

executed in units of whole page.

65. The method of claim 62 wherein the first dynamic cache comprises a

set of N-bit parasitic capacitors formed by N pieces of LBL metal 1 lines associated a

Segment.

66. The method of claim 65 wherein transferring the N-bit 1-page data

comprises latching and trapping a first charge pattern across a whole page into the set of N-

bit parasitic capacitors.

67. The method of claim 62 wherein continuing the loading and

transferring steps comprising a sequential operation.

68. The method of claim 63 wherein activating program pulse

simultaneously comprises applying Vpgm = 20V simultaneously to a word line of each of

multiple selected pages in different Blocks of one or more Segments of one or more Groups,

each selected page being associated with a trapped charge pattern in corresponding N-bit

parasitic capacitors formed by N pieces of LBL metal 1 lines.

69. The method of claim 62 wherein recalling comprises reading a trapped

charge pattern in the corresponding dynamic cache and converting it as a digital signal back

to the page buffer.

70. The method of claim 62 wherein verifying comprises reading the

corresponding first N-bit programmed data stored in the corresponding page of memory cells.

7 1. The method of claim 62 wherein converting comprises flipping some

bits of the N-bit programmed data that are matched with corresponding bits of the N-bit 1-

page data recalled to bits with a program-inhibit voltage level and retaining remaining bits of

the first N-bit programmed data that are not matched with corresponding bits of the first N-bit

1-page data recalled to bits with original program voltage level.

72. The method of claim 62 wherein the second dynamic cache can be

same as the first dynamic cache at a same location associated with the selected Segment of

the HiNAND flash memory array or a different location associated with a different Segment.



73. A method of performing simultaneous multiple-WL & All-BL

Program operations in a HiNAND flash memory array with 2-level broken-BL hierarchical

structure, the method comprising,

loading from external I/O a 2xN-bit page data of MLC type sequentially to a

N-bit page buffer circuit comprising a data register, a program buffer, and a cache register

associated with the HiNAND flash memory array with 2-level broken-BL hierarchical

structure;

transferring the 2xN-bit page data in the data register to a first dynamic cache

to store N-bit MSB data and to a second dynamic cache to store N-bit LSB data;

transferring a decoded N-bit data in the program buffer based on the N-bit

MSB data and N-bit LSB data to a first dynamic page buffer;

continuing the loading and transferring steps above until a last 2xN-bit page

data is loaded;

activating program pulse simultaneously, if the last 2xN-bit page data is

loaded, to each word line of all selected pages for respectively storing N-bit programmed data

in multiple pages of memory cells;

recalling the loaded 2xN-bit page data back to the data register including N-bit

MSB data from the first dynamic cache and N-bit LSB data from the second dynamic cache;

verifying if each bit of corresponding N-bit programmed data read from the

first dynamic page buffer is matched with the corresponding decoded N-bit data of the 2xN-

bit page data recalled;

converting successfully verified data of the 2xN-bit page data in the data

register to form a renewed N-bit MSB data and renewed LSB data;

transferring the renewed N-bit MSB data to a third dynamic cache and the

renewed N-bit LSB data to a fourth dynamic cache;

transferring another decoded N-bit data in the program buffer based on the

renewed and renewed LSB data to a dynamic page buffer;

continuing the recalling verifying, converting, and transferring steps above for

next page until last page is performed with successfully verified; and

repeating activating; recalling, verifying, converting, and transferring steps

above for all pages until every N-bit programmed data for every page are fully matched with

every corresponding decoded N-bit data from original loaded 2xN-bit page data.
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